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©HAS. W. LAMXM. a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
liUSSOAI, GAMB, 
".•This work is especially, desigaed • to:• facet.'the • , : . ■ •. yOLUME II. ] 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. The phenomenal success of "Volume I has em¬ 
it contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play- coursged Mr. Macdougall to issw© the second vot¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, ume» 0^m^ar s^e to Volume I. 
t s a ollection of chaste, e iv she t and interest 
and author of a similar work for the Eeed Organ, ’ ’ - , ;  
ing pieces, with annotations and close fingering, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that _ ,, _ 
• Here are some of the authors : Von Wilm, Bohm, 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to Volkmannj Bmnmel, Lichner.. Behr, and Kullak. 
examine this new work, which will he ready in a The collection will surpass anything in thin line 
Instruction ami Pleasure Combined. 
« SFLIHKIB 6ASSE FOR EVEittf MOWS. 
"Ella gems coasfste of carta, 0.0. which site dlffarant aslm and reafe 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, thf cards are flayed in -succession and added together ao 
they are played until the mine of a whole note la reached, when ft 
sanntsom forth p ■son who jlayed ‘*..‘1 1 card a oompte 1 a 
whole note. 'SMs gives a general Idea only. Fall direcUosa, with 
roles far e, number of different games, tables ihowing the natm, rests, 
ke ,1 ecorapanyth same. 
Eh06 * • rinj play heTPi no Gcgi Vfoli a el < * . 
ment; those who ring; those who wish to read music fc&sr; in fast, all 
ho si interested in mod r ed this* 1n n . - 
It teaches the vahie of notes and rests. “ ' - , _.. 
Ehecame ffbe notes - :■ 
Bsc arionskeysi hi at written.. "..i. 
Hie dUbrent Mndo of tens. 
Practice in mwgtxl fractions. 
The eaalast .way to leant to read innate. 
Sou loam, whfis playing an interesting pints. 
It ia'readilyleanmd, even by children.' 
Time devoted to playing this gome la Eat wasted, ca in nasal gaeaeg. 
■ p • Sic ; tmmt <*... rtls . 
A'naw Stigailmm—safiWy nub my etime gmss. 
Parents <ssa 6sach thair cUMitea ft® radfasssts of a/',- at If - 
tnnaichmna thmrtMiNrei- ' 
- Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced elffro. 
Shea® intending to study musto will Sacl it to thai edvtafags fa play 
thi ffxm 8 i Utobefinre bagSimi , less* so 
Price BO Oe§ re. < 
Address Publisher, 
TTKllI@n. 
S1704 Chestnut Street.' Philadelphia, Pa«j; 
We wills as is our-custom,,/give our patrons ah-.opportunity of securing these books 
at a nominal price. To those who send cash in advance-, of-publication we 
w HI . an the Ifa idon % ork for 60 Cents and the Macdougal one 
‘ ' for 26 cents, when they :«fcrei .issued,; whidh-wiH;-be "in' a- ' 
----- -—. veryshort timesas-both 'works.are: nearly J . / . . 
finished. Send in your order at once. _ ' ' 
; SEE PUBLISHER'S NOTES, PAGE 18, FOR EXTRAORDINARY OFFER. 
The inadequate r&svMs from technical etxermms at the pwm are well known to piano players, and form 
the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. ' 
mTOBETS- TEGMUIGOT, 
rpRiOB .@is. ■ 
i Wfs «i 
' ,A W? i ^ " £?‘nh;r > f ^ 
LAWREBCE CiCfiK Wi ft SSUP'CS GO., ... . 
Ei®BMaflfei©Ttaw©ra ®ff fls© Mglmal PaneDS . 
8EVIK-OCTAVE LAWRENCE .CONCERT Ml IMH1, 
sssabsi!Sbeb'ii85. SSO as&,83S i. Tenth §§., sad989 a# Ml Walnut St., HikSTOW, PA., W. S. A. 
_ r_' 
Our .'Concert 'Hand 3ffg» 
strncted as to insure ike Most Beats- 
operated by the knees., This does; 
which oftens through damp weather* 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a guaMfymg So®,1 
■ty is obtain id, f . 
f tone be le possible, 
d: gn, and voiced ) that t 
be e: a ©( withe 
[worthless Imitat of this instru- 
Lkindred names. 
ALLET & DAVIS 
fhiave no stops, bnt are.-" so con-’ 
f iifulMffiecteby the use of two levers 
■ awaywith a complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy-: 
is that of a handsome'' Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
i Seed Organs, and’the most .exquisite 
w The Eeedg at® the best patented 
I brilliantAllegretto or Staccato music 
' the. same as on' a Piano.; Beware of 
1 meat styled“Piano’ Organs ” and 
|F; TORIES F©» PH1©ES, 
; HAT’S what you want to remember when about 
, 11 to purchase an organ,—that’s the principle on 
which 90,000 Carpenter Organs have been 
constructed. If your local dealer does not sell them, 
write us direct; we can deal with you just as well 
as though you called at our factory, because we will 
send any organ you select on test trial and pay all 
freights if not perfectly satisfactory. No risk for 
you ;■ that’s left to us. A catalogue can be had for 
the asking; it will give you some valuable informa¬ 
tion about GOOD ORGANS. ' ‘ ^ 
otct® uMsonEBTOFrasr 
WVsTC® Mssafketssyv Wakefield* Mas®, 
E. P. CARPENTER CO., 
BRATTLEBORO, VT., U. S. A. ©rgasa Bears This Trade Mark, 
These Instalments have bpejL before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UN PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
• • • ■ • Which establishes them as 
323 TO 333 S®„ CAHAE. STREET 
Svery Haab Fally Warranted for B Yews. 
TTLTL KC3ADE 
22 and 24 IS. Baltfaww© Street, BAMMORE. 
148 ffWtk Ato®, »@ar SlOtih St*, . HEW Y@SS. 
SOI EO?JajriB7/Sr/aimfei Avo., IB® (Do 
Me ieactaf aaiat iiSS'KrSKiWa 
M@ a«f! MPBBGHTr© 
.CHU2CS, COHCBET, 
£ nd ft I la it ted < it logu >, 
OFEICI 20 El i EC( El 
PACTOBY, 1827-1628 8. E. FIFTH STBEKT, | PfflCfat Haiti IfflPBfaF 
' ‘3PIAI: 
A complete, durable, and exceedinj 
for preparing the bands for key-boar 
Be lar. 
Ct. HTOSOM BIB WELL, 18 goart St®,imCA, If. T, 
Cantatas for Small Choral Societies. 
'«•/ RS. SPEAI ER.! 
About 8 dozen copies, just imported from Novello. To be sold cheap, 
«JOHN GILPIN ® 
HOW EEADY. 
Address the Comp >ser. 
MMHBAPOMS, MINN. j t n otic il ha id 
•work. Weighs oi 
tnaaium 
ounces. 
C'l 1 
Hi 
1 ^ r-. a ■ 
;a'Svl,.\ == 
LIFE SIZE9 22 is S3 IMCMES. 
PfffeO'88.®©. P©OfO|iO Hid! lilfeo, I© (SuOc EilfciXL 
u 85.®©, nSSCo Fo:acuao, AinitD^Mo ©ok. 
? ■ e&» ’ fe go Wj Is • ass at • wehoe i !as <« 
,The following car© now ready:-— 
EEETHOYEI, MElBEL^mi, ESOZAET, 
(r WAGHER, SAIDELj OBMDf, HS1T, 
■' ; 8011111% AID K/Vfll, 
OT11BB TO WOEsXMW. 
The elegant portraits have given the gireateat ootiafij/e- 
tion wherever! introduced. ,' The ‘former price for these 
.was $4.60 each, .without frame. 11 Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
Ad& a ™e©c iessep, phblab eilphia. 
iniiili 
M are used in its prepar¬ 
ation. It has snore 
&an three tizzies the 
strength of Cocoa 
mixed with Starch, 
and is therefore far 
more economical, casting less than one cent a 
cup,, ' It ir-#eiiemugv."noiirisinng^ strengthen¬ 
ing, basj - nr , and admirably adapted 
ft* invalids Us, weil;'as;for persons in health. 
Sold byCro©ere©¥erywh®ro0 
it ilia & go., BiieiESTEi, mm. 
Unbound Volumes &r 1886, - $1.60,' Postpaid. 
"" 1887, - 1.60, tf 
1888s. - 1.60, 44 
18« - 1.50, “ 
1886, * - ;2,50. 44 
187 - ,2.60. 54 
1888, -. 8.50, 44 
188§, - 2.50, 44 
1880, - . 2.60, 44 
1891, . - . 8.50, .44 
*151033 volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of moaie la 
each year. The various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent vain®. It is a peculiarity of MmS® thpt it® 
articles are of aubatanttel tcnS, lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 
'THEODORE PiESSEi, 
1704 Chestnut Street, PMadelpMa, ®a. 
Bound 
■ »£?« SOiUCIION to THE PROFESSION. 
R . Y 1~ eontorije k choicest of the Yon Billow 
©dirioa^ T?Mds . ■$$(%' published .in sheet, form, in four 
b fa. hu abridge dition can be need in most cases 
'or k , plet *rlr. Only , h© most, difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher/ ' ■ ■■■■■■ 
AMUSIHQ AID iNSTEDOTIVE. 
BE5 , I HSN6 EMTiREil ME!. , 
L&ndoii’s Reed"Organ Method 
PrisaSI li. If CHAS.t ' MM i orelgo I fieri: g. 
wmmm. psw 
This Method is.something entirely.new. Every piece 
is especially arranged > for the Beed Organ.. They are 
selected- from the best composers. Each, piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil m to the best way'of practicing and learning It, 
Pieces are esrefelly graded. Every difficulty la first 
prepared in an easy.and attractive form. -The Heed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto' neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Si ad - if lai ip , : 
THE0. PRESSES, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut’ St,, Philadelphia, Pa. . 
IMP0R1 i v 1 TC ORGANISTS, 
Thegame, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The .object of the gam© is to 
impression the; mind-of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address PubllAA’,- 
THEODORE PEESSEB, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
: A MC fHLY MAGAZINE 
' BOB 
0SGA1ISTS ;aIB STUDEHB, 
FjffHIS wort is published by subscription. ..Each vol* 
(Jlfc inaU Is complet Is 12 Parte.; All the leading 
Professional, and Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it, 1 , 
TS tt" fi volun has .ton unprecedented In the 
annals of .0 rgan Moo!® In this country. / 
t The mnsio ia selected from the moat practical uri latest sonapo- 
sitiona of the at r ia French, American and English writers, 
5t» 
we would like to impress upon yon the fact that— 
lot.—The music is edlted ln the moat careful manner, Spatial 
attention given to the Phrotslng, Pedal Marking, ’EegietraMm, ate. 
( it !^w , a ' j, J ?k «t(no&typ 
8d —1 oott 9i work gireasc . ion •• ash fo so 1 ttl money 
4th. » ’ * SksSmti, 
md the FrqfimdmM Organist will pud ® large zmmkesr 0/ mmpmtUeM 
wkieh ere ossto to bo found atpnmmi^.mpmsim edfUsne. 
And in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, eonslst- 
Jhoi rainlmg. Har¬ 
mony ' ib o: .vphlec of 
Ckg^fata and Organ Ctnnpcpers. 
Every topic will be discussed that will (stimulate and aid in the 
development of the Art of Organ Flaying. 
The Orgonlflte5 ^onrnal comci^ss Twbhwt Ea©e3 set Ban Pass;. 
otbsckiw i, m& m 
The first and-second volpmes are how 'aunpUta^ 3%a ftlrj vel¬ 
um® ia in.oouiw of* publication, and will w, sent,' poi&paid, on 
receipt of the subscription. „ ^ 
ACtasatea nnatioag wi ho nsE’, 
ftsc, on receipt sea. _ ; 
SOlETHie FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER. 
- A MEOHAMOAJr APHIA101 - - 
FOR THE 
Development' of' 'Plano Technic 
PIANOFORTE. 
Price, Teacher’s Sis©, 
Pric®, Student’s Sts®, ARRANGED IN ! R' 3RESSIVE ORDER, 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Bead for circular giving full information 
Address 
' here an fevs re ;lly gc id col tion < easy la 
structive music. This album will he welcome m 
supplying a need with most teachers. .They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered.and. edited, ffe consider that, 
the collection cannot te excelled for fornmtive 
piew, 
4 
The best, if not the only, Sohool of Technic 
KNOWN TO 
PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. . '' ■ 
ARTHUR P„ SCHMIDT, 
154 TREHOST ST. BGST0*. MSS., 
MUS 1C PUBLISHER 
sm&.tmsm: m.VBS 
Usury Litoiff, Brunswick, 6ejTOanyj£Tlib €dwln Ash 
down Oolleotion; EditionChanot (Violin.Music) f 
FOR JANUARY, 1893. 
A. Paper on the ' 
Robert Franj Songs, 
I , J. 8. VJi'1% ChM ’ 
5FIit Ft'i t In 3 life entof m Article on 
Experiments in Musical Expressiveness, 
JSff MMMJtJLMXN 1WM8 &XZ.MAW, 
ProJ star bf Psychology in Qa University, 
Annotations grid /Esthetics! Analysis 
if ft, e Set - a s(3 d Prayer from ; ' elt ebutzs 
Translated from Hern, with setae teUctimsfrom «to Madeleine. 
Goethe on Music. Bach, No. II 
Skeo Translations from the €i-ertm«m, 
, te Heyula I stottment oj 
Introduction to Interpretation, of Beethoven’s 
Pi moforte Works, 
(Note.—The grading is from 1 A, easiest, to 6 C, most difficult, 
•with subdivisions of ihe grades as follows: 1 A, i B, 2 A, 2 B, 8 A, 
B, C, etc.) 
Beyer, ferd. ‘ Op. J01. Elementary -Instruction Book. 
(1A-2 B.) Books 1 and 2,................. .-each SI 80 
Bieltl, Albert. Op. 139. Preparatory School of Technique. 
(3 A.) JEdited by Chat. F. DennSe  1 60 
— Op. 140. Ten Easy Octave Studies. (3 B-4 A)... 1 25 
Bnttgchardt, t bas. Method of Pianoforte Technique. 
With additions by Arthur Poole. (3 A-4 A.) (Edition 
Schmidt, No. 6).not 1 00 
Chativet . ISJSfc i« 1 mra 5.* the playing >f th 
works of J. S. Bach. ..... 1 25 
dsns. Jt. B. Staccato Etude. O; ;(4 . 75 
Ctlesmemfti, M. die. Qradus ad Parnassum. (4-5.) Edited by 
Carl Tausig  2 50 
itJjpajsiep, jf, B. 60 Selected Studies. In 4 Books. {8 15-4 is.) 
Fitted by Hans von BtUow. Each $1.00. Complete-. 2 50 
Crawford, JT. W. Technical Manual for the Pianoforte, 
(8 A-4 C.) (Edition Schmidt, No. 1).net 2 00 
— Arpeggio Studies. (3-4).-.-.. 1 50 
— Scale Studies. ( -4).. 1 50 
Cssemny, C. -'Op. 299. • School of Velocity. Books 1 (3 A), 2 
(3 B), 3 (3 ).each 75 
— Op. 553. Octave Studies. (3 A) ...................................... 50 
— Op. 740. Art of Finger Dexterity. Books 1 and 2. (4 B). 
each 1 00 
• — Op. 849. School of Mechanism. Books 1,2,3. (2 B-C)... each 50 
— Staccato Etadec C. (3 .. 5 
Bawls, A. JT. Op. 82. Seven Melodic Studies. (3 B)..... 160 
JSw-Iefce*®, Vera. %» Op. 176. Twelve Concert Studies on 
Themes of Mendelssohn. Books land 2. (4_A-B)...each 1 50 
Duvernoy, JT. B. Op. 120. School of Mechanism. Books 
1 (2 B), 2 (2 G), and 3 (3 A)....—each 60 
— Op. 176. Ecole Brtmaire. (2 A.) Complete..................... 100 
Bsssery, Steph. A., Op. 37 ' Head and Hands. . Fundamen- . 
tal Technique for the Pianoforte. Introduction to Tau- 
sig’s Daily Studies. 87 pp. (1 B-5 A.) (Edition Schmidt, 
PAST JT. — The Two-Plnger .Moservises 
(School of Toucfti), ' ~ C 
PAST JTXe—The Scales Shy th mi c ally 
Treated (School of SriUiant Passages). 
PAST -III.—Arpeggios Shythmically 
Treated (Passage School). 
PAST IWo—School of Octave and Sravura 
Playing. 
. PRICE. OF EACH $1.00. 
Literary Programme 
ofthe ht. Ceeilian, Society, of Duluth, Minn. 
Story of Camillo Urso. 
The Graded Thematic Manual for Pianoforte Teachers 
contains Material for the Fourth, and Fifth Grades. 
The Usual Reviews of Music Mecommended. 
Subscription price 81.C0 per year ; single copies 15 cts. 
riiOB* wl hing I \ k umbers from 0 ober, I 91 ‘.j’’ f<; Che 
nmu r i wit i the )ctt ber, 1 2 u her,. m ha \ i u 51 
sending S1J50. __ 
CLAYTOKT 3F. S'UEH¥9 Publisher, 
174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill 
Comprise an original system, for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬ 
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate vol- 
in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system of technics to 
add to. their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’sr System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation; of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi- 
cation' in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the'Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
end a Virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We. have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than, these. 
§p In the selection of a Guitar 
' or any other1 instrument, the 
I 'JHL j purchaser must use exceeding 
care. Our instruments we guar- 
#J§|\ ■ antee to give satisfaction-.in. 
jjfij every particular, and especially 
recommend our $10 and $16 
styles,—our own manufacture. 
VIOLIN OUTFITS, tSS 
substantial case, extra set of strings, rosin,- 
etc., $10 and upward. 
a M TAQ All the leading makes at $5, 
DAryUOo $8, $10, $12, $15, $20, and 
upward. 
Mandolins, Zithers, Flutes, Cornets 
—in fact, everything in the line of Musical 
Instruments, at prices 20 to 60 per cent, less 
than asked by other dealers for the same qual¬ 
ity of goods. 
To Teachers and Students we make special 
terms, and it will pay YOU to write for pur 
Illustrated Catalogue at once. .. . - •«, 
umes, 
Mention 
The Etude. 1102 Chestnut , ?hila., Pa. 
t music, music Bosses, 01 musical merchandise sew 
rO THE PUBLISHER OF “THE ETUDE.” - '' 
A, Venezuelan pianist, Mr. Redesca! Uzcalequi, made LETTEES TO TEAOEEBS. 
his d6bM at Hardman Hall, New York, and won a _____ 
decided artistic success. j by w. s. b. mathews. 
Gerster, the once great soprano, "expresses the hope __ " 
°^; -iP,iV!?frU^tedStateaneXt year> Iti8 Said her Ques.—Can a teacher expect to accomplish the de- 
11 n la as ever. sired results from Mason’s Method, who has had no in - 
■ Mabame.Fursch-Madi has severed her connection with struction in it? The instruction, certainly seems com- 
the New York College of Music, and will receive private prehensive, and I might say exhaustive, and yet the 
pupils at her residence in New York. application seems almost an impossibility without the 
*_„ » . , . , t, tt, , „ aid of a teacher who thoroughly and practically under- 
A series of six lectures by Dr. Hugh Clarke has stailds the system from beginning to end. x. s. 
been given at Association Hall, .Philadelphia, m the • & t. 
University Extension Course. They are to be repeated Ans.—This is a very difficult question, and to judge 
from my experience as a teacher I would say that it is 
very doubtful. I think the teacher might take a be- 
foreign. ginner and give him instructions according to Mason’s 
Suppe, the eminent composer, is seriously ill. Method and accomplish satisfactory results, but all the 
»< Vv i! • . i. • • -n • a -i usual instruction at the piano is so fatally defective in 
" regard to the condition of the arm and wrist that the 
It is reported that there are to be more Patti fare- pure legato and the Mason elastic touch," as well as his 
we^8, . very light touch, are all alike impossible. If you will 
Eugene D’Albert is completing his first opera, “ The begin with the arm exercises as directed in the revised 
edition of Volume I, and will take up the octave practice 
within a few'weeks later, and will carry along practice 
in ali four volumes simultaneously as he directs, and 
making this about one-third of your total practice, devote : 
the remainder to the study of Bach, Schumann, and a 
few brilliant pieces, learning them by heart and playing 
them well, you will undoubtedly accomplish very satis¬ 
factory results. Thecorner stone, of. .progress in. piano 
playing is versatility^ combined with thoroughness. If 
you can change often enough and learn a certain number 
in Berlin of things well enough, you will certainly become a 
player. The flexible and responsive wrist and arm are 
the strategic points upon which everything depends. A 
prolonged practice in the early stages of piano playiDg 
of five-finger exercises, or other purely hammer motions 
of the fingers, with a carefully stationary arm, establishes 
a mechanical habit incompatible with musical playing. 
It has to be entirely undone later if anything like ex¬ 
pressive work is to be accomplished. Mason begins 
a free hand, loose wrist, and free arm, and keeps 
them- free all the while,-—-The result is that power, 
sonority,and delicacy of nuance all come along together, 
a e • In using F< uch and Technic at - tl t w >rl 
is used in connection with it, and how soon should a 
beginner take up the additional work ?L miss h. ; 
Ans.—Mason’s Touch and Technic is of the nature of 
an encyclopedia of piahoforle technic. Tt. contains the 
whole story of touch and passage work of every kind. It 
is therefore a book which a beginner draws upon for his 
very first exercises and which the most advanced stndent j 
never gets beyond. In the first and perhaps the second 
grades the exercises can be given by rote if the teacher 
knows the svstem well enough. In that case shs will 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., JANUARY, 1893 
4 Smoothly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Eflttsie 
Subscription Bates 81.50 per year (payable in advance), 
5 ngie Oopyj LB cenh. 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are 
held responsible until arrearages are-paid-and their-papers are 
rderi Its be discon tii .-'1 
THIODOB! PBESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
JLT let rmuureu yumuio O -UiSiU-U. AO UC uivmt.u6 ..'’V.to .■TT-.ito : ;■ to-'to 
Madame NordicA is to make a concert tour.through m ^ . , , . he country - The Bayreuth Dramatic School now numbers twenty 
- ;pupils.. 
August Cottlow, a young pianist, is making a tour _ - , , if the East ■ Paderewski has renewed his last.season s triumph ■ ‘ ■■■■ ■■■■■'.■■ London. - ; : 
Jules Levy is an applicant for. the leadership of Gil- „ ", „ . ,, . , 
more’s Band Santley, the famous English baritone, is threatened 
with cancer. 
Paderewski sailed from England on the Teutonic, _ _ 1 « ,, . 
December 14th Siegfried Wagner, son of the great composer, 
planning an American trip. 
August Hyllested is to play with the Thomas Orches- ■ .. , 
tra during the season. K-ummel has been very successful ■ V and in Holland with his piano recitals. 
An effort is being made to secure the "Wagner Museum *» ,. n 
of Vienna for New York city. Madame Sembrich recently sang songs m German, 
Russian, Polish, French, and Italian. 
Scharwenka’s opera, “ Mataswintha,” has been com- TT , t ™ y\ a• j 
pleted, and will be first produc , Munich " eclined the degre .f Mas Do offe: 1 
him by the University of Cambridge. 
Anton Seidl is to take his entire orchestra to Chi- _ _ _ .... . . 
eago, in May, for a five months’ engagement. . Herr Morwitz Morzkowski is to conduct the Berlin 
e> J Philharmonic m place of Dr. Jachim. 
Pad rewski’s 5ai Fran is< dates are th< 8th ith _, . ' , ,, , . 
12th, and the afternoons of the 10th and 13th. January 2d was the fiftieth anniversary of the first with 
A concert was given by the pupils of the Klauser ' ,. , ■ , 
Music Institute, in Milwaukee, on December 7. The third centenary of Palestrina occurs on_ Feb¬ 
ruary 2d. An appropriate celebration is to be held in his 
Mr. Leopold Godowski, pianist, played before the native town. 
[. T. A. s - mbei , , , , „ 
J - ■ Verdi has completed the orchestration of the score of 
Dr. Florence Ziegfeld says the International Tem- Mb, opera “ Falstaff,’’ and is now at work upon a pew 
pie of Music will cause a musical sensation next sum- one called “ King Lear.” 
mer‘ ^ The united Wagner Societies of Berlin and Potsdam 
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood has written a letter highly gave their first great orchestra concert under the conduc- 
commending Mr. H. W. Nicholl, of New' York, as a torship of Prof. Karl Klindworth. 
composer. Temps writ< he onservatori 
Mr. William J. Henderson, the musical litterateur of the girls have such small, thin voices that sopranini 
and critic, has heen lecturing before the Art Society of and not soprani seems the correct name for them.” 
sburgh. ^ a jate e, j,mina tion of the Paris Con iervatory only 
Messrs. Tschaikowaki, Sapellnikoff, and Madame eleven men and twenty-four women were admitted out 
Sophie Menter will make a tour of the United States of one hundred and thirty-nine and eighty-eight appli- 
next season. ' cants. 
of Touch and Technic, because in that csss the lessons 
could be more easily assigned and there is a great deal 
of incidental instruction which must receive a very 
different attention from that of being read over. 
Ques.—I have a pupil seven years old who takes 
music from Grade 4, but cannot reach an octave. If he 
does not havfe special exercises in preparing for octave 
work he will not be able to reach an octave for about two 
years. Is it, wise to give exercises for stretching the 
hands? I find some difficulty in selecting pieces with¬ 
out octaves. Should so small a child use the pedal un¬ 
der any circumstances ? ' . m. r. 
Ans.—Yon should begin to stretch the hand immedi¬ 
ately. Mason’s two-finger exercises are the best. 
Those in broken thirds, in sixths and especially the 
octave exercises at the end of the book of the new 
edition of Volume I. The publishers will send you a 
list of pieces without octaves for such cases, but of 
course the hand must be stretched as soon as possible. 
The only caution is that you do not lame it (which you 
will recognize by the hand being sore some time after 
practice), and that you keep the wrist flexible. For 
thi-f pu >s< Mbs n’e • inger sxer ises and be quasi 
octave exercises in sixths in his fourth volume. So 
small a child, if able to play the piano at .all, should be 
taught to use the pedal at once on scientific principles. 
Mason’s Studies for pedal in his fourth volume are 
magnificent. 
Ques.-—In Mason’s two-finger exercises the metro¬ 
nome mark for changing legato is half note equals 60. 
Is four counted to each measure or two, as the metro- 
nome will tick twice its each measure ? 
Ans.—I think four is better, because it cultivates the 
feeling of repose. 
Questions aniixS)nswei[s. 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment. Please write them on one side of the paper only, and not 
with other things on the same sheet. In Every Case the 
Writer’s full Address must be Given, or the questions will 
receive no attention. In no case will the writer’s name be printed 
to the questions in The Etude. Questions that have no general 
interest will not receive attention.] 
Ques.—Will you please state in The Etude Question 
Colnmn how t.o»set the Maelzel metronome to different 
tempos? as for instance,'for waltz time it is set at 160; 
also, how adjust it for pieces marked “ 80 allegretto ? ” 
■■ ■ ■ i . . M. E. J. 
Ans.—Evidently you mean 160 — Jin waltz tempo. 
Place the weight on the pendulum at 160, and allow a 
tick for each quarter note. The other part of your 
question is also not dear. The pendulum is placed at 
80, bnt whether the value of quarter, eighth or half 
note is allowed each tick is not explained by the word 
“ allegretto.” See answer to a. u. 
Ques.—Will you please tell me through the Question 
and Answer Column of The Etude how the first part of 
Rubinstein’s melody in F is played, that is, which hand 
should take the melody ? Also what a metronome mark 
such as this—J — 80—would mean ? A. b,. 
Ans.—1. The melody in the piece mentioned is taken 
by the thumbs of both hands.' There are editions pub¬ 
lished in which such a method of playing it is indicated. 
It may be procured through the publisher of The Etude. 
2. The metronome mark signifies that a dotted quarter 
should be played to each tick of the metronome. If the 
piece be written in | time, there should be two ticks of 
the metronome to each measure; in other words three 
eighth notes must be played to each tick. A. L. M. 
Ques.;—Do you consider the following arrangement of 
grades in music, studies, etc., sufficiently progressive for 
pupils, or can you recommend a better ? . 
Grade L—Kohler’s Op. 190, Bk. I; major scales one 
octave ; major scales, two octaves. — 
Grade //.—Loesehorn’s- Op. 65, Bk. II; review 
major scales; learn minor scales. 
Grade III.—Loeschorn’s Op. 66, Bk. I; learn major 
scales in thirds and sixths ; review mino^scales. 
Grade /K—Czerny’s Op. 299, Bk. I and II; learn 
minor in thirds and sixths; review major and minor 
f*B. . -- -- . _■■. .. 
Grade V.—Czerny’s Op. 299, Bk. Ill and IV ; dia¬ 
tonic chords and arpeggios: chromatic scales. 
Grade VI.—KalkbrenUer’s Op. 143, Bk. I and II; 
general review of scales. - 
Grade F/I.-^-Cramer’s Fifty Studies. 
Grade VIII.—Bach’s Preludes and Fugues, Bk. I and 
II; review Cramer’s Studies and Scales. 
In playing scales major or minor in thirds and sixths, 
which is preferable, to finger according to the method in 
Herz’ Scales, No. 290, or begin third or sixth with the _ 
finger which w it note - ie, i. e.f Will ’ 
I be loft r first? 
s. w. 
Ans.—In answer to S. W.’s inquiry concerning a 
graded list of Btudies, etc., we would call attention to 
t ie series of lists of sue -,nd pieces which The 
Etude nt by S. W. is 
not comprehensive enough, being confined to too narrow 
a range of composers, and some of the studies given are 
antiquated. Scale playing in its various forms is 
valuable and should be systematically done. Much is 
id ab t what is the best pre a for scale 
playing. There is, perhaps, too much of a tendency 
to spend more-time in preparation than-in the doing. 
The mania for analyzing is quite prevalent and we some¬ 
times try to analyze snore than is necessary. Such is 
the cAse in scale playiqg. AH the preparation'needed 
to-.play scales is'to' play them,, paying attention to the 
proper position of the hands and to a complete-control¬ 
ling of the different motions involved. Mason’s Touch 
wad l ’ h ic, ar =1, he *r il Sysf matically Created, 
is a very valuable contribution to scale literature, and 
treats the subject exhaustively. 
Ques.—Which is the proper or preferred fingering in 
playing octavesT-l and 5 on white keys and 1 and 4 on 
black, or is the 5th also used on the black keys? 
Also be so kind as to give a short sketch of the life of 
B s» hnex ind n y greatly f-*.r , • a. w. 
Ans.—As a general rule it is preferable to use fingers 
1 and 4 when playing octaves on the black keys, hut 
there are many occasions when 1 and 5 should be used. 
It is often necessary to use fingers 1 and 4 on the white 
keys when playing legato octaves. 
Heinrich Lichner was born, 1829, in Silesia, a pro- 
vince of Germ < kite stud ing and teaching n 
smaller places, he became a pupil of the celebrated 
Prof. Dehn, of Berlin. He afterward settled in Breslau, 
where he still lives. His productions are numerous, 
ranging over the whole field of composition. He is best 
known by his piano compositions, but he has written 
songs, chornses, psalms, string orchestra, symphonies, 
overtures, etc. 
Ques.—1. Why is the key just to the left of the group 
of two black keys called C ? - 
2. Why is “ Middle C ” so called? Have heard several 
answers to this last query. o. e. j. 
Ans.—1. The designation of musical sounds by letters 
is an inheritance from the Greeks. The lowest note they 
admitted in music was A, on 1st spacer Bass clef, their 
normal scale, was from A to A. That is a scale with 
half tones between 2 and 3, and 5 and 6, but as our 
normal scale has the half-tones between 3 and 4,and 7 and 
8 it begins on C, which was the third note in the Greek 
series of sounds. It would be a great gain in simplicity 
if we could change the name of that note to A, in order 
that the series of letters and the normal scale might 
coincide. - 
2. Middle C is so called because it lies halfyyay be¬ 
tween the bass and treble clefs. Its position results 
from what was called the great staff of eleven lines on 
which the clefs were placed, as follows:— 
Ques.'—-What is the difference between fhe. French 
pitch and that of the other ? • a. b. 
Ans.—The pitch decreed as standard for France, on 
February 16, 1859, is A 435 vibrations. 
That decree was caused by artists refusing to appear 
on the stage unless the pitch was lowered, it having 
reached A 448 at Paris in 1857-8, and A 456.1 at 
Vienna. _ . 
The French Government being appealed to took the 
action given above. 
The same pitch, A 435, was adopted by the Piano 
Manufacturers’ Association of New York and vicinity 
at an adjonrned meeting held in New York on November 
6, 1891, the object being to do away with the confusion 
previously existing. 
1 s con a it is ir asting know tha com- 
p - ' the tuning-i ks put upon the market 
by jobber rect in tch, there being marked 
differences in the vibrations when tested. 
QuEs.—1. Which is the best fingering to teach—Ameri¬ 
can or German 7 
2. Can the minor scales be played in thirds, sixths, 
etc. ? If so, how are they to be played descending ? 
3. What studies woi you recommend t< ajive a pupil 
who wishes to take lessons long enongh so she will be able 
t ■ play hymnB? " e. v. 
Ans.—1. One is as good as the other, but there are 
reasons why the German (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) form is preferred. 
It is only a question of time when the American or Eng¬ 
lish form of fingering will be entirely done away with. 
There is no use for two. It entails an expense on pub- 
lishers of two sets of plates. Dissatisfaction often arises 
when ordering music by mail, if no fingering is men¬ 
tioned, or if-the piece or study is not published in that 
form to which the teacher is accustomed. In all coun¬ 
tries, except England, the German form is used, and in 
England many of the best teachers use the German. -It 
should be the duty of every teacher to hasten the day 
when we have only one form, as, since it is well nigh 
impossible to crowd out the German, the English form is 
the one to give way. 
2. See Mason’s “ Touch and Technic,” Vol. II, page 
34. It would take too much of our space to give them 
here. 
3. It is not a matter so much which studies are used, 
as it is the vigor with which they are attacked. Almost 
any course will give one the ability to play hymn-tunes, 
if properly carried out. Try Mathews’ “ Course in 
Piano Studies,” Vols. I, II, and III. 
Ques.—What sonatas of the third and fourth grades 
would be instructive and interesting for pupils ? 
Can you suggest several descriptive pieces? Would 
like one representing “ trumpets.” j. e. h. 
Ans.—1. Easy Sonata in G maj., Op. 49, No. 2, 
Beethoven. Sonata in E flat, Op. 20, dementi. Son¬ 
atina in D, Op. 47, No. 2, Reineeke. Sonata in C, 
Mozart. Easy Sonata, Op. 49, No. 1, Beethoven. . 
Trumpeter’s Serenade, Op. 249, No. 20, Spindler. Die 
Spieldon (Imitation Music-box), Op. 384, Lange. Christ¬ 
mas: A Little Suite, Op. 33, A. D. Turner. In the 
Country, ten sketches for piano, Op. 26, J. K. Pains, 
No. 4, The Shepherd’s Lament; No. 6, Village Dance. 
Ques.—Who are the real characters represented under 
fictitious names in the story called “ Charles Auches- 
ter ” ? 
Ans.—In “ Charles Aufihester ” the following persons’ 
characters are supposed to be mirrored in the romantic 
characters of the celebrated novel. Our opinion is that 
one or perhaps two incidents of the lives of the real 
characters are woven into the romantic characters of 
Miss Shepherd. But very little resemblance can be 
traced between them when taken as types of characters. 
We give, however^as an answer to yonr question, the 
“key: ” Aronach as Selter, “ Mendelssohn’s teacher,” 
Charles Auchester as Joachim, Julia Bennett as Jenny 
Lind, Starwood Burney as Stendale Bennett, and, finally, 
Sesaphael as Mendelssohn. 
Ques.—1st. Are diminished intervals formed by low.- 
ering the upper tone? 
2ds-Do diminished seconds and sixths ever occur? 
3d. Is “ Parker’s Manual on Harmony,” of 1865, 
standard? A. w. p. 
Ans.-’-An interval considered apart from a given 
scale may be diminished either by lowering the upper or 
raising the lower note. Bnt a given interval in a given 
scale can only be altered in accordance with the harmo¬ 
nies that may be admitted in that scale—for example, 
the fifth C G may be diminished in the scale of Bb by 
lowering the G to Gb, when it forms part of the di¬ 
minished seventh chord, A C Eb Gb, or it may be 
diminished by raising C to C#, as part of the diminished 
chord C# E G Bb, which is found in the related key of 
D minor. But in the key of C the fifth Gft may only 
be diminished by raising the C to C#, because it then 
becomes part of the diminished chord, C# E-G Bb, in 
the related key D minor, because the diminished fifth 
C Gl> cannot appear in the key df.’.C, as it does not 
occur in any scale related to C. 
2d. Diminished seconds never occur, at least in the 
music of writers who know how to write. The dimin¬ 
ished sixth occurs as a suspension, or retardation, in the 
following passage only, in which the diminished sixth 
fifes between C# A h: 
w 
\p=!=p—---~ 
Sci. There is, unfortunately, no standard work on har¬ 
mony ; that is, one recognized by all competent authori¬ 
ties m the best work extant.. 
00N0EENING- ARM-TOUGH. 
BY JOHN 3. FILLMORE. 
The fourth volume of Mason’s* “Touch and Technic” 
I regard m a most timely and valuable contribution to 
the pedagogics of the piano. The right use of the arm 
in octave-playing, as well as the proper treatment of the 
damper pedal, are treated there exhaustively, in accord¬ 
ance with the best modern practice. But It is curious to 
note how, even in so complete a work as this, the down¬ 
ward f troke o m ed of almost ei sively. 
Indeed, I cannot at thiB writing recollect any recommen¬ 
dation, either in Mason’s work or any other, of the 
upward movement of the arm for any purpose whatever. 
This maybe due to my owt^forgetfulness, for 1 am sure 
that artists nowadays do use the “up-arm” touch a 
great d alfi us purpe ... that I 
should hot be able to call to mind any adequate treat¬ 
ment of the matter in print. 
n ai easel can ,do no possible harm to consider the 
subject, which is really a very important one. Let us 
note first that there are two radically different kinds of 
touch used in playing the piano ; (1) the Mow touch*; 
(2) the pressure touch. The quality of tone produced 
by these two kinds ©f touches is generally so wide apart 
that a trained ear will distinguish one from the other 
almost as for as he can hear a piano. The tone produced 
by pressure is smooth and harmonious. That produced 
by a Mow,-except In- the ease of players who. have re¬ 
ceived long and severe training, is invariably coarse, 
harsh, and repulsive. Even many experienced concert- 
players never reach the point of producing a, fine quality 
of tone, because tlieir technic is based on the “blow- 
principle,” and they have never been able to so modify 
the blow of the finger, hand, or arm upon the key as to 
prevent harshness. 
.,1 have come to think that the true fundamental con- 
..v'q ... ; ’ . - . • 1 
dition of getting the best results in piano teaching, as re¬ 
gards the very important matter of tone quality, Is to use 
pressure and not blow for everything to which pressure 
can possibly be applicable. And I suspect there are 
really very few things in piano-playing which cannot be 
done better by means of pressure than by means of a 
blow. ' 
There are two ways of exerting pressure on piano 
keys: (1) by a pull; (2) by utilizing lhe]naturnl weight 
of the arm. Dr. Mason has, better than anybody else, 
shown as. the value of the “ pull-touch ” and the best 
means of accomplishing it. In Vol. I of “Touch and 
Technic” he has Bhown that much which formerly was 
dose by means of .a blow can be much better anti more 
rapidly accomplished by means of a pull. There is no 
high finger-action which will strengthen the fingers 
nearly m rapidly as the two-finger exercise, and no 
amount of high finger-action after tie manner of Plaidy 
will give such a, touch and such a quality of tone as esa 
speedily be acquired by the exercises in the volume just 
referred to, of which the pull is always the fundamental 
principle. . . 
But there is an easier way of exerting pressure on ;i 
piano key than by means of a pull % the finger—viz., 
by allowing the m t of.- n, v 
may be, to press down the key. This Is best dose. as 
follows:.- Place the ends "of the fingers lightly on the 
surface of the keys, the wrist dropped below tie level of 
the keys as far as it will go, the I n ides all 
relaxed and it'- loose . s posi i ble. I . e the wrist 
as high as it will go, at the same time transferring the 
whole weight of the loose arm to the tip of one of the 
fingers. In the same motion the knuckles (metacarpal 
joints) rise with the wrist. By this means a tone is pro¬ 
duced as powerful as the natural weight'of the arm will 
allow, while the quality of it is absolutely pure. It is 
simply impossible t© produce a harsh, rough, coarse tone 
by a pare pressure-touch, such as necessarily comes of 
the process just described; I have found this method of 
producing tone especially advantageous in the very first 
lessons to children. The method I formerly employed, 
teaching them first of all the “correct” position of the 
hand, almost always resulted in rigidity, the pupil trying 
to hold her hand in a particular way, and consequently 
holding it more or less cramped and stiff. Almost in¬ 
variably it required a long time and much exhortation 
and criticism before this stiffness could be overcome, 
while in many cases I was never able to overcome it at 
all. But when I have taught children to begin with the 
“up-arm” touch I have thus far never had the least 
difficulty in securing a pure, lyric quality of tone from the 
very start; a perfectly loose wrist and hand and the 
“ position of the hand ” takes care of itself, without the 
slightest difficulty. The “ pull-touch” and finger-action 
can be taught, I believe, to much better advantage after 
than before the “up-arm” touch*. Consider, if you 
please, how little power can be produced by the small 
fingers of a child six or seven years old, when used in 
the ordinary up-and-down hammer-like action of the 
text-books. It is no wonder that such pupils pound and 
thump in the effort to produce more tone, especially 
since what is expected of them is a very complicated 
adjustment of the muscles of the hand, really beyond 
their capacity. But the teacher who begins with the 
“up-arm" touch may not only direct the attention of 
his pupil to pure quality of tone at the very start, but 
may also obtain all the power which the whole weight of 
the arm will give. 
But it is not only, with beginners that the “ up- 
arm ” touch may be used to advantage. There is a 
great deal of lyric playing which is well done with a 
“pull-touch,” which can be still better done by utilizing 
the natural weight of the arm for pressure. Take, for 
example, the D minor study of Stephen Heller, Op. 
47. This is one of the most valuable of studies in 
lyric style and in discriminative emphasis. I used to 
teach pupils to deliver the melody with a “pull-touch.” 
Now I teach them to use the “up-arm” touch with 
very great gain, "both in flexibility of hand and arm and 
in ease of tone-production. And I advise every young, 
progressive-minded teacher, who desires to improve his 
methods, to try the experiment. Every human arm 
hangs from the shoulder with a certain weight; why not 
utilize this weight for pressnre rather than accomplish 
the same result by the muscular exertion of a pull ? 
Especially when it is pressure thait most easily and readily 
produces an ideal qualfty of tone. The down-arm touch 
is, at best, a modified blow. I do not say that ho good 
tone can ever be produced by a blow; even the whole 
weight of the arm may be thrown on the keys from a 
c aside 4 le 1 ei i withou *i-x ibl rshn 1 
vided the wrist gives way at the instant of the Btroke. 
And I do not deny that there are cases where the effect 
of the modified Mow is just what is wanted. But I 'be¬ 
lieve that a fine, lyric quality of tone is the first thing 
to be aimed at and that this is best secured by pressure 
. and not by a blow, however modified. • And I believe 
that the “ up-arm ” touch is, in' a very great' many, if 
not in the majority, of cases the easiest and the best 
means of bringing pressure to bear upon the keys of the 
piano. 
—L should suggest that unless a child shows some nat¬ 
ural aptitude for music, it seems a mistake to devote much 
tin e t > the attainment of tin t art 
Such an aptitude generally manifests Itself in early 
childhood, as, when it exists, the child will evince pleas 
ure and attention in listening to music, and will try to 
imitate the sounds it hears. 
If successful in this attempt there can be no doubt of 
its being gifted with a musical ear.—Christine Nilsson. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS, 
LETTERS FROM GREAT MUSICIANS TO YOUNG 
PEOPLE. By Alethea B. Crawford and Alice 
Chapin. G. Schirmer, New York. 
Musical history is an important but, hitherto, ne¬ 
glected item of musical culture. Histories there are, 
some too full, some too condensed, and some too dry 
and ui inter* • ting. 
Musical biography is somewhat more to the taste of 
the average student, although in the straggle for technical 
supremacy, it, with all other work of like character, is 
too often pusl d aside. 
The. great value of an intimate knowledge of the 
inner life and habits of the masters of mnsic can very 
readily he discerned. History furnishes us with infor¬ 
mation more or less exhaustive concerning them, but if 
we could ofaly catch' a more perfect glimpse of their per¬ 
sonality, their ways when alone, and thus be placed in 
touch with the moods which dominated them while they 
were writing the master-pieces they have bequeathed to 
us, we could give a more perfect and complete interpreta¬ 
tion of the great art works. To players and listeners 
alike they would speak with greater force and beauty. 
While the mind and heart are young especially should 
these impressions be made. ; 
A oy work which will by its simplicity, directness, and 
interesting style bring within the reach of the child-mind 
a knowledge of the lives of the masters deserves a»valued 
place in musical literature. 
This the work under review does. “ The object,” to 
quote from its preface, “of this little book is to bring 
the reader nearer, to the great masters in the realm of 
music, and make him or her acquainted with the men 
who worked; played, and suffered as do other men.” 
By entering into the life of each composer and, as 
much as possible, copying that composer’s tricks of 
speech, manner of writing, and various idiosyncracies, 
the authors have sent forth a work which causes us to 
feel more nearly a personal acquaintance with the object 
of each sketch. 
Each of these sketches appears as a personal letter 
from its subject and is written so simply that it will be 
understood by the child, and, withal, is attractive to the 
older reader. . 
The salient points in the lives of Palestrina, Domenico 
Scarlatti, John Sebastian Bach, Handel, Gluck, Haydn, 
Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, and Meyerbeer are brought 
out in a very interesting manner. 
Each master tells his life story with its pains and 
pleasures, its successes and failures, its joy and sorrow, 
entertainingly and in language suited to his personality. 
Palestrina writes as becomes a devotee of the Church ; 
Domenico Scarlatti tells his story like a man of the 
world, first filially rendering homage to his father, 
Alexandra. 
Bach reflects the stateliness of his fugues, while Han¬ 
del frankly confesses the infirmity of his temper. 
The work is one which should be in every musician’s 
library, either for his own or his pupils’ benefit. 
It is tasteful in its appearance and useful in its con¬ 
tents.: 
It can be obtained from the publisher of the 
Etude. 
NAIN.—A sacred cantata by Homer A. Norris. H. B. 
■ Stevens & Co., Boston. ■ 
We are in receipt of a new cantata, “Nain,” by Mr. 
Homer A. Norris, (pub. by Stevens & Co,., Boston), 
being melodious and well written, yet riot beyond the 
powers of any well trained choir to perform. 
“ JOHN GILPIN.’’ Price, $ 1.00. By Albert W. 
Borst. W. H. Boner & Co., Philadelphia. 
Leaders of small choral societies, whose material does 
not justify their taking large classical works in hand, 
have often a difficult task to procure:compositions which 
are short and at the same time well written. To such 
we recommend the last new cantata, “ John Gilipin.” 
Besides being melodious, there is some good counter- 
point work. The division for solovoicesandchorus is 
evenly distributed, and the parts lie welt in the range of 
ordinary amateur voices. Amongst some of the best- 
numbers are a duo for soprano and tenor, a lively trio and 
a dramatic chorus; “ The Wind Did Blow. ” The part 
1 > the accompanist if eq mil] interesting 
The cantata may be had at the office of The Etude. 
Also papers with thematic selections free. 
—You can get belter results from pupils by persuasion 
n< j ioi thai b ‘"f. to orct them ag se their 
will ' judgment. 
, —To rightly discharge your duty as a teacher you must 
be able to put yourself in your pupil’B place: think, feel, 
understand, and reason for the time being as he does 
■ Then you can learn what are his needs and how to biippl4 
them- ' , 1 - - ■ 
EDITORIAL NOTES. 
BY CHARLES W. LANDQN, 
Literary Editor of The Exude. 
“ The fearfal unbelief is unbelief in yourself,” said 
,(3arlyle. • Many teachers make sis mistakes in their way • 
of treating pupils for the purpose of talcing self-conceit 
oat of them. No person succeeds in doing a thing well 
unless he has a fair ?amount of confidence in his 
ability.! While an over-amount of self-esteem in a pupil 
is an unpleasant feature, nevertheless a teacher needs 
to be cautious as to how he deals with this element of 
character. 
to command a large fee for their public appearances. 
But to put it on a social plane, almost any one would 
prefer bei .sked to pi m i his friends 
took pleasure in hearing him, rather than is be asked 
just to avoid any appearance erf slighting or snubbing. 
. 1 " * & ' 
While not every pupil is destined to become a pro¬ 
fessional musician, yet all desire, to be listened to with 
interest when they perform. It is one of the most 
pleasant experiences of life to do a thing so wLell as to 
command the approval of our friends. When the pupil 
studies upon a scire' foundation, doing his work so well 
that it commands respect, instead of so poorly that it 
must be, when presented, bolstered up with excuses, he 
is on the king’s highway to success. 
It is the part of a good teacher's mental equipment to 
kno w how to give pupils their due amount of praise for 
work well done. The teacher must know how to draw 
the line between flattery and words of appreciation. 
Any right-minded pupil takes great pleasure in coming 
for his lesson with it learned well enough to please his 
teacher. And the teacher is neglecting an important 
pa b of -A* duty f he irithho 1 his < n indation an 
a pro a I all tl 3. go lit th« pa il’s ork. 
Swift says—“ Good manners is the art of making 
those people easy with whom we converse.” A teacher 
must acquire the skill of placing his pupils immediately 
at ease when in his presence.. Pupils are particularly 
sensitive to criticism, and. much of the criticism given 
by teachers is unjust, and, in a measure, overbearing. 
Th | - e« things fro * his t jn d dpo t of ex 
perience, and has practiced and played as correctly as 
he knew how, but the teacher, forgetting the pupil’s 
limitations', criticises from the standpoint of his own 
greater experience and knowledge. It is beBt for the 
teacher to put himself in the pupil’s place, then he can 
explain and illustrate, help and criticise the pupil with¬ 
out injuring the sensitiveness of that pupil’s nature. And 
if he is a really musical pupil he will be highly sensi- 
Until the pupil knows his teacher well enough to feel 
at ease in his presence,' he will make unusual mistakes 
while performing before him, because of his embarrass¬ 
ment. PupilB seldom make a mistake without knowing 
of their blunder, then for the teacher to point it out, 
adding a severe criticism, makes the pupil feel as if in-! 
suit had been added to injury. And the pupil is justified 
in so feeling. 
The successful teacher must not only gain the respect 
of his pupils for his musicianship, character, and manli¬ 
ness, but he also must win the pupil’s good will as a 
friend as well as a teacher. The pupil’s best advance¬ 
ment demands a complete confidence in his teacher, as 
a man, a friend, a teacher, and a musician. 
•Those teachers who dwell upon and appreciate the 
excellencies of their pupils are by far the most popular 
and successful. Pupils naturally appreciate their own 
talents,and when the teacher can conscientiously coincide 
with this, there is a great impulse to deeper, interest in, 
'his musical studies, especially if the teacher succeeds in 
convincing a pupil who has a marked amount of talent 
and genius, that theBe gifts are a divine intimation that 
by much hard work he can become an especially good 
musician. " " V : ". 
•One of the most essential parts of ^teacher’s work is 
to create in his pupils an ambition to become superior • 
performers. Everybody can read and write, therefore it 
is thought to be nothing of an accomplishment. Nearly 
everybody can playland sing a little, but there are $ very 
few who can read io well as to charm a large audience 
into paying a goodly fee for hearing them. And there 
are only a few mnsicians who can perform well enough 
A STATEMENT FROM WM. MASON. 
In reply to the inquiry why Dr. Mason, in his “ Touch 
and Technic,” uses the melodic form of the minor scale 
in ascending and the harmonic in descending, the follow¬ 
ing answer lias been received s— 
The reason -why the minor scales in single tones are 
given in the melodic Ascending, and the harmonic form 
Descending will be found in “ Touch and Technic,” 
Part II, page 7, Section 18. A part of this section is as 
follows: “The usual and improperly called ‘melodic’ 
form, having a major sixth in ascending, bat both a 
minor seventh and sixth in descending, is not here given 
at all, because it is not a true scale. It never occurs in 
music but where a modulation is implied, since by in- 
ti iducii | x mii oi seventh the i inor scale gives up its 
leading tone and thereby its most appealing peculiarity. 
There is no minor scale in modern music having a minor 
seventh.” 
The scale found in pianoforte methods called the 
melodic minor scale(descending)is the old Greek “Hypo- 
Dorian,” or in Pindar’s time, still more ancient, it was 
called the “ ASolian.” It is the oldest form of minor 
mode. In onr modern times this form of scale must 
be considered as simply the scale of C major, and the 
fact that a beginning is made on the sixth degree (A) of 
that scale, followed by a descent through seven tones to 
the sixth degree an octave lower, does not make it a 
different scale, for its tonic always remains C, being de¬ 
termined by its leading tone, B. 
The following examples consist of this series of tones, 
viz., / 
So called Melodic Minor Scale descending. 
-Z=w- 
-0- 
=1= 
to which the harmonic accompaniment has been added, 
which shows clearly how the leading tone determines 
the character of the scale. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
• j£2- . 
““Ih.the foregoing example the melody begins on the 
sixth degree of the scale of C major, and the scale is 
strictly adhered to throughout the series, and if con- 
tinned to a satisfactory close the final tone would be the 
tonic of that scale, namely, C. The tone B, th4 leading 
tone of the key of C, is he^rd at the outset in the accom- 
” example 2. 
paniment, and in connection with the dominant seventh 
F, at once determines tju 1 sy. 
In Example 2 there is no definite impression of a 
minor scale until the G sharp is heard in the accompani¬ 
ment, and this, being the leading tone, gives, in Connec¬ 
tion with the minor Bixth F, which has immediately 
ic( <c ' 5 n th< mel if tl unmistakable imp io 
of the key Of A' minor. If in the first measure G# 
should be substituted for G, that tone iri“conndction 
with the F (minor sixth) immediately following would 
at once and still earlier have determined the key of A 
minor. 
Hence, as has been already quoted from “ Touch and 
Technic,” Vol- XI, “ There is no minor scale in modern 
music having a minor seventh.” 
The [ form of minor scales in single tones given in 
“ Touch and Technic,” Vol. II, viz.: Melodic A.scending 
and harmonic Descending, is attributed to Johann 
Wenzel Tomaschek, a composer and organist of celeb¬ 
rity, and especially famous as a teacher, who was born 
at Skutsh, in Bohemia, in 1774, and died at Prague, 
1850, Many of his pianoforte pupils attained great 
eminence as concert pianists and teachers, and one of 
the most famous of them, Alexander Dreyschock, was 
my teacher for over a year. From the latter I learned 
Tomasehek’B method, which, so far as scales are con¬ 
cerned, consists mainly in the mixed form of the minor 
scale in single tones and the original fingering of the 
scales, in doable thirds and sixths, including major and 
minor diatonic,and the chromatic forms. This system has 
recierved the sanction of some of the most noted German 
authorities, among- others that of Hans von .Billow, and 
in my experience as a teacher, extending over thirty-five ~ 
years, it has uniformly yielded the most satisfactory 
results. ' , 
The tendency in modern times is to “clear out all 
dead-wood” so far as possible, and dispensing with 
superfluous forms, to simplify in every direction. That 
great progress has been made in this way is evident 
from; many recent publications, among which may be 
mentioned “ Weitzmann’g Harmony and Composition,” 
edited by E. M. Bowman, and various works on the 
same subject by J. G. Fillmore, Julius Klauser, and many 
others. 
Finally, a practical reason for using the minor-scale in 
Tomaschek’s form is that it is more commonly found in 
this way throughout the compositions of all the great 
composers of pianoforte music. The practical student 
will practice and accustom his fingers to those forms of 
the scales which he is the most frequently called upon 
to use. Moreover, if all of the major scales in descend¬ 
ing form have been thoroughly mastered, it will be found 
as a result that the minor scales in descending form are 
also easily under control. Wm. Mason. 
IB THE MUSICAL PROFESSION OVER¬ 
CROWDED ? 
The thought sometimes, arises, does any one carefully 
consider what is meant bypthe frequently repeated asser¬ 
tion that the musical profession is seriously overcrowded ? 
It has been recently estimated by a foreign exchange that 
in London tltere are some 300 to 400 distressed musicians 
walking about the streets in an; almost hopeless search 
for employment and aid. And sad to tell, many of 
these sufferers are not thus east-aside altogether through 
their own sins and faults. A large number of orchestral 
players, whorthrough illness or-through some«en(orced or 
temporary absence from their employment, find, too late, the 
orchestral ranks filled up by new and younger men, and 
their o&upation gone. To our organists, overcrowding 
by both professional and semi-professional practitioners 
means that at the age of thirty-five a man. has but little 
chance of securing an appointment, and at forty-five all 
his chances of obtaining a new position are gone forever. 
To the singer Or solo plkyer overcrowding brings some 
years of anxious waiting, With few opportunities and slen¬ 
der rewards. Of course “there is plenty of room at the 
top.” . Overcrowding brings employment, especially to the 
s highest class of teachers ; for eager students are anxious 
to be well equipped for the struggle they are sensible 
enough to anticipate, if unable to avoid. Possibly the 
craze for professional life may subside; perhaps we shall, 
think more before we leap; possibly we may learn to ex¬ 
amine our gifts more anxiously, and;_ growing wiser, be 
less inclined, as is the habit of youth, according to Lord 
Beaconsfield, “ to mistake enthusiasm for genijjg.” • , 
TEACHERS AID TEACHERS.' 
BY CHAtlliES V. LANDON. . 
The general public are rapidly coming to a higher 
appreciation of musical art. There are several reasons 
for this. Not only are pianos, organs, violins, sac! other 
instruments la be found in every household, with persons 
of the family devoting time sad money to conquering 
their technic, but our American public is being educated 
to appreciate the finer kinds of music and to appreciate 
a better class of teacherB than was formerly common. 
Much is being done by musical organizations, such'as 
choral societies, amateur orchestras, societies for mutual 
improvement for the study of classical music end musical 
literature, and by the more general circulation of 
musical journals, -by more and better music in our 
churches, and by a more general study of music in our 
public schools, sad by numerous concerts by fin® artists. 
Fn this popular advancement there is now less demand 
for the amateur teacher, and. Such teachers find leas 
patronage than they did a few years since. The more 
intelligent public of* to-day do not as generally believe 
that almost any teacher is well enough for giving lessons 
to beginners. In the public schools of our land a much 
higher grade of attainment is required now than for¬ 
merly, This shows an appreciation of the fact that the 
beginning of an education must be properly made. 
The leading conservatories of our country are to be 
credited with an influence in the right direction. XCheir 
graduates have been studying in a musical atmosphere 
where the best of music has constantly occupied their 
attention. ' They have elevated ideas as to style in ex¬ 
ecution, caused by hearing many eminent artists. They 
have acquired correct ideals. They are conversant with 
important new ideas and inodes and methods of teaching, 
and are doing creditable work in the field of musical 
instruction. They comprehend he fae that musical art 
in oar country is rapidly advancing, and they are pos¬ 
sessed of the idea that they themselves mast grow and 
advance. They believe in being leaders in their art in 
their communities, and are not satisfied to be followers. 
Those teachers who are the most successful are them¬ 
selves indefatigable students. This fact should be more 
generally appreciated in the musical profession. Not 
only should teachers occasionally take a short or long 
course from some musician that iB eminent, but should 
constantly read and study as well as practice, and build 
themselveB up technically and intellectually. The suc¬ 
cessful teacher must be on the lookout for illustrations, 
drawing them from sources that are familiar to his pupils 
and can be appreciated by them. His everyday experi¬ 
ences in teaching must be made a matter of thought and 
contemplation, that he may successfully work them into 
his self-improvement. When he finds it difficult to bring 
about certain, results with a pupil there is a chance for 
him to learn something by adapting methods to the indi¬ 
vidual needs of that pupil. Devices should be tried 
until he has conquered, and if he is fertile in inventing 
expedients he will eventually succeed, and rapidly de¬ 
velop himBelf into a high-class teacher. Dr. Marks, a 
celebrated teacher and musical scientist, said, “ The 
most remarkable teachers remain forever pupils who 
dare not evade instruction and close their ears to the 
word instructors, lest they fall from tlieir calling 'and 
reduce themselves to poverty. Indeed, who ever finishes 
let rn ig l ThoB« wh > res >gnize this a id really act aj „ \ 
it, they are the true, honored men among teachers.’! 
• , PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS. 
BY CHAfl. L. FENTON. ' / ; 
The one destructive rock to musical amateurs is over¬ 
ambition. In the large majority of cafes they attempt to 
fly before they cai ay in session by 
over-exertion; and, in rushing to the goal, forget that 
the infinitely large is made up of the infinitely small. A 
pri x> t n< x is well d it 
can ha done better. When a difficulty arises, it must not 
be slurred oVe t fully n >n 
it is not rare to find that the difficulty of yesterday is tb ■ 
f to-day, and of next week. r s is w g. 
When a proper piece of music has been once selected It 
should be thoroughly mastered. 
The piece of music selected must be within the powers 
of those who intend to play it. This rule seems self- 
mt; yet h v frequently is it rded I Youag 
pianists will straggle to interpret Chopin of Beethoven, 
whei their fii- serly playing an 
ordinary scale passage ; or, if they play the notes, it is 
as the parrot repeats words without understanding their 
meaning. _ Let the music lie within your capacity ; let . 
your fingers be capable of grappling with the technical 
difficulties, and your brain be able to read itB meaning. 
True music is not simply a technical study; it has a 
meaning, like a poem ; and th§~ fingers are the means by 
which the musical message is expressed. Properly play- • 
ing the notes is nselesB if the message—the meaning of 
the music—is not made plain. However carefully you 
have studied your work, however correctly you may read 
the composer’s meaning, nothing will save you from fail¬ 
ure if you do not assiduously practice. Knovring the 
meaning-you must be able to interpret it. If you are 
alo_ne id, the desert, and have the sublimest ideas, you 
cannot set them down unless your fingers are skilled in 
holding the pen or pencil. 
However arduously you may practice, is is simply loss 
of time if you do not love music and the instrument you 
have selected to interpret it. Industry without ambition 
and love is valueless in art;—you must feel as well as 
interpret. On the other hand, avoid mock sentiment, 
which is the bane of amateur playing—do not play the 
adagios as if they were funeral marches, or. drag the 
time, under the belief that you are dealing in pathos. 
On tne other band, do not give undue swiftness to lively 
i, ie, Many am a - endc t bit 3 faulty fin| u 
and faulty taste by unnecessarily retarding or accelerat- 
in| the im Chopin is juentiy victim! e< i 
waj ; and Beefcht ven rarely scapes the infliction. Music 
can only express emotions in the mass: it may express 
the feeling of sadness, for example,/but not the par¬ 
ticular sadness that Lesbia feels at the loss of her 
sparrow. To elaborate each bar of music as if it were a 
highly finished picture in itself, is a folly. Divide your 
subject into phrases, not into words.—Leader. 
—Whether it takes a long or a short time to learn a 4'28 
pi ce i of little mom nt ; he pie - should 3'! b( left 
for another until it is learned. One piece played with a s' c 
true appreciation of the author’s meaning, with every ’ 
chord and the pianissinios with delicate tenderness, and * 
every phrase artistically finished, is more, acceptable to *'30 
your audience, and will bring you a better reputation 
than ten pieces blundered through, with blurred runs, 1732 
muddy chords, and slovenly arpeggios. The pianist 
must remember that the public are only interested in 
the result of -his labor; they care not whether the piece 1737 
which delights them was learned in a week, or whether 
it cost him six months’ hard labor. If his playipg is 
perfect, they at once count him an artist; if imperfect, 173° 
he is condemned; they cannot decide whether his errors * * 
are attributable to a want of musical ability and. appre- 173" 
ciation or to insufficient practice. Generally,, in such 
cases, both are true; the fact that he will offer to the 
public an unfinished piece is proof that he is wanting in . 
musical appreciation. The true musician shrinks from 1740 
marring by imperfect execution the composition of a 
. is ~ ■ 
When yon have learned perfectly one tune, play that _ ^ 
if asked. When you have learned the second, retain the I74* 
first, and so on, til? you have at least twelve pieces in 1743 
your repertoire. From that time you may occasionally . 
drop one, always, however, retaining in your memory 1745 
- )m tw lv< i* tw« * - los. This ia jasi - dots by set 
ting apart a certain number of them to be played two ^ 
days in a week, a certain other number two other days, 174' 
and so on, making such a programme of practice that all 
will be played at least twice per week. By this system 
the pianist has always something to play. 
Worth Thinking About.--Conservatories that are 
not able to import a Scharwenka as director should not 
feel discouraged. I am persuaded that our home 
teachers are equal in every respect to the imported arti¬ 
cle. By and by we shall discover the mistake of believ¬ 
ing that talent and genius are to be found only in Europe. 
hat is required 1 a teac is 1 < * • ni but a caps t 
to think clearly and to explain intelligently ; to under¬ 
stand and create understanding in others.' Bad voices 
may be made good by intelligent study under a proper 
cher, bi here must t * ceptiv ap icity 0 4 
part of the pupil. Awkward fingers may be made dex¬ 
terous ; but if nature has denied understanding to the 
pupil the most skilful instruction cannot supply the, de¬ 
fect. A great-musician is not necessarily a successful 
teacher, and contrariwise a successful teacher need not 
be a great musician. The amateur should remember 
that the larger part of his progress depends on himself: 
- he may be 'guided-and.-warned,--but .he- cannot be made , 
except by himself. In place of running after foreign 
notabilities the ambitious student should Belect a teacher 
in Mb native.city and then settle down into hard and 
assiduous work. One thing is indisputable, music can 
be and ia taught as well in America as in Germany or 
id . 3, whic is im ortant matter, the 
moral atmosphere is more wholesome.—The Leader. 
a CONCISE CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY 01 
THE CHIEF MTJSIOLi NS AND MUSIOAI 
EVENTS jFBOM A. D. 1380-1885. 
BY O. .<*. LOWE. _ , ■: 
C iov B tt ;ta 1 golesi b. kneeftit W o • •« 
splendid “Stabat Mater died very young. 
Dr. T. Augustine Arne, b. Londoq, Wrote Op¬ 
eras and “ Rule Britannia.” ’ 
Di. William Boyce, b. London. Composed good 
vChurch MuSife. 
H ndel first came to England. 
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, b. Hamburg. Good 
Composer ; introduced a new style of fingering 
for the Pianoforte. 
Invention of the Hammer-Clavier (Pianoforte). 
Swell Organ introduced. 
Arcangelo Corelli, d. Rome. 
Handel's “ Te Deum ” for the peace of Utrecht. 
Christoph Willibald v. Gluck, b. Bohemia. Wrote 
splendid Operas, “ Orfeo,” “Alceste,” “Ar- 
mide,” etc. 
A good model Pianoforte made by C. G. Schroter. 
The firm of Breitkopf and Hartel, Leipzig, 
founded. 
Sir John Hawkins, b. London. Wrote a cele¬ 
brated “History of Music.”' 
Handel’s “Esther;” first Oratorio in England. 
Frangois Couperin, d. Paris. 
Bach appointed Organist of “ St. Thomas,” Leip¬ 
zig- 
“ The Three Choirs Festival” first instituted. 
Alessandro Scarlatti, d. Naples. 
First Vol. of Bach’s “ Preludes and Fugues” ap¬ 
peared. 
Johann G. Albrechtsberger, b. Vienna. Wrote a 
great work on “Harmony and Composition.” 
I Clarionets invented about this time. 
Gaetan Puguani, b. Turin. Violinist and Com¬ 
poser. 
Dr: William Croft, d. London. 
Johann Adam Hiller, b. Prussia. Composed Op¬ 
erettas, etc. 
Niccolo Piccinni, b. Naples. Wrote good Operas ; 
a great rival of Gluck’s. 
First performance of Bach’s ‘‘ Passion Music.” 
Luigi Boccherini, b. Lucca. One of the earliest 
writers of Symphonies. 
Joseph Haydn, b. Austria. World-renowned 
Composer of all kinds of music. 
Pedals invented to Harps about this time. 
Antonins Stradiuarius, d. Cremona. 
First performance of Rameau’s “ Castor and Pol¬ 
lux.” 
Giov. Battista PergoleBi, d. Naples. 
“ Royal Society of Musicians,” London, founded. 
Dr. Samuel Arnold, b. London. Wrote Operas, 
Oratorios, and Church Compositions. 
Handel wrote the Oratorios “Saul ” and “ Israel 
in Egypt.” 
Second vol. of Bach’s “ Preludes and Fugues” 
&pp6&r6(li 
“ God Save the King ” (Queen) first sung (?). 
“ Rule Britannia ” composed. 
First performance of Handel’s “ Messiah.” 
Handel wrote a “Te Deum” for the peace of 
Dettingen. 
Charles Dibdin, b. Southampton. Wrote the 
“Waterman,” “ Tom Bowling,”, etc. 
GiuBeppe Guarnerius, d. Cremona. 
Francois Tourte, b. Paris. A great Violin-Bow 
Maker. / 
Johann Sebastian Bach, d. Leipzig. 
First performance of Handel’s “Judas Macca- 
bseus.” 
Sebastian Erard, b. Strasburg. Founder of the 
firm of Pianoforte and Harp Makers of that 
name. ' 
Muzio Clementi, b. Rome. Professor, Pianist, 
and Composer. 
Giovanni Battista Viotti, b. Piedmont. Distin¬ 
guished Violinist and Composer. 
Federico Fiorillo, b. Brunswick. Violinist; wrote 
excellent studies for the Violin: 
C. P. E. Bach instituted a new mode of fingering 
for the Pianoforte. 
Domenico Dragonetti, b. Vienna. A magnificent 
Double bass player. 
Francesco Durante, d. Naples. 
Wolfgang Amadeus, Mo: r> : Salzburg. Wrote 
“ Don Giovanni,” “ Figaro,” and other worjd- 
fam id v. >rks 
[gna: Pley b. Pienni Comp ei or the Pianc 
forte, etc 
Domenico Scarlatti, d. Madrid. 
Georg Friedrich HSudel, d. London. ' " ' 
Haydn composed his first Symphony. 
Maria1 Luigi S. Cherubim, b. Florence. Cele- 
l ated Theorist and C cnposer. 
rpsichoi ; out of-fa jou e. 
■* b. bo/n (lb bo Cbntinmd.), 
■f d. died<^ 
LIST OP PIAIO STUDIES. IteinecJce.—Op. 20 (tho “Ballade’1), Op. 49 (Rondo), 
■ ■ - “Gondoliers” (from Op. 86). 
AS ITSEn BY ABTHUR F00TB- Merkel.—Polonaise (Op. 112). 
[Pursuant to the announcement made In the November issue of Bargiel. Suite, Op. 81 (Augener edition). 
THK Etudk, vre herewith pr^ent a list of studio, and pieces as ns^ Bennett.—li Rondo Piacevole” ' and “Rondo” (Op. 
Ijy• tli®: ©isiaent1 cobipossr.. unci teaCflers-Mr.mrmur^.oote* Aomitst. * ’ 
in ia be followed by others, tHe whole when completed forraiBg a §4), . - ■ : 
teacft^^86 thoroughly tested’ fountain °f refere“ce for. Heller.—Op. 76 (Caprice on “ Heim Kehr aus der 
The following list of studies and pieces is sent in the Fremde”). Op. 77, Saltarello. Op. 86, No. 2, Tar- 
hope that other teachers may do the same, thus inter- antelle. Op. 86, “ Im Walde ” (especially No. 8). 
changing experiences, as we all know that this is one of Op. 88, Sonata in C major (and singly the Scherzc 
the problems confronting the teacher. from °P- 127» “ FmschiftzStudien.” Op. 189, 
When one gets outside of a few well-known composers “ 3 Etuden.” Op. 140, Voyage an tour de me 
the trouble begins. From this author and from that a chambre.” Op. 141, “4 Barcaroles.” Op. 145 
selection must be made. Sometimes It is a case of Variations on “ Warum.” Op. 144, Caprices on the 
“Single speech Hamilton;” sometimes, as with Raff, “Hebrides” overture and on the “Fairy March’ 
the difficulty is to choose; at all times it is not the from the “Midsummer Night’s Dream.” Op. 161 
easiest part of the teacher’s work. two studies (which are remarkably useful from t 
Perha is the best way o ‘ making it asiei is keep a technical point of v ew). 
list of such music as-helps and interests the pupil, with MoszJcowsJd.—Many pieces, especially Op. 10, 18, 24 
notes as to the special points of each composition. and the “ Ouitarre.’ ’ 
Heller.—Op. 47, 46, 46, or an edition containing.pelec- Hiller. “ Standchen,” “ Bolero,” “ Zur Ouitarre.” 
,jong s ' Seeling.-—“ Gnomentanz.” 
Earner.—The fir t b jok of Biilo - s edition. J zdassoJm. Etude in E fl ,t” (Schirmer). 
Moseheles.—Op. 70; especially the first twelve (as Billow WoUenhaupt—Op. 22, Nos. 1 and 6 (technical), 
savs. “to which the epithet classical must be uncon- Bungert. Op. 9, book 1. 
ditionally iven”) ” ' Raff‘~ T '1 “tell M--a 9) Etude in A (Op. 130, No 
dementi.-The edition of the Gradus in the Breitkopf 2). “La Fileuse.” “ Menuet” and “ Capriccietto’ 
& Hartel 5 Volks-Ausgabe.” from 
Bach.—A recent volume of the Litolff edition,, Pre- TschailcowsM Album.—Litolff edition, No. 1896. 
paratory school to the W. T. C. by Kiihner (No. Loeschhorn.--Transcription of the “ Meistersinger/ 
1742 rhe Peters edition of the two- and three- ’ Preislied, Op 116.) 
voice inventions. The same edition of the Italian Saran.—Variations, Op. 1, Six pieces, Op. 2 (the firs 
concerts, etc., and of the French and English suites. fourth, and sixth of these are remarkable m technics 
The new Dresel-Franz edition of the “ Well Tempered studies, and musically, too, though little known; 
Clavichord.” (Breitkopf & Hartel.) The studies Sonata (Op. 6). 
\ of Chopin and others of the same degree of difficulty Dubois. Scherzo and Chorale (Op. 18). 
J maybe taken for granted. The new Germer edition Paderewski. Caprice in G major (Op. 14). 
of Czerny picks out the most useful studies of. all Bheihberger. “Jagd,” (Op. S») Toccata (Op. 12 
degrees of difficulty. ■ Scherzo (from Op. .135). 
(What follows is not arranged in any order, either with Sgambati.—3 Nocturnes (No. 1 of them), Vecchi 
regard to the difficulty or kind of piece.) Minuetto.” 
Mozart.-—Rondo in A minor. Fantasie in D minor. Louis Pdbst. •“ Aria con variazioni ” (Op. 16). 
(Also, naturally, some of the sonatas.) Jadassohn. Scherzo (from Op. 36). 
Haydn.—Fantasie in C major (technical). Variations LeschetizTcy.—'“ Les deux alouettes.” Mazurka in 
in F minor. ■ flat. 
Parodies.—Toccata in A (technical). Reinhold.—11 Suite Mignonne ” (easy). 
iHandeZ.—Fantaisie in C major. Chaconne in G major Schulhoff.—11 Chason Slave.” 
(Peters edition). Suites in E minor and D minor. Henschel.-r-Polonaise in G major (Schmidt). Noctnri 
Variations (known as the “Harmonious Black- in G major. 
smith”). Bourr6e in G (transcription). Schutt. “Etude Mignonne.” 
Bach-St. Saens.—Gavottes in B minor, E major. Over- -V. Scharwenka. “ Ungarisch ” (Op. 43). 
ture in D major. Largo and Air. Sternberg.—'“Auf den Lagunen ” (Rohlfing). 
BeethgvenrBulow.—Six menuets. Chadwick.—11 Seherzino ” (Schmidt). 
Beethoven-Seiss.—" Deutsche Tanze.” . * Whiting.—11 Concert Etude ” (Schirmer). 
Mendelssohn.—Op. 7, No. 3. Fugue (technical). Op. MacDowell.—1“‘Hexenfcanz,”Suite (Op. 10). 
33, No. 2 (technical), and of course Op. 14, Op. 28, Wilson G. Smith. Gavotte in F major. 
Op. 64. Emil Liebling.—Deux Romances de Concert. Gavoti 
Schubert.—Op. 9j0 (all of them), Op. 94 (selections), Op. Schutt. Valse Lente. 
142 (Nos. 3 and 4). Ethelbert Nevin:—Waltz in A flat (Op. 7.) 
Schumann.—(The only difficulty is to choose; besides William Mason.—11 Berceuse,” Scherzo in B flat mini 
the larger pieces Op. 12 is, of course, musically very Toccata. 
useful, and the first movement of Op. 26 may often H. Huss. Etude, “ The Rivulet.” 
be taken by itself.) -.- 
When we come to separate pieces by many different The story ;B told of a famon8 painter who traveled 
composers, they can only be set down one after another witne8S a real battle; in order to copy the scene for 
at random. new picture. On his way to the front, where the bull 
Emanuel Bath.—Solfegietto and allegro in F minor feJH like hail, he was momentarily overcome by physi 
(technical). . . . terror, and leaned against a tree, white and trembli: 
Scarlatti.—^The sonatas in the Tausig edition. Regaining possession of himself by supreme effort 
Bach-Heintze. Loure in E major. resolutely advanced into the thickest of the fight, exclai 
Krause.- Arpeggio Etude in D minor. ing, while a sneer of self-BCorn curled his white li 
Bargiel- Piano piece in G major (Op. 82; No. 1). « shake, then, you miserable coward/ I will take 3 
Mozart-Schulhoff. Menuets in E flat major and D where you wilI sliake wor8e than this.” That is 
malor‘ . A. . . spirit that in all ages commands respect, conquers 1 
Schulhoff. Agitato. Also various little things, as cumstances without, and weaknesses within, and achie 
“Chant du Berger,” “DanslesNBois,” “IJne Valse,” final greatness. 
Barcarole (Op. 69). --—- 
Gade. “ Aquarellen ” (Litolff edition). •, —-Teachers are quick to take upon themselves 
Dupont.—Gavotte (Op. 87). “ An Bal” (from “ Ro- credit for any attainment the pupils might make ; tl 
man de dix Pages ”) it is no one but themselves that have brought about 
X. Scharwenka.—Polonaise and Mazurka (Op. 16). good results; t.ut should they not be equally willinf 
Gade.— Idyllen (Op. 34), 4 Fantasiestilcke ’ (Op. results? A conscientious teacher will always feel m 
41), “Arabeske” (Op. 27) (Augener edition). or less guilty for the non-progress of his pupils. 
EED THOUGHTS 
BY KART. MERZ 
PATIEI0E, 
To teach patiently is not the lazy “letting things 
take their course,” or “taking them as they come,” that 
springs in many from often disappointed hopes. Goethe 
gives a striking picture of them when he complains, “ In 
youth they fancy they are going to build palaces for man¬ 
kind, and when. it comes to the point they have all hands 
full to clear away their refuse.” This kind of patience 
'is * inction of all q ilifies 1 n and sc ually the utmost 
impatience, founded upon self-deluBion and false pre¬ 
mises of easy success or greater aptitude in the pupil 
tha i allj ex s ‘"is- £ dial y Ity d pushing on* j 
own faults and delusions upon another. This latter not 
infrequently happens even to good teachers. The more 
clever and intelligent the .teacher, sometimes the more 
irritable; it exasperates him to/see pupils slowly receiv¬ 
ing what he perceives immediately. But why, in this 
case, we muBt ask, does he teach ? Why does he under¬ 
take the instruction of these pupils and attribute to thejn 
powers they do not possess? And, finding his error, 
why goes he retain them ? 
The true virtue of patience has quite another and a 
nobler sense; it is riot suffering, but active. “Thus,” 
says the faithful and spirited teacher, “thus is man; 
thus youth, and thus my particular pupil. From the 
ment I eha n ys '» witl tl ». 3,1 an bound 
to promote it, and responsible for all that is possible for 
thee to attain. Be, then, thou my pupil, what thou art, 
and become all that thou mayest be 1 ” 
Let me be permitted here to state a principle that I 
have myself borne in mind; it has promoted most of the 
PUPILS AID 1 RAOTIOE 
BT CHARLES W. ®LANDON 
' .: ‘ 
Thebe is! an element in practice which the favored 
few ■ maketheir rule, of procedure. It is working ex¬ 
actly to a clearly defined ideal, instead of merely prac¬ 
tising for flie sake of filling in a given number of hours. 
At the lesson hour a first-class teacher gives his best 
efforts to forming in the pupil’s mind not only a, clear, 
but an exact mental image, perfect in all its details. 
'When a pupil has 'such m ideal, and- then honestly 
works, not only up to it, but into it, his advancement is 
marvelously rapid and thorough. To give a pupil such 
a perfect ideal requires that the- teacher shall mentally 
conceive as perfect an ideal as he would impart to his 
pupil. And this ideal must be made clearly evident to 
the pupil by explanations from, its different phases and 
many standpoints, with illustrations and similes, and 
finally by the teacher himself giving upon the key¬ 
board a perfect example of what he wants the pupil to 
accomplish and then, seeing his pupil reproduce it per- . 
fectly, although slowly perhaps. 
* ft 
« * •& 
The great majority of pupils have no sharply defined 
ideal or image of what they are to accomplish when 
ra icii • If st deni in ! awing ' s set vs the ti 
of drawing from a model that was continually changing 
position, facial expression, features, complexion, from 
frowns to smiles, repose to animation, and from sitting 
to standing, it is a little uncertain ,just what kind of a 
drawing a pupil might produce, but no more so than the 
results of a large portion of the practice done by pupils. 
To illustrate: Many years\since a master mechanic, 
a wheelwright by trade, needed more help and hired a 
young man who strongly recommended himself as being 
a first-class workman. _He was given a stick of timber 
to saw. Afcer he had worked a few minutes, his em¬ 
ployer came to look on, and he says, “ You are not saw¬ 
ing that according to the lines that I had marked.” 
He answered, “I am purposely allowing a little.” His 
employer said, “ Young man, when I make a mark on 
a stick of timber for yon to saw to, half of that pencil 
line mast be turned into saw-dust, and the other half 
remain on the timber.” It need not be said that this 
master workman was greatly sought after for first-class 
work. Similarly, pupils never come to the line. They 
are this side and that, and never do exactly as pointed 
oat by their teacher at the lesson hour. 
■ ...■ .* ■■■ a ' 
It takes a large amonnt of brains to duly comprehend 
small things at their Jrreat worth. Too many pupils 
listen in a half attentive way to the instructions of their 
teache ab u h mailer letaih mdfa hej w h th a 
to Ipkfn their lessons, and because these things seem 
trifling they neglect to practice them. They forget what 
that great artist Raphael said, that trifles make up art, 
but art is no trifle. In the playing of any teacher’s 
pupils there is a general average of perfection and style,. 
but there are often two or three pupils who perform much 
better than this average. Upon an investigation it will 
be found that these superior pupils work up to rather 
than away from an ideal. A; 
_ _ ___ft_ft _ _ __ _ 
Ther re i large nui ber >1 pupil whs irrytfa* sir 
about them during the lesson hoar, and which evidently 
influences them in all their practice, that their advance¬ 
ment and success as mnsicians depend upon their 
teacher, that when they have secured a first-class teacher 
first-class results are a matter of course. It need not be 
..said that this view of the situation is entirely erroneous. 
The truth is, the better the teacher, the more careful 
and painstaking ‘must be the practice of the pupil. 
Ordinary teachers spend their exertions largely in the 
self evident. They explain things that need no .explana¬ 
tion ; they give their endeavors to the commonplace, and 
of coarse with commonplace results. While the teacher 
of high’grade points out things, with ample illustrations 
and explanations, that the pupil would never see for 
himself, and men great is art were the ones who made 
the moat of the simplest details, it can readily be seen 
that the best teachers demand the best quality of prac¬ 
tice. It might be mentioned in this connection, that 
these small things in art demand the greatest effort. 
These are the difficult things to accomplish. *It is easier 
when shooting, to hit the side of a barn than it is the 
“Bull's-eye 
^HOJB^dTsELEOT PIECES? 
v- ' ''... 
BY r. PBESSE . 
_ Pupils create more or less annoyance when a new 
piece is to be undertaken. To set about mastering a 
new composition should be considered about the same 
as undertaking to . paint a new picture, or the preparation 
of a recitation, etc. There must be design and aim. 
The individuality, the taste, the attainment and ambition 
of a pupil should be considered, but the teacher is the 
on® to judge of these.- Most .pupils are more or less ■ 
spoilt in thiB particular; they are apt to fancy the wrong 
piece; they wish for something either trivial or far 
beyond their reach. A pupil’s desire in the selection of 
piecs b is a poor guide and t is est i t to ra ulfc it it 
any time. The chain of development can be. broken 
and a teacher’s whole system scattered by yielding-to 
the desires and caprices of the pnpil in selecting only 
one piece: The rule in most conservatories in Europe 
is first Clementi, then Haydn, and afterward Mozart, 
before taking np Beethoven and the more modern 
writers. Bacn has a place in any part of the course. 
In salon music there cannot be such a close grading of 
authors, but it is not well to give Henselt or Chopin 
before Koelling, Spindler, Bendel, and Heller, etc., 
have been played.. An occasional flying off a tangent 
with refractory pupils will bring them to their senses. 
But, as a rule, pupils should be confined to a, graded 
course in pieces as in studies. A pupil can see his or 
her advancement depicted in the pieces the-teacher 
selects for practice. With some pupils the pieces seem 
never to grow more difficult, while at times they become 
easier. Then they grow in executive skill, while the 
interpretation does not advance. If a teacher gives a 
pnpil a serious classical work, difficult to interpret and 
play, that pupil is making advancement. The conscien¬ 
tious, earnest teacher will never swerve very far from the 
point of attainment which the pupil has reached. To 
allow a pupil to play what her fickle fancy craves is to 
engender in time a lack of confidence in and respect to 
a teacher. 
There are more ways to please pupils than by allowing 
them to dictate the medicine they should fake to build 
up their music nature. It is far more difficult to select 
a piece for a young Miss who aspires only to drawing¬ 
room playing than for one who is being prepared for an 
artist. The former’s repertoire must be limited to a 
dozen or so of well-chosen pieces, while the latter is 
expected to master all styles found in piano literature. 
It is a poor plan for a teacher to compromise the diffi¬ 
culty in selecting music for the former by yielding to her 
wishes. 
' EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
1. In what time are Polkas written ? 
2. In what time are Waltzes written? 
3. What is the meaning of the word Trio found in 
minuets and galops? 
. 4. What is the meaning of the word Diatonic ? -x 
5. What is the difference in the signs used for § 
and f? 
6. What is Syncopatiorf?~~~ 
7. How would yon indicate a whole measure rest in 
f time? 
8 Which is the faster, Andante or Andaatino? 
9. What is the* difference between an Etude and an 
Exercise? 
10. What is the difference between the figure 3 used 
for a triplet and the finger mark 3 ? 
11. What is the difference between a slur and a tie ?_ 
12. What is & score in music? . 
13. How do you indicate a double flat and a double 
sharp . 
14. How does rf. differ from sf ? 
15. What is a Phrase ? 
16. What is the meaning of technic ? 
17. What is a Metronom I 
18. What is the effect of a doable dot? 
19. What does this sign mean csss®1 ? 
20. Is there any difference between Thorongh Bass 
and Harmony? ' ' ' 
21. Is there a 'difference between Ball, and Miii ? 
22. What is the difference between the Tempo and the 
time of a piece of music? 
23. If you had played to the end of a piece and wished 
to. repeat Borne part out of the middle for a close, how 
would yon indicate that? 
24. What does the Word music mean ? . 
515. .Can you fell why you study music ? \ 
vMUSICIANS HAVE GOOD MEMORIES. 
The vivid impressions which musical sounds are known 
to have made on the minds and feelings of composers in 
some instances really almost exceed credibility. Mozart, 
whilst at Rome, accompanied his father to the Sistine 
Chapel to hear the celebrated Miserere, a composition 
which if had been prohibited* either to give-or take a 
copy of. Aware of this prohibition, the boy listened so 
attendvely.that, on his returning home, be noted down 
the whole piece. On Good Friday the same Miserere was 
again executed. Mozart was again present, and, daring 
the performance, held his musical manuscript-in his hat, 
by which means he was enabled to make the necessary 
corrections. The first soprano (Oristoferi) who had sung 
at the Chapel acknowledged with surprise that Mozart’s 
copy was both complete apd sfffrect. The difficulty of 
this undertaking was mnch greater than may be imag- 
ined. 
It has been stated also that the memory of Battishiil 
was such that even the, longest compositions of Handel* 
Corelli, or Arne were always sufficiently present to his 
recollection, during the. time he was playing them, to 
render the assistance of the text unnecessary. He was 
one day dining with Dr. Arnold, when he pUayed from 
memory several passages of the Doctor’s Oratorio of 
the Prodigal Son, which he had not heard for thirty 
years, and which the Doctor himself had entirely for¬ 
gotten. Charles Wesley could play the whole of Handel’s 
numerous choruses from memory. Samuel Wesley, his 
brother, has given many remarkable instances of a sim¬ 
ilarly retentive memory; one of the most remarkable 
-may be mentioned. In 1876 he composed an oratorio 
consisting of a score of upward of 300 closely written 
MS. bages. It was Jifterward performed at one of the 
Birmingham Festivals. Returning to London the com¬ 
poser was robbed of his. portmanteau, which contained 
the MS., and he never heard any more of its contents. 
Nearly twenty-five years afterward, at the solicitation 
of a friend, he commenced to write it out afresh, which 
he did with the greatest facility, stating that he saw the 
score in his mind’s eye as accurately and distinctly as if 
it lay before him. It has been reported of the late Henry 
Smart, the blind organist of St. Pancras Church, and 
composer of mnch good music, that he has been known 
to get a friend to read over the notes of a chorus of 
Handel’s, and afterward go to church and perform it 
correctly. When asked how he was able to recollect so 
much without having a single sound conveyed to his ear, 
he would reply: “ I carry the notes in my mind, and do 
not think of the sounds.”—Exchange. 
TEACHERS AND PUPILS. 
BY FRED. A. WILLIAMS. 
An artist is known only by the quality of his pictures, 
and in this way people will recognize the thorough music 
teacher only from the work done by his pupils. And yet 
the artist can hot do himself justice if his paint and 
brushes be of an inferior quality. Neither can the music 
teacher do himself justice unless some of his pupils have 
talent and are willing to work. 
Often two children of the same family will commence 
taking lessons at the same time; they both have the 
'same chance, and yet one will advance much more 
rapidly than the other. This is simply because one has 
talent and perseverance while the other has not. 
Study of art is slow, therefore no teacher can hurry a 
pnpil and be successful in the end. To learn anything 
well requires time and study. (A hint to parents who 
think their children onght to play a great many pieces 
after taking one term of lessons.) Teachers often receive 
pupils who have gone through several books of studies, 
and yet cannot play one thing well- This is usually 
because they have jrarried too fast. If they had gone 
more slowly and been thorough they would have accom¬ 
plished more. Teachers must insist on thoroughness 
from the first. n. 
A pnpil came to me npt long-ago who said she had 
taken lessons for three years. She played sever^pieces, 
hut could not tell what key any of them were written in. 
She conld not play any scale correctly, and had no 
technic whatever. And yet this pnpil was intelligent, 
and would certainly have understood such things if she 
had been given proper instruction from the first. There' 
are a great many cases such as this, which are due to 
incompetent or careless teachers, who are not only an 
injury to the pn ssio but are a ick to the 
advancement of musical art in general. 
IS T H E E T tl D E 
THE TEACHING OF MUSICAL FOEM, 
BY EDWARD DICKINBON. 
I remember reading in an English book on music teach¬ 
ing, the title of which I have forgotten, a series of an¬ 
swers to a question sent to leading musicians inquiring 
whether some instruction in musical form ought to com- 
pose a part of music teaching in its earlier stages. The 
answers varied, the majority being jn the affirmative, 
those replying in the negative dissenting on the ground 
that the younger class of students was not sufficiently 
far advanced mentally is- comprehend the subject, it. 
seemed to me, at the time that the question was sot 
explicit enough, that it should specify that the instruc¬ 
tion in musical form should be adapted to the differing 
intellectual powers belonging to different ages. Put m 
this shape, there would probably be but one answer. 
Musical form, as it usually stands in the established 
curriculum of theoretical study, naturally follows har¬ 
mony and counterpoint, and is not to be grappled with in 
all its length and breadth until the preliminary depart¬ 
ments have been well traversed. In advocating a place 
for the principles of musical form in the ordinary instru¬ 
mental and vocal instruction I mean something less tech¬ 
nical than this higher science. I would merely urge that 
the minds of pupils 'be early awakened to the fact that 
there is form and plan in all musical composition, and 
that they be made to understand enough of the general 
principles of musical construction Is become intelligent, 
instead of superficial, listeners. 
The musician who has the musical education of a 
young person ia his charge lias a double responsibility. 
The study of music is primarily the study of musical 
performance, and the attainment of executive ability 
is necessarily the most prominent object throughout 
the earlier years. But where this is ail a very import¬ 
ant element is almost entirely sacrificed. It has never 
been held that education, In the broad sense, is solely 
or even chiefly for the purpose of developing some special 
skill designed mer lj for 1 attainment >i some j ir- 
ticular accomplishment or utility. Knowledgi ’ u>\ sed, 
power, bat it is power not merely for external action 
and the winning of material benefits, but also for 
the inner development and for the satisfaction of the 
demands which the mind makes upon itself for its own 
higher gratifications. Musical education, if it would 
gain the respect of the reason, must also have both 
objects in view; together With its more apparent pur¬ 
poses, it muBt refine and sharpen that inner sense which 
delights in beauty and responds to all the forms which it " 
may assume. These two powers, the executive and the 
perceptive, nfust grow together; eaph alike most be . 
under the intelligent eacher’s ;are. 
■How little this obvious truth ia considered by a great- 
number of teachers of music, is evident to one who 
observes students in their attendance upon concerts 
and learns the impression musical performances make 
upon them. That very-element that makes a musical 
. composition a work of art, instead of a series of unre¬ 
lated sounds, is the ■ very element which commonly 
escapes them altogether. Never having been led, to 
observe that the proportion and structure of parts is'' 
not random, hut ■ under the control of a shaping and 
plastic intelligence^ "they receive only a, sensuous im- 
> pression; melodious phrases are heard, as It. were, 
detached; their vital relationship to other portions is 
not perceived ; the power that results from growth, 
development, and climax is to them as though it 
were not. Having no perception of anything but 
striking melody, rhythm, and tone color, they do 
not listen down through a musical work,-,bnt only' 
along its surface, the rich involutions of harmony 
and modulation, the orderly confusion of polyphony, 
the masterly handling of materials, ami the grouping 
of sections to contrast with and enhance the effect of 
each other—all this which reveals the master’s learning 
sad invention, and which is the delight of the trained 
ear and the deveiope m id, is almost, if V rite, lost 
upon them. They may go through a season that is rich 
in a rasltiimh of great performances and yet receivelittle 
permanent benefit, for they hav< \srd only t - us 
part of the music; and, more than that, they ce not re¬ 
member the works they hear. The memory can hold 
definite form and precise thought, but when unformed 
sights and sounds are iu question there is only a vague 
impression left behind. The pleasure may be intense 
while it lasts, and its stimulating force is undoubtedly 
of good in raising the general tide of life. But all 
wholesome amusement does this, and musical study 
should have some deeper justification. It. should for¬ 
tify the intellectual powers as well as quicken the emo¬ 
tional | the nervous excitement it produces should be 
held in check by the power of judgment and reflection. 
The superficial hearing of music is due to a wrong 
standpoint on the listener's part. He thinks of it as 
it comes from the player’s hand, not as it comes from 
the composer’s mind. Musical performance being a 
reproducing art, the personality and emotional excite¬ 
ment of the performer are carried over to the hearer, 
and the hearer is magnetized into a similar state of 
nervous disturbance. The objectivity of the work of 
art is therefore lost in the rush of subjective feeling, 
and the power of calm analysis is often entirely 
swamped. It must be m unless the habit of going 
back of -tlio player to the composer has been so estab¬ 
lished that the nervous exaltation is not allowed to 
become the only source of enjoyment. When this habit 
does exist the pleasure is not less bat more—a knowl¬ 
edge of all the elements of musical effect does not 
imply apathy and stolidity when intense emotional 
steady progress of movement from definite beginning to 
a conscious and complete’ end is a necessary element in 
musical effect. Gradually the habit will be formed of 
recognizing these facts in compositions heard for the 
first time; the learner will at last feel that he possesses 
a new faculty, and the pleasure - and satisfaction will be 
beyond estimation. 
It i describe here a a cal method 
for teaching students to. perceive musical form and struc¬ 
ture. The teacher can gather his pupils once a week 
into an analysis class, as is done by Prof. Spitta at the 
Berlin Royal High School and by other eminent musi¬ 
cians, and by playing and expounding can gradually 
lead the pupils to some perception of all the beauties 
of musical works. The details of the method must 
be left to each teacher's sense of the needs of his 
stndents and of the opportunities at his disposal. 
Not for practical musical composition, then, but for 
the purpose of complete musical enjoyment through the 
ear, should we initiate onr pupils into some of the mys¬ 
teries of musical structure. That they may learn to hear 
all the parts instead of one, and grasp their relations to 
each other; that the intricate fngne may be to them a 
thing of beauty; that the symphony may speak to them 
with every one of its many voices; that the work, how¬ 
ever complex, may not pass as a beautiful vision, leav¬ 
ing no trace behind, but be stamped upon the mind in 
characters that endnre. From the analysis of the si in- 
force is in action, but the nervouB exaltation, which " plest song form, with its tonic and dominant harmony, 
the most scientific listener rday also fed, will be snp- to that of the most complicated orchestral work is a 
plemented by a delight that has a more solid and per- long road, and the journey should be begun early. Bnt 
manent basis. The composer of the work is not carried in stirring the young minds to a perception of musical 
away by au emotional flood. His mood may be exalted, form we sljtall find that they are more ready than we 
hat his reflective powers hold it under control. He thought, and jn studying the results upon them we shall, 
Ab- 
labors with method and order; his work grows under 
his hand into a thing of symmetrical beauty, 
stracted from the sound medium that is to 
it, the master fashions it under the sway of an imagina¬ 
tion that is conscious of the laws by which it acts, ' ' A 
somewhat similar contemplation must/be the attitude of 
the hearer; the work must revealitself to him as an 
entirety, a unity—then" only will all the resources of 
Jeligh that lie iu h revealed v him ( 
The attainment of a listening faculty like this is, 
of course, only the result of long experience; it is 
the final attainment of the mature musician. How 
early, then, should the foundation for the acquirement 
of this high power be laid ? Undoubtedly, in the early 
in n t i3 Tl ' .ichi lg of n nsi< am- H I ic ■: nch, 
now-a^ays, at sere mechanical dexterity. A cen¬ 
tury ago it was not so. 
they learned it better. Those who were to be composers 
merely spent seven or eight years in learning to sing; 
two or three years or more were spent on composition 
by those who aimed only at becoming performers. But 
now it is thought enough to know one branch of the art 
, hoi eu r ii * , lytbing rther branchi - Th pia i< 
forte is mainly responsible for the change^- In making 
music cult e n live? al i i<\ e .it sup fieial I 
has relieved the student from the necessity of studying 
harmony as an essential to performance, of studying 
expression by means of the voice, and of attaining a 
concert ear by tuning his instrument. We cannot give 
up the pianoforte, and we would not if we could. It is, 
on the whole,' the greatest blessing of the nineteenth 
century, but it has narrowed the scope of music teach¬ 
ing,'sad there is need of a partial return to the old 
methods. The training of the ear should begin with the 
earliest lessons. ' Then, little hy little, cautiously and 
prudently, the pupil’s mind should be Jed to-- sets that a 
musical work contains some reason for being what it is, 
that it has a plan that existed in the composer’s mind 
at the beginning. I have often found it to be'a novel 
idea, to son ho had I n studying foi rs, that 
a composer writes a piece before he plays it. It is may 
~ to " show even child that a piece exists as a thought 
before it is translated into sound, and he can follow the 
work to s sme ixtenfc as it Ceuie from the w riter’ b mind.. 
The pupil ban gradually be made te see that sections 
and phrases have a plan and an interdependence, that 
perhaps, learn even more than we teach, 
JGBASHES BEAHMS. 
. BY JOHN S. YAK CLEVE. 
This illustrious musician who, as the lineal descendant 
of Beethoven and Schumann^ holds the sceptre of pure 
instrumental music in Germany, has done some notable 
work for the pianoforte, although his fame chiefly rests 
upon his compositions in the domain of concerted 
chamber music, upon his symphonies and upon his great 
choral Forks. Born in 1833, like Beethoven and 
Mozart the son, of a musician, he, like them, gravitated 
Fewer people learned music, but,, to Vienna, that genial center of passionate musical 
life, and since 1861 has made it his home. His works 
for pianoforte are cast in the form of concertos, sonatas, 
quartets for strings, variations upon themes from Handel, 
Haydn, and Schumann, and also work in a few smaller 
forms. Among these latter his popular Hungarian 
dances may be prominently mentioned. 
A word upon the nature of Brahms’ genius must here 
be set down. Brahms met Schumann at Diisseldorf, in 
1853, when he was a youth of but twenty, and Schumann, 
with an insight by no means common in men of great 
original genius, announced that Brahms '-mmhis .pre¬ 
destined successor in the realm of pure German music. 
This prophecy has been fulfilled with singular appi^acy 
and fullness. There is a loftiness of thought and asdepth- 
of brooding intensity in Brahms which is utterly unap¬ 
proached by any other composer of absolute music since 
: Schumann: His continuity"of thought and far-reaching 
purpose, united with his bold and original harmonization, 
exalt his compositions to the zenith of admiration with 
all scholarly musicians ; but he is often oblivions of 
superficial effect," and^henceto the general public his 
genius, though seen in the loftiest part of the sky, is dis¬ 
covered through rolling vapors. With Brahms, beauty 
seems to hold a place subordinate to expression, and a 
certain harshness is in consequence occasionally met with 
in i 1 hi ay ch must h: der the popu rity of his 
works. 
Brahms, la a subjective manner, is also a great pianist 
—.that is, he plays with reverence for the work and with 
harmony js an element of beauty as well m melody, that reference to his own feeling; but la almost total dis- 
melody is not formless, that the return and modification regard of the public. He ia especially renowned far the 
of certain melodies form the basis of the work, that the delivery of Bach’s organ works upon the pianoforte. 
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(A) With the damper pedal also. See preface in regard to use of the pedal 
(B) 'Quarter notes with, the right hand. ' . . . 
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THE' ETUDE. 13 
FOUHDJ ?iob wob SETH0B8 OF SEFF-EOTOATIOK IB MUSIC. THE P1BASUBES OF MUSIOAI ABAEYBI8. 
BY-JOSEPH H. DARLING. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
.. BY ALBERT W. BORST. 
How many works there are, style? 7,” 
which are of such monstrous* construction thai 
ordinary student must necessarily cramp the hand . 
sei an,, the whoh b» it 
to perform them at ill, sis go through a course 
of r r to a to . ed. Of C' 
hare ul to 1 ced 
■ rformer, but in ".he 1 n< f a your applied 
to you ductive of uble. 
Why should “ preparatory ” be used so vaguely? 
The writer, in the past, has been affected by a nervous 
difficulty which stopped all work and caused t ht 
muscular paralysis which made the hand quite sensitive. 
It was while studying according to the Tausig system, 
and at the same time going through other preparatory 
work, t it tl interruptioi to heless, 
it was again resumed and go continued with interrup¬ 
tion after interruption. Lately,Mason’s “Touch and 
Technic ” hag • been used, and has been surprisingly 
helpful. Having dropped everything -that cramps and 
strains the hand, both ia practice and ‘ teaching,' it has 
accomplished results little dreamed of; 
With “Touch and Technicfor their.chief founda¬ 
tional guide teachers can lead their pupils toward an 
understanding of music that will be intelligent, aesthetic, 
and, in all respects, scientific. And when their pupils 
hear and see the -artists of the day perform, it won’t be 
in an unknown language. As a rule, all the satisfaction 
a Btudent can get, when studying according to many of 
the old methods, about the means of producing effects 
used by the great artists, is that they employ the same 
touch that has been taught him, but that they exaggerate 
for effect. He often feels as a child does when told some 
preposterous thing to explain a common phase of life, 
V" .,.-1, lr t* rt 13 - ht ; a c snsci >1 an< r wl 30 they v 
being put off or deceived. To appreciate and enjoy the 
best in mnsic, to say nothing of performing the same, 
one must have a knowledge of theory, which is as indis¬ 
pensable in laying a foundation and in future progress 
as technique. By “technique” one should not under¬ 
stand merely .the facility of the? finger, the flopping of 
the hand, lii . swing-sign in gale of rind, or, in 
fa t an] me c g mm feal >r ‘ get gymna tie ’ 
cover a multitude of sins, aud produce a corresponding 
amount of harm, but rather it is the power to do all 
that mind can conceive toward the interpretation of art. 
* f< ach wad I ohnit will la th< fou d tion on k h 
this structure will rest, and will do it in a surprisingly 
short time. 
A danger that is, and has been, is. that . as. soon as a 
■ fork fata ling o jinalitj appears or of >articnlai 
utility, many teachers have made, undue .haste to 
adopt it, and to give an introductory volume or two 
to lead up to it. But, alas, they too often lead from 
nowhere in particular, aud leave yon anywhere in 
general. 
To lay a foundation, a teacher must be careful to 
build slowly, and use no means that w;ill not be of 
direct application in the rendition of the pianist’s reper¬ 
toire. A pianist has to do enough stretching, twisting, 
and cramping, without doing any that is neither of use 
nor in any way helpful. We cannot place our pupils on 
a bed of roses at first, but we can at least give them a 
glimpse of, as we lead them onward to, the beauties and 
enjoyments of the rare exotic sf artistic development, 
thou tl iy prick at times, such is art. 
And it goes without saying that artistic sensibility is 
the mortar to cement the bricks, theory, and technique, 
and together form the base. 
—To be an artist is to be a poet; to be touched by all 
revelatio 3 c ature; t >ve, t suffer—in 
me woi to 1 To ; oduc a work of art does not 
e isenet, tl 30 poser, in re 
Nov nber. Century. Firs? 
le : ufestations of beauty, a st-1 
nterpenetrated by them, and know to enjoy thorn. 
How many great painters, how many illustrious musi- 
tiana ware never artist? ia thedesp; tmeari igof the 
wordj—i 
Extracts from c g of M. T. N. A. 
No fully satisfactorydirections can be given for culti- 
le is I1 make a 
sstior rst is to hear-music 
* I me, ood play .g, and 
especially orchestral vhy\ .-g and-singing,.until the soun 
cf ia i ’50 performed expressively bee m 
the ear. Here I wil le me 
the : lines *ey will be able 
to hear an orchestra. Necessary as orchestral concerts 
are'to the higher cultivation in music there are many 
quite sizable cities this country where, n entire 
at • si .son there will ,. iard . -dozenconcerts 
ofthis kind, perhaps not more than one or two. However 
excellent these may. be, of themselves. considered, they 
are not enou The miracle of t) loaves and two 
astbedone ver again if these few opportus-'js 
are to stand for a complete musical education. But if 
there are no orchestral concerts there will be more or 
leBs recitals by fairly good pianists, perhaps even by 
masters such as we listen to at these. occasions. Yet 
these will not be enough. The student must work out 
his own salvation—as the Apostle says. 
There is a certain cultivation of ear which comes from 
thinking music. After all that modern science has done 
for us, it still remains true that It is the spirit that makes 
the body, and not the body the soul. To play fine music in 
the imperfect and halting way in which the great majority 
of teachers.wonld be able tojplayit is something at least. 
Butth saris no iby laying is >oself- 
consciobs and too halting m rhythm sod imperfect in 
expression. But the same player, if he will but give up 
Fhis mind to it, will after a little find himself able to think' 
the music much better than he can play it. Let him 
take the notes and follow them through, exactly as if he 
were playing them, yet without uttering a sound or mov¬ 
ing a finger. After a little he will be able to imagine to 
himself the effect of the piece; not only as he himself 
would play it, but much better, without any of the draw¬ 
backs which attend upon imjierfect technic. It is not 
very . . t( memorize a piece in this way, and then 
after having learned it by heart in this silent manner go 
to the piano and work it out with the fingers. If the 
memori tag i<r*> b < 1 well doi , here will no ben uh 
time 1 juirefl for 11 s earlj pa c f the finishing of t, the 
art namely of thinking it through in time. But if one 
were to memorize it at the piano, it would take quite a 
tim< > pra tice afterw rd b for vu • would be able f > 
think it through in strict time. But when memorized 
away 2 m th« pii i< th t ne > ill be used « - 5 • n 
getting the fingers so they will go through the com¬ 
binations. 
Not the least important point in the direction of self- 
education is that of constantly increasing the powerof 
i ying and int rpreting musi , Phe technic ol play 
ing must be carried forward by the best exercises attain¬ 
able, and in such way aB to enlarge the {students’ powers 
by the shortest roads, and with the best concurrent re¬ 
action upon the purely musical powers of the stndept. 
The older technical exercises, five-finger exercises and 
the like, were rather hostile than otherwise to the use of 
the fingers in ex; . assive forms, as they are called, into 
action in playing any good music. Upon this point I 
5- .V icrtain d cided opiniom which only* part of my 
hearers will share with me. I believe that Dr. Mason’s 
system of technic is more productive for fingers and 
m isieai de\ eloj x lei < ili se th m any other stem wh a 
1pet ien so offered or, is Ml 3 o be - ered 
The to- Bt import rat j oint in th« discussion t the mm 
which I now approach—namely, cooperation. By this I 
lean hat ail the nusicai itudenti (mush teaches ,10 
place or a vicinity are to regard themselves as belonging 
to what our English friends call “forms” of the same 
great school, namely, that of experience, and, therefore, 
to avail themselves of each others assistance and encour¬ 
agement in music. There are many ways of doing this, 
each having in its train its own pecnliar series of conse¬ 
quences. It may' be by the establishment of clubs in 
which the students devote a certain amount of time to 
musical reading, .or it may fee ip-the form of classes de¬ 
voted to musical history or to the life and works of some 
one • com poser.1 or it may be in a- general cooperative 
movement to support' a series-of'.recitals- or concerts, the 
programmes of "which are to be-arranged with reference 
to interesting the masses in the better kind of music, 
without at the same time boring them by giving them 
too much or too heavy in quality; while nevertheless the 
pupils of. ters will 1 at 30 
from the playing. In any town of ten thousand people 
or ac er may 1 don < jh a 
jt icions combination 1- nuBit ,nd 
res ids ad p-.pits, provided it be itempfedin 
an unselfish spirit. Just a;-' 3 as 3 spirit 
glory begins to find pla s; however, the elements of- dis¬ 
integration will show themseives, and it will ho neces¬ 
sary to pause awhile. The main thing is -o begin$ then 
in; b. 
Scientists tell us that light is composed of three colors, 
red, yellow, and blue; but if a ray be passfeid through a 
prism, then the several glorious tints of the rainbow 
become at once evolved. So it is with fine music: 
to the majority the Btrong, bright light in its com¬ 
pleteness is snfficient. The artist revels in the. varied 
prismatic colors ■Which analysis provides for him. Even 
the young amateur may, to a greater or lesser degree, 
be led to participate in this enjoyment. In children 
the interest is aroused when you explain to them the 
ordinary rhythmic divisions. Some sadden modulation, 
unusual accent, novel accompaniment, etc., will, if the 
teacher cause them at all to think on the matter, find a 
sympathetic echo. 
By way of illustration, let us fake a couple of easy 
numbers from Heller’s “Album for Youth.” No. 5, 
Barcarole, continences with a phrase of two measures. 
We then find a reiterative @f the last five notes on the 
arsis of the next measure. Now, this novelty for a 
child, coupled with your exposition of a Barcarole 
movement, excites his imagination. Again, in No. 12, 
“ La muette,” with the one persistent note in the treble, 
as indicative of the attempt at distinct articulation, the 
agitated syncopated notes later on will have something 
of the same effect on the child, as the climax of his fairy¬ 
tale. Even the hard, suspended chord near the end, 
with the necessary explanation, will no longer appear 
ugly. 
To a number of pianists many of the deeper meanings 
of a composition are lost, owing to the habit of concen¬ 
trating their thoughts on the upper part alone. Occa¬ 
sionally the lower part receives a limited recognition; 
the beauty of the progression in the inner parts is often 
quite lost sight of. 
The pleasures of an all-embracing analysis to the 
advanced musician are so subtle and so varied that 
in the present paper but a few hints can be suggested. 
The gratification excited >by the outward bodily form 
of some finely contrasted double counterpoint, or some 
extra gorgeous modulation, or some new and extended 
treatment of, say, one of the Rondo forms, is readily 
realized by most thoughtful players. But the inward 
and spiritual import of other and less openly apparent 
exceptions remains to many a mere shadow. Here are 
a few familiar illustrations from Beethoven’s Sonatas: 
the unusual key of the second subject in the first 
movement of Op. 18 and Op. 53; the free entry of 
a discord (without even the root) in the first bar of 
Op. 29, No. 3, likewise in Op. 78 at the fortieth 
measure; the close of the Adieu, Op. 81, where tonic 
and dominant are struck simultaneously. This latter 
passage, the bite Tip’ire of old critics, is, in fact, the 
most poetical id of the movement. It is as if two 
persons were experiencing the bitterness of the “ fare¬ 
well” almost simultaneously. Such an inspiration as 
in the Funeral March of Op. 26, where the gloomy 
theme becomes, by its transition to the major mode, 
permeated with a glow of heaven-born joy and hope, 
is appreciated by all. 
The works of the modern romantic writers, froth 
Chopin to Grieg, sometimes by a single stroke of 
the pen, succeed' in striking in nB some corresponding 
uuder-tones—it may be of the sublime, it may be of the 
' weird, or even the humorous, which until then we were 
ourselves unconscious of possessing. 
In the domain of orchestral scores the field foT prac¬ 
tical analysis is naturally wider still. To enter into the 
deep concepts of such inspirations is indeed bliss. And 
such peeps behind the curtain of art are. offered to all 
musicians who will use their mental spectroscopes. 
Have you enemies enough? Try to increase their 
number! It is wise to have enemies, on account of their 
ability to watch over ns better than we cais ourselves, who 
will not rest from showing us our faults, and who spy 
info the seeret folds of our inner self,'so that we can 
never satisfy or deceivb ourselves. \ ■ ' -/ 
THE PHONOGRAPH IN MIJSIO STTJ] 
BY E, E. KREHBIEL. 
Thus far Herr Dessauer—even Ms fentasties are sug¬ 
gestive and. worthy of reading; but though they are 
given with complete sincerity and earnestness, they need 
not, for that reason, be accepted by the reader. Before 
it will be possible lor a violinist or singer to carry his 
accompanimei around in his pocket for e, ctive use at 
will, it will be necessary far Mr. Edison to perfect a 
microphonic attachment to the phonograph which will 
increase its sonority several hundred times. There are, 
likewise, many obstacles still to be overcome before the 
phonograph shall be able to act as proxy for the great 
teachers of the world. Herr Dessauer has overlooked 
the fact that it would take a Joachim quite as long to 
dictate a lesson such as he describes, into the phonograph 
as it would to give a lesson in fact; and that the results 
el the dictation could only be enjoyed by the possessor of 
tie phonographic cylinder which had received the record 
directly from the great violinist. These cylinders can- 
notyetbe multiplied .by mechanical means 5 each must 
be an original, and though a teacher might make use of 
one to give lessons to many pupils, it would always be 
the same lesson. To supply s single person with a com¬ 
plete course of instruction would involve an amount of 
work upon Herr Joachim, and, consequently, an ex¬ 
pense upoH-the,ambition8 teacher or pnpil, which would, 
in all likelihood, remove the plan from the category of 
things practicable. This would be the case, at least, so 
far as a general application of the idea is concerned. 
, . aoi ‘i lei ggt tion j< utain< ^ in the dan 
^astrumeat aa an advertising medium, a 'witness to'pro- ; 
aioi 1 qu a Utt 
r co call for r ent, thoi ;h e\ . e 
me ' ,ed so asti . zor ful¬ 
ness. Leave thi -at of t‘ ju a while 
and coi ider the mship t such a 
sive recoi To erve 0 o trogress is to be 
en- ed pui 1 evi- 
de :ea of fc m fore > St has 
there roducti >n agree, in the 1 wledge 
of ability it nj 
difficult. this modest knowle iep ident 
upon the p< jii ol -ctively of 
one’s wn at Self-criticism, h /ever, is the 
1 of all virtues. 1 ono phwille urageitby 
reason of the fact t ae 1 can coi mune with it 
and listen"to its admonitions in the privacy of Ms own 
chamber, free from all the irritations of publicity. His 
pride will not rebel and accnse the instrument of mis¬ 
representation, for he will know that there is nought of 
motive of any kind in its record. He will hear himself 
as if he were another, and a comparison of records will 
enable him to judge, without prejudice, whether or not 
he is making progress. This nse of the phonograph 
seems to me the most valuable in the department 01 
I edagogy, bat what has U, jn said of th 31 dent n ay also 
be said with the same righteousness of the artist. Only 
lately „•« J 1 hav t 3 priviiej . permi ioj one >f th< 
greatest of living violinists to hear himself play. It was 
an nniqne experience, and he was"1 honest enough to 
• onfess his ha niliat o at • le results af I m trial , bu 
also to declare his delight with those of a third. “ I 
should like to listen to that again when I am old,” he 
said, “so as to know how I played in 1892.” There are 
when they have written -down the melodies of strange 
peep - f have overlf iteristic elei im 
%i m, or ignori th pen to 
agree with their Bystem or sof ropriety eauty. 
Of course, the value c uch mnBic, >n - 
point of view, lieB in very elements. In “this field 
the phonograph is ■ estin rly use 
makes a faithful record and preserves it for study 
uni cireun ancesfe ab at results. Here 
I speak wit pc ive left the realm 
f t anc mtered i ■ experience. 
I have used U >h with excellent results in the 
study - orig al music, ad it is in inection with 
e istrumc t that I w pve a few pra > 
ts. 
< The first of these is, that if one wishes to obtain scien¬ 
tific accuracy, he must do the work of recording and 
transcribing himself. Neither can be Bafely intrusted bo 
another person. So far. as I know the instrument was 
first employed in.this department by Dr. Walker Fewkes, 
who, in 1890, recorded some of the songs of the Pas- 
samaqnoddy Indians in Maine. A year later he took 
np the study of the Zufii Indians in New Mexico, and, 
not being musical himself, sent the cylinders for tran¬ 
scription to Mr. Benjamin Ives Gilman, of Cambridge. 
Mr. Gilman was, of course, bound down by the material 
furnished, but some of the results which he noted in the 
Journal of American Archaeology were so surprising as 
to xcite my suspicion. 
Chancing upon his reply to some of my doubts ex¬ 
pressed in the New York Tribune, while in Frankfort 
in the aumiher of 1891, I subjected some of the phono¬ 
graphs in the Electrical Exhibition holding there at the 
time, to some tests, and came to the conclusion that the 
greates care is essential avoid 1 eception through 
some of the instrument’s vagaries. Dr. Fewkes took 
to ret Is > r. *• , , a> s"i> ' Ire I motor; 
Mr. Gilman made his transcription from an instrumen. 
provided ha elect n Now t< < in perfect 
result vr >i*r b ab Ink jynchron im in tht revo¬ 
lt tier ©f th ' c 1 nder i - reco Ming 1 nd tri isci bi g. [ 
the samp number of resolutions be not maintained one 
of using the phonograph as a conservator of the readings many niceties which the best of artists overlook in the will be at sea in the Matter of pitch, both absolute and 
heat of nlavincr. manv trifli ? disturbances of the avm- relative. In some Work which I did last summer among of the great virtuosi, instrumental and vocal. Just as it is, 
in a high sense, a lesson to hear the performances of a mas¬ 
ter, so it wonld be a lesson to listen to the phonographic 
reproductions of such performances, and it would not be 
impossible to supply cylinders, in a limited number, so 
long as the master in question were actively engaged in 
concert-giving. 
This suggests a thought which we ought, by all means, 
to set about realizing at once. Nothing is more vague 
and unsatisfactory than present judgment upon the abili¬ 
ties and characteristic of the artists who are gone. The 
vast majority of them live only in analyses, criticisms, 
and rhapsodies in which comparison with their con¬ 
temporaries and predecessors plays a large and .confusing 
part How did those who Bupply the comparison play or 
sing 1 How often are we called on to say which of two 
pianists, both of whom died before we were born, was 
the greater artist? Who has not been asked to fix the 
position of Madame Adelina Patti among the singers of 
the world and say how she compares with Jenny Lind, 
MalitosSontagj and the rest of the melodious throng 
way back to La Bastardella? Now, it is entirely feasible 
for ns to provide a sonnd basis for such comparative 
critcism in the future, so far as the mechanism of the art 
and the things which belong to its intellectual side are con¬ 
cerned. I make the limitation advisedly, for, as yet, there 
must be a great loss of tonal charm and character in all at¬ 
tempts to imprison a voice in the phonograph. A singer’s 
technical achievements, range, taste, and understanding 
can be measured in a phonographic reproduction of her 
singing just as her physical appearance can be judged by 
a photograph. It is, therefore, feasible to establish a 
museum, if you will, of examples which will serve to 
enable the future student, historian, or critic to judge of 
the art of all the great ones now alive. How marvelous 
the vista which this idea opens ? At .last the thing in 
music which has been hopelessly evanescent is subject to 
preservation. The song need not die with the singer, 
nor the tone of Joachim’s violin, in Joachim’s hands, 
perish with the body of the violinist. ^Hereafter we will 
have something besides the Written or printed page to 
help, us form an idea of the art-tastes, and tendencies of 
- a past era. * 
I must not go on in this vein lest I forget the critical 
boundaries which I myself have set. Let who will pursue 
the lovely speculation. So far as I have gone, the verities, 
as we have them to-day, have not been violated. Herr 
Dessauer’s suggestion touching the employment of the 
t f playi g, a y trifling ist r s f t sy ¬ 
metry of utterance, on which the highest quality ot 
beauty, that is, repose, depends, which can only be 
brought to bis attention effectively (I do not wish to 
overestimate the influence of the critic—he, of coarse, is 
untrustworthy in the eyes of the artist) by enabling him 
to be hearer as well as performer. The phonograph is 
the only thing in the world which can work such a 
miracle. 
IY. 
Mr. Goodwin laid stress upon the value of the phono¬ 
graph as a help in teaching relative pitch by means 01 
dictation. He proposed that the pupil begin with tran¬ 
scribing simple melodies from cylinders prepared by the 
teacher, and be led on gradually to complicated harmo¬ 
nies. The importance of dictation exercises, I believe, 
is but slightly appreciated. As a training for the ear 01 
the mere executant, especially the Violinist or the singer, 
who is obliged always to observe intently the pitch ot 
the tones which he produces, it seems to me that dicta¬ 
tion is invaluable. If that be so, how essential is it to 
the would-be composer who does not wish to be tiejMo wr 
to the help of a pianoforte when in a fine creative irenzy. 
All musicians, I imagine, have fonnd themselves more 
or less the BlaveB of what I may call the instrumental 
habit i. e., of having their mnsical thoughts present 
themselves in the voice of their instrument and re¬ 
stricted by its peculiarities and limitations. A pupil 
who studies dictation from the pianoforte is very likely 
to associate keys and the distances between keys with the 
soands which Le is called upon to record. So a violin- 
player easily falls into the habit of identifying sonndB 
with the points on the finger board and the strings of his 
instrument. These things may be mechanical helps, bat, 
. after all, they are-crutches and hindrances to the free 
movement of the musical fency. By using the phono¬ 
graph one may accustom himself to apprehend the tones 
without this mechanical alloy, and (what is a circumstance 
of considerable moment) make his exercises in dictation 
(or perhaps it wonld be more correct to say notation), 
without being obliged to call in a second person to His 
assistance. The presence of the teacher wonld not be 
necessary, and the pupil could practice notation at 
home as he practices his other exercises. 
This brings me to the snbject which first drew my at- 
i u i w x men 1 cua
the Indians in Canada I found a metronome to be of 
great assistance. By listening to its ticks and watching 
a little screw Bet inthe pulley at the end of the main 
shaft, or permitting it to strike against my finger, I could 
regulate the machine to a nicety, there being a screw 
provided for that purpose.. I made it a point to keep up 
a uniform rate of revolutions, so that when I reached 
home and began the work of transcription, I could note 
not only the key, bat also the tempo of all the songs that 
I had captured. When, for any purpose, I varied the 
tempo of the machine in recording, I made a note of the 
number of revolutions made by the cylinder in a minute, 
so that I might afterward set the pace to correspond 
when 1 wished my Indian to sing for me in my study. 
But there must not only be uniformity in the number 
of revolutions; the movement must be kept regular, or 
direful results will ensue. A slight change in speed 
safficeB to change the pitch of the tones emitted, and 
against such changes one mast continually be on his 
guard. The governor on the motor is not to be trusted 
implicitly; it will not prevent the shaft from revolving 
irregularly when one is using a defective battery, or 
there is a want of proper adjustment between the parts of 
the machine. It is, therefore, wise to use one’B ears as- 
a check on the phonograph, and promptly to investigate 
the latter whenever in the work of transcription irregu¬ 
larities present themselves which were not heard when 
the record was made. It would be most desirable if the 
phonograph coaid be provided with an attachment which 
wonld indicate the number of revolutions making by the 
shaft, and a motor whose steadiness coaid not be qaes- 
tioned. As between the treadle and the electric motor, 
the latter is undoubtedly preferable, but, for scientific 
purposes, I should like to see an application of clock¬ 
work yyith weights. 
One other reason for individual work in bdih depart¬ 
ments of phonographic work I will touch on only briefly, 
though it is of the greatest importance in the study of the 
music of so-called barbarous or savage tribes. The phono¬ 
graph preserves the music modified by or alloyed with the 
per mal* (untie of tht singer. This mu she diminat 11 
if one wishes to obtain results which have scientific 
value ; and the work of elimination can only be done if 
the investigator has studied the singer and noted the 
influences that were at work while he sang. Frequently 
changes of pitch resalt from a sudden access of enthu¬ 
siasm or wearinesB, and uhless thiB is known the record 
may present features that cause a great deal of useless brain 
cudgeling later. It is not wise to attribute characteristics 
to the music of a whole people because they are observed 
* v a 0 -‘te ph >1 gr ph as an at in th< , rose utioi n the si tgini f some of i represet tiv have 
.■'■jet__1 £_Ta...*_... .3  a _  ;  * _jn 5.'_ . to _ 3 to*_£■ ± t m sicai acient > It ir gradually daw inj on the mind 
of learned men that folk-music may yet enter significantly 
into ethnological study. Unhappily for the student, 
much of the m iterial that has been gathered is 1 early, ii: 
not quite, worthless, because unaccompanied by a guar¬ 
ani e >f genuineness and th ophistication 'ravele t in 
seldom musician®, and all m sicians are not familiar 
with scientific methods of investigation. Too often. 
known this to be done. The musical qualifications of a 
savage must be known before the significance of his 
performances can'be summed up. Yet I have known 
men who seemed to proceed on the theory that every 
savage has a correct ear and a perfect voice, and every 
instrnmei is built with sc inti; ass. Naturally 
men will ke bewild list .they 
come to transcribe the records of their phonographs. 
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A MODERN MUSICAL EDUCATION 
emotionalart, Auev classof interpreter!: isks called for, teachers are “born, not made;” which implies that 
To-day this is true more than ever ; andstndentaof music pedagogy is a useless science, or indeed no science at 
cannot mate a greater mistake than to imagine that they all* Natural gifts are of- course necessary as a basis to 
can gp forth prepared to conquer the world if they have build upon, but ^natural gifts without proper estivation 
mastered merely their technical exercises* What they are productive of many weds along^with the legitimate 
waniis e general education; they should not only prac- crop. 
To be lm to-( iy be tict )ut > 1 to iliar The. sic teacher, stands in muc s me relatio 
• t frou t sd to! !—quite rent as is with fm. »mt ries, t ?o il as the p s patie ictor 
le i mifbi' ns froi what it was for erlj iogra' - ms of criticisi What a fund fir -oses the lii ase, after v. 8a 
' es mi rare so little estee id that of euctior oi s is, for i in remedy. T rem r ist not only be a< iquate for the 
the strolling varieties were .looked on as practically out- Schumann’s volumes1 of criticisms (which have been particular ailment'treated, bat must be-adapted-to the 
laws) they might, even be killed without engaging the translated into English). They strengthen tbe reader’s age, constitution, and other peculiarities of the patient, 
attention of the courts any more than is the caBe in mind and form his judgment as exercise strengthens the A physician who -had only learned the nature and 
San Francisco to-day when a Chinaman is murdered by body and forms the muscles. properties of medicines without having thoroughly in¬ 
highbinders. Every reader of musical biographies Is your pupil discouraged by the amount of labor rer formed himself of the natural laws relating to.the human 
knows that in comparatively recent times even such quired of him, or by his slow progress? Let him read body, would hardly be considered a safe one to employ, 
great composers as Haydn, Mozart, and Schnbert were the biographies of great composers, and he will regain Fortunately for us the State compels candidates for the 
treated very much like upper servants by the Austrian courage and fresh energy to work on finding that even medical profession to pass certain prescribed examina- 
princes who gave them employment, while the condi- Beethoven wept over his music lessons at first, and that tions, by which the public is protected from ignoramuses 
tion of affairs in England is thus described by Sir Julius both Weber and Wagner were told by their early and charlatans. 
Benedict in his “ Life of Weber”;— teachers that they would never amount to anything in The music teacher in his special field is constantly 
“ In the hugh reunions of the aristocracy artists were music. doing for the pupil what the doctor is doing for his 
not expected to mix with the company; shut up, till It is a significant fact, as illustrating the tendency of patient, namely, diagnosing musical diseases and pre- 
everybody had assembled, in a small room; bid by modern musical education, that most of our conserve- scribing remedies. Unfortunately the public here has 
insolent lackeys to enter the gorgeous drawing-rooms by tories which deserve the name have now made provisions not the same protection from imposition as in the med- 
a back staircase, even separated in some cases from the for lectures on musical history. Private students have ical, legal, and some other professions. The piano 
rest of humanity to avoid any contagion; commanded at their command numerous excellent histories of music, teacher’s knowledge of musical and tecbnical foods, 
like , any menial to sing their songs”—snch was the like those of Fillmore, W. S. B. Mathews, Langhans, medicines, etc., should be extensive enongh to enable 
treatment of the most distinguished artists a little Rockstro, Riemann, etc., all of which can be supplied him to select the right thing for each individnal man, 
more than hajf a century ago! by the publisher of The Etude. Atf excellent catalogue, woman, or child who comes to him for musical advice. 
To-day, what a change! Think .of the honors paid of sixty-four paggs, of all important musical publications This matter of prescribing the right thing, however, 
at Bayreuth to Wagner by emperors, kings, and grand in the English language may be obtained of Scribner’s involves a considerable degree of knowledge abont the 
dukes; think of the almost ridiculous adulation be- in New York; and a glance at it will surprise any mental and physical characteristics of those who are 
stowed, a few -months ago, on Mascagni at Vienna, teacher and student at the large amount of first-class placed under his guidance. Foods -and medicines that 
where he was nearly killed by the excessive attentions musical literature at his disposal, and at the considerable will nourish and cnre the man may possibly kill the 
of the highest classes of society, including royalty; think proportion of this contributed by American writers. child. 
how'jMn our drawing-rooms, leading society people crowd Let me add two illustrations to show how mnch music It is from lack of judgment and skill in the selection 
around a famous singer or pianist, considering them- gains in ;S popularity and influence, if its literary side is of remedies that many well-meaning teachers commit 
selves honored by .a handshake or a few moments’ cultivated. The New York Philharmonic and Symphony serions and ofttimes fatal educational blunders. They 
chat. The explanation of this change in the status of Societies, and the Boston Symphony Orchestra, like the may have been well trained themselves, even to the 
musicians may be found in a slight modification of leading foreign orchestras, provide their audiences with point of being artistic performers, and yet failed to learn 
the old saying—tempova mutantur et nos mutamur in analytical programmes, or, at any rate, with brief historic the rudiments of the teacher’s art. 
illis—the times have changed because we have changed and biographic notes on each piece that is played. This How, then, is skill in teachingi to be acqaired in the 
with them. In other words, musicians to-day deserve arouses the interest of the hearers and makes them more best and quickest way ? The old maxim, “ Learn to do 
more honor than they did formerly, because they are ixttsntive—a most important advantage m the case of by doing,” has comforted and consoled many incompe- 
no longer mere playing puppets, but educated men and serious music—for listless listening is the great bane of taut teachers, and assisted to confirm them indefinitely 
women. Not that Hadyn, Mozart, Schnbert, and our concert halls. in their mechanical and irrational methods. A lifetime 
Weber were withont education, but they had to suffer Take another illustration. Suppose you were to play spent in wrong-doing does not necessarily teach the doer 
for the general ignorance of members of their profes- to a circle of friends the last of Chopin’s mazurkas, the right way. “Learn to do by knowing” should 
sion along with the rest; and, to be perfectly frank, it They would no doubt find it interesting withont any ex- always precede and accompany the other maxim, in 
must be admitted that the. education of the greatest planation, though they might marvel at its heart-rending which case both become infinitely more valuable as 
composers - of former centuries was very one-sided, melancholy; but if yon told them. that <it was the last educational -principles. - In order that the pupil may-be 
and not nearly as general as that of modern composers thing he ever wrote, and that he himself never heard it so taught as to develop artistic powers of performance 
like Schumann, Berlioz, Liszt, and Wagner, who because he was too weak to get up from, his bed and try theteacher must constantly appeal to the pupil’s capacity 
wielded the author’s pen as successfully as the com- it over on the pianoforte, the interest of your hearers for knowing, after which the fingers will, so to spCak^-*- 
poser’s, and were interesting writers on other subjects would be doubled, and they would inevitably ask you to take care of themselves. Emerson says, “Thought is 
play the piece again. And so, inf a hundred similar the seed of action, but action is as much its second form 
The three composers who became chiefly responsible does a knowledge of musical literature increase a as thought is its first.” 
for the change by constantly and emphatically insisting musician’s power and popularity^ Let the piano teacher plant the right seeds of thought 
on the dignity of their art and profession, were Beet- in the pupil’s mind as the quickest, surest way of securing 
hoven, Liszt, and Wagner. Beethoven, feeling that * good results, techmqgg^and musically. 
Whatever throws light on the laws of mental growth 
sj l dev opment, be it a detailed aeconnt of new Kin¬ 
dergarten methods, a treatise on Psychology, a lecture 
on Pedagogical Science, a philosophical Assay on Edn- <- 
cation; these and many other^cognate subjects have a 
vital connection with the'music teacher?b , profession. 
They should be earnestly studied with the object of 
whatever other making practical application of everything that may 
1 his vocation, assist him in presenting in the clearest manner to the, 
inipped in two pupil’s mind the manifold ideas relating to musical art. 
TEE PEDAGOG 1 SPEOT ( ? P .10 
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cart aha attendsshe carries the BCoreSj and with these be- 
fera4er'^4ies:'tKe: work-3ha;iB;%«ariiig:.:7;,,iAndl:in: much 
th< same way Chopin/.stridied the worksof the masters^ 
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Wwinium Chopin occupies a most unique position in 
the history of music. He belonged to no school, he was 
no one’s pupil, he had no rivals, and has no followers. 
He has built for himself a niche of hiB own in the art 
temple. Before his shrine will ever be found those who 
worship the true, the pure, the" beautiful. 
A recent writer has called Chopin‘‘the most subjective 
of musicians,” and it is true that in his works is to be 
found a perfect reflection of himself. His Joys and 
sorrows, his inmost thoughts are there laid bare. And 
ao, as In a deeper study of Ms music, we5 can better under* 
. stand tie musician, conversely, can we more .clearly 
divine the meaning of his work by onr better knowledge 
of the worker. 
Chopin was a born aristocrat. His mind, his manners, 
and his music were alike in their innate refinement. He 
lived npon the adulation of the few and never counted 
the applause ’ of the many. He himself was a dainty 
hot-house flower, and his melodies were never heard in 
Bach perfection as in his own scented drawing-room. ■ •• 
Chopin was a Pole,and never was a truer son found than 
he was to his unhappy country. So thoroughly wrapped 
up in her welfare is he that her sorrows are pictured in 
his every note. Her music he chose as the vehicle for 
the expression of^his genius. Her dance tunes he im¬ 
mortalized and gave to the names of polonaise and ma- 
zourka a place among the classics of the music world. 
Now, this intense devotion to his country and to her 
music was chosen by Chopin as his mission—his life 
work, and never does he shnnk from his self-imposed 
task, never does he shirk his responsibility. 
Chopin was neither a hero nor a saint. He was 
merely a man with many a weakness and many a fault. 
But as an artist he was of the most severe, perfected type. 
Dainty in idea and execution, free from any taint of the 
common or vulgar, his music is that of the apostle of the 
beautiful. Mozart, the music-medallion maker, was his 
model, Setthstian Bach, the severe classicist, his constant 
study. Surely, George Sand was right when she said: 
“ We must make great progress in our taste and appre¬ 
ciation of the musical art, “ before the works of Chopin 
can obtain the popularity they deserve. ’ ’ 
When lie was yet a lad Chopin was discovered one day 
wit nechanical c ivance of his -own : 1 and 
n nufacture, whit id he de to fasten on h 
hai at night to era■ further apart. 
“ For,” said he, “ I must be able to strike long chords 
and my hands are naturally too small.” And these are 
the “ elfish fingers ” of which Moscheles has so much 
to say! Mr. Haweis, in his encomium of Ghopin, speaks 
of the “extension of chords struck together in arpeggio, 
the little groups of superadded notes falling like light 
drops of pearly dew npon the melodic figure.” Who 
can compute the pains taken by this yonth to fit his 
fingers for the work they had in store! 
As a boy Chopin was the drawing-room wonder of his 
native town, and mention is made of a concert given for 
the poor at which “ little Fritzchen ” was the chief at¬ 
traction, when he was in his ninth year. In after-life 
musical Europe made a place for Chopin as an executant 
similar to that in which they enthroned him as a com¬ 
poser. As his music was for the few, so was his inter¬ 
pretation of it. Too dainty, too refined for the multi¬ 
tude, it won universal applause from the connoisseurs. 
Chopin's own opinion was that he was not fit for concert 
giving. ‘‘ The public intimidates me—its breath stifles 
me,” was his own summary of his public performances. 
But once in the seclusion of a salon, ajjd surrounded by 
congenial spirits, he is a different creature and his fingers 
seem possessed of truly magical powers. 
“ Ib Beranger the less a poet because he poured all his 
thought; into the narrow; limits of a song V- answered 
Liszt when questioned about the “ great works’’ Chopin 
had written. 1 fthe greatest;of Chopin’s “great 
works ” is this very restrictio to < i of composi¬ 
tion, for, content to be great in. small things, lie has, by 
the very perfection of Ms art, won for himself a position 
second to none m his day and generation. 
THE TEAOHEB AS A MXSSIOHAEY. 
B. STORY. 
[Mr. Story, in the December number, speaking of the possibility of 
service by the teacher for the pupil in the securing of various 
qualities necessary in a good character, mentions (1) Humility, (2) 
"Application, (8) Persistence, and (4) Regard for the Eights of Othera 
—Ed. Etude]. 
AS A COMPOSER. 
11 I 
AS A STUDENT. 
m 
"CbSfHn was a composer before he was a student. 
Albert. Zwyny was the lad’s first teacher, and to him 
little Frdddric confided the secret that he had composed 
many little tnnes before his first lesson, but as he did not 
know how to put his “ tunes ” on paper he came to his 
teacher for assistance,* and thus it seems that Zwyny’s 
first work was in transcribing in musical nomenclature 
the melodies that had been teeming in the boy’s brain. 
As a student Chopin worked hard and earnestly, Hot 
only at the mere mechanism of his exercises, bat also in 
trying to solve the real meaning of the composer whose 
work he was studying. Hewas grounded on Bach by 
Eisner, who for years had him in his care in his conser¬ 
vatory at Warsaw, and the truth which he saw displayed 
in all of Bach’s severely classical pages was ever a source 
of pleasure and profit to him. 
The habit gained when a lad, of reading between the 
lines, soon .came to be, second nature to him, and this 
most profitable study of the works of other and older 
musicians was his greatest sonree of information. Even 
after leaving home and while in Vienna he writes of the 
progress he has made in his own work by studying the 
mMi 
scores of others. 
This habit of studying the works of others is one too 
little in vogue these days, and yet it jf one of the most 
efficient aids to any student. And to prove the efficacy 
■6f this mode of dstudy, take this single instance 
The one .young American woman who has forced her¬ 
self into conspicuous notice of late by the excellence of 
her orchestral and vocal writing has never had a lesson 
in orchestration or any of its kindred branches, and has 
rlearned all she knows by studying treatises by herself 
andhy hearing good music. To every orchestral con- 
it Leave Mm alone; He doete not follow the common 
way, because his talents are uncommon, but in time his 
works will reveal an originality heretofore unknown. ’ ’ 
■ So spake the boy’s tutor, Eisner, when the wiser heads 
were for shutting off the so-called *1 extravagances oi 
fancy’’ which young Ghopin began to display even in his 
boyhood, sad this permission given him early in life to 
roam about at will in the realm of composition Chopin 
has never seemed to abuse, but has ever had a definite 
object in view. 
He was once stopped in his playing by a friend who 
suggested that he did not dwell long enough on BOitte 
melodious motif, “ Ah,” he replied, “ I am always 
thinking of my country, and then I vent my indignation 
at her wrongs in those runs and sealeB over the piano 
which you call excesses;” And this love of his country 
and sympathy with her woes is the great key to Chopin’s 
music. As a boy he roamed the woods and acquainted 
himself with the sound of every bird; he delighted 
in wandering from village to village, picking up the old 
folk songs arid dance tunes of the people. And it is the use 
mads of these home airs that makes his music what it is. 
At his first appearance as a pisrnBt, when a lad* he im¬ 
provised beautiful little embroideries for the tunes with 
wMch he was so fascinated. At his first appearance in 
Vienna the piece that charmed his audience the most 
was a Polish dance, and this was redemanded so often 
that at its last hearing the player-found his audience 
dancing on the benches to its rhythmic cadence. 
Chopin, in his younger days, wrote for the orchestra, 
but as he grew older he confined himself more and more 
to compositions for the one instrun^@at4>f wMch he was 
so fond, and from which he as an executant broright such 
marvelous results. And in his later orchestral scorings 
there is ever apparent a timidity with which his works 
are scored—as if the composer were not any too well 
acquainted with the various instruments arid made but 
sparing nse of the resources at his command. 
And sb it is as a composer of piano music that he 
must be judged, and as Schubert and Franz confined 
their talents to the writing of Lieder, so did Chopin in 
his self-imposed restriction to one form of his art devote 
all of his energies, all of his genins to the perfection 
of piano mnsic. 
His pieces number bnt eighty-one all told, and make 
but a thin volume for the work of a life-time. ‘ Bat it 
is a t of i • a each one of v 
h is been lavif hed ii finite car i, infi rite talent 
V. Truthfulness. The genius of the modern “ scien¬ 
tific” method of investigation is in the acceptance of 
absolute truth regardless of results. Under such a 
method of study old-time fables and traditions, once im¬ 
plicitly believed to be true, are proven of no -more 
valriri than mere fairy friles, arid we are placed on an eri- 
during basis of truth concerning such matters. One of 
the great advantages of the study of rriatheMatics is that 
it leads to an appreciation of. truthfulness j for accuracy 
is but another for truth. The child who makes 
twice two to be five is telling an untruth and may 
be corrected on that ground. By the same argument 
the mnsic student who makes faulty time, who omits 
notes, who-changes in various ways the music that he is 
preferiding to play, is griilty (although, perhaps, unwit¬ 
tingly) of similar untruth. Since music is resting so 
completely on a basis of mathematics, the method of 
study that calls first for accuracy is the Scientific, and 
therefore the permarieritly valuable one, arid the teacher 
who is striving to Secure correct work from his pupils 
can Vety successfully argue that “honesty is the best 
policy.” 
VI. Sympathy. Althbugh the basal structure of music 
is mathematics arid all true beauty is conditioned on 
truth, yet the composer and the interpreter alike deal 
with an emotional language which has a thousand and 
one varying shades of expression. As the swelling tide 
of the sea has its steady onwar d movement and yet its 
countless ripples and cross-currents on the surface, so a 
composition contains both regular and irregular phases 
ofmotion. Interpretation of a composition consists in 
the effort by the player to discover the emotional moods 
of the composer and tri reproduce theiri in the perform¬ 
ance of the piece. If Sympathy is “fellow-feeling,” 
then the pupil has abundant opportunity to acquire it, 
for he will doubtless first endeavor to feel as the 
teacher feels, to be exalted br depressed, to be excited 
or tranqnilized as he tries to reproduce what the teacher 
has illustrated in the lesson, and, later, having gained 
in experience will in tttrb become a direct interpreter of 
the composer himself. To be swayed by the joys or 
sorrows of another, by his delicacy and refinement, by his 
heroism arid earnest passion, such Are some of the 
privileges of the music student, whb niriy increase in 
syiriphthy Us iri other virtues y arid the teacher May 
largely influence in right directions if he will. 
In these days wheri so matiy paterits Are throwing off 
responsibility concerningtheirchildrenand nendingthem 
to be trained by teachers,when writers of magazine 
articles are arguing that children should be allowed to 
have their own way and dictate their own studies, 
pleasures, drees, etc., the teacher has added responsi¬ 
bility thruBt upon him. If parents will not teach self- 
control, obedience to authority, respect to elders, and 
like virtues, the rising generation will fail to secure them 
inless the sa her accepts h i Sat r il g< Accept 
ing it, he may feel sure that his life work has its moral 
'influence, perhaps stronger and more enduring than its 
intellectual or magical. 
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LEADING THOUGHTS OF LEADING MUSI- , the writei, were appointed to consider a pitch for the ■ - ■ HTMT& • A¥p HELPS. 
OIANS. - adoption of a national pitch for the U. S. A. Onr re- ■ _ 
-7- port recommending the French pitch (870 eipgle vibra- —Mnaic is a stimulant to mental exertion.—D'Israeli. 
a BBpERTdBT edwabd Dickinson. tions) was adopted at the New York meeting) 1886; but •—-Asthe study of geometry trains the mind in the ab- 
em arrawmen an source o wea peas on e ^ 1g id^Jpfai if the tesolutibna were ever kept hyjbhe M.. street, so the study of music trains '• the emotions in the 
•art of those just entering the teaching profession comes T ^ A. 0fte of the r66olagoB8 wsg tliat at all the abstract.-AW ' 
rom the lack of an extensive teaching repertory. meetingB the pianoa ahould be in French pitch. This . ■ .. . . 
Uways to be able to select exactly the piece or 6ti.de the iano manufactnrera Under the v ableguid- , “I1 reg**d mu81°’ not onIyEBan ftrt ^ose object it is 
hat is best adapted to the needs of a particular pupil at ance of Mr. LeVi Full have ad tcd the French itch to please the ear, but as one of the most powerful means 
. particular time requires a large acquaintance with md thppe ^anafactorer8 will Undonbtedly accomplish our hearts and of moving our . affections.- 
ausical works of all degree^and it akes years.to ae- the MAT: NAA1. failed to do, i. e the establish- G - ’ < 
imre such a knowledge. Most young teachers entirely ment of c fised A t> for the jj, s> A> -Music is never stationary; successive forms and 
epend upon getting this knowledge m they go ao - jn jgg4 the pitch of the different manufacturers of styles are only like so many resting places; like tents 
,nd the result is that or a long time they, ave to give organfl and pianos was as follows:— pitched and taken down again, on the road to the Ideal: 
>ieces with which they have either an imperfect ac- Vnm —Franz Liszt. 
[uaintance or none at all. They must make many Steinway. A Son.C3 272.2 
aulty selections, or else confine their pupils to a narrow Decker Bros... 269.7 The popular mind, when left to itself, has a natural 
md defective routine. A vast number of young people Mimic Hali Organ; Boston...... 271.2 sympathy for music that, truly and healthily, reflects the 
jegin teaching with no knowledge of music except of H^ok ATTaSn^’”""". 270 2 genuine emotions of mankind, and there is no more ef- 
he few pieces and etudes they haye “ taken ” from their Masin & Hamlin. 269 fectual way of working upon it than by music of an ele- 
nasters. And they think they can'teach music! H. F. Miller..... 268.8 vatingkind. Thibaut. 
Acquiring a wide acquaintance with music for teaching .... 268.7 —One’s manner of teaching, no doubt, has more to do 
imposes, as well as for one’s own culture, should bean New England Organ"."..."."".".".'."... ...”"".".".*."."..268 1 with his success or failure than the matter which heat- 
nevitable part of the work of a student who intends to " tempts to teach. Many teachers do not know how to tell 
lecome a teacher. It is time that all heads of musical November 16—19, 1886, a conference was held, by mu- what they know, many more do not appreciate the value 
nstitutions insisted on this. Of course, only a few are sical representatives pf all European nations in Vienna, of judicious praise, and very few have the knack of properly 
io situated that they have access to a musical circulating and a standard for A = 870 single vibrations or 435 correcting faults. . 
ibrary, but there are other ways of accomplishing the double vibrations at a temperature of + ,15 degrees - , ,, . , . 
—Jrarents and teachers cannot be too careful in their 
rarposi tel the advice ol an experienced teacher, * "->• , . • • - . ,.r, ... . -. ■. 
vhich is always obtainable; make notes of pieces you ^ the tempered scale, if 03 is taken from AS =870 very young children Early impr^ionsare 
bear or whose titles you see on programmes in musical vibr., it will have 617.305 vibr. If 612 is taken for 03 in lcf ' e very young c i can e ins 
iournals ■ ask nublishers to send vou useful selections on (Gamines des Physiciens), “ A ” would make 861.078 an utter loathing for music, or an ardent delight for it, in lournals, ask publishers to send yon usetui selections on v accordance with the manner in which it : is first treated- 
approval, and then-spend a little money. Make a col- Be exceedingly careful, then, aboht lhe finSTwoni: '• r 
Lection m & miadrea c*r so ot tbs hgbMr apa easier cosa,- the arpeggio—s. n. pekfield. ' • v: *: 
positions of the present day. -,As for the best works of We ^ to call attention to the U8e of the fonrth -Touch is the art of making the tone, in piano-play- 
the great masters, they,should,\of course, be in every finger>in placQ of the tbird) in arpeggio playing. Out ing’ “ot°.nly b.nt of making'*’ “lta van0«8 
student’s possession and the object of constant study. of thirty.five who have reCently become my pupils not combinations, in the nght manner. The latter is the 
Do all this, I repeat, while yon are a student; don’t Qne used the oper fingering in arpeggio piaying. This foundation of the former. In order to understand each, 
wait until yon haye begun to teach. It need not cost a certainly shovsra very poor instruction, or improper use of U “ °eceB8ary to kn<f tke wkic^tke tone’ 
great amount of money, but some expenditure for this arpeggio stndiea and totai inattention on the part of the and» in con8equence> the touch can and should bave.— 
purpose is necessary. No teacher of any other subject, teacher to his piipiL It fnrther ahows lack of thought A‘ 
so far as I am aware, ever begins without knowing before- and atady by the pupil. In this connection we cannot —The future mission of music for the millions is the 
hand the things he is to teach.. too highly recommend to the earnest student the prac- discipline of emotion. What is the ruin of art ? Ill- 
Will not some eminent American teacher compile and gce Df Kohler’s studies, Op. 60. They cannot be, at regulated emotion. What is the ruin of life? Again, 
publish a graded list (not too voluminous) of pieces jeast are notj equalled by any other studies published, ill-regulated emotion. What mars happiness? What 
suitable for teaching ? It would be of inestimable value pryj yea. They must necessarily be dry for usefulness, destroys manliness ? What sullies womanhood ? What 
to students who wish to qualify themselves properly, and though with proper atudy they can be made very inter- checks enterprise?' What spoils success? Constantly 
a belated prize to thousands of young teachers who are e8t;ng> Fo person wishing to be a well-grounded pianist the same-ill-regulated emotion— Haweis. 
often distressed because they do not know what to give should neglect to practice these useful studies. Beside gTUI)T ShouIjD Not Cease.—It takes at least seven 
a pupu ext. thege arpegg;o studies in this book will be found many yearg> Unremittingstudy to become proficient upon any one 
some peoele who attend conoeets—fred. A. williams, scale studies which are unsurpassed for learning to con- instrument, and following the termination of even that 
There are people who seem to attend concerts for the trol the fingers. period, there yet remains so much to learn that one can 
Bole purpose of talking. They do not enjoy the nmsic, 1 never hope to reach the point where he can safely cease 
for they do not listen to it. They alBO mar the enjoy- the “artist”—fred. w. root. : the battle, and cry—victory I It is, therefore, worse than 
ment of persona who would like to listen. Not long The word “Artist” is used too loosely.- Given stupidity for any man to sit down under the conviction 
ago, while at a concert, I was unfortunate enough to be a worthy musical composition, a competent performer, that he knows all, or can do all, that is to be known or to 
seated near some people who kept up a continual coxj5;-3and an intelligent listener, and yet art may not enter be done, upon any one instrument. Such action exhibits a 
versatiou while some of the most beautiful music ever into the performance. The performer may be entirely state of egotism in the perpetrator that would be contempt- 
written was being played by artists. Just as a string absorbed in the scientific side of his work. On the ible were it not ridiculous. There exist many people of this 
quartette finished a beautiful Andante by Beethoven, I other hand, he may be like the positive pole of an elec- kind in all professions; in fact, they are in the majority 
heard one of these persons say he could not hear any trical apparatus charged with a force, which, if he can for they find it easier to believe in a limit of knowledge 
music in that. He supposed it was because it was too complete the cirquit between his mind and that of the than to exert themselves to extend its borders into the 
classical for him . to understand; thought he was not listener, will produce that divine spark which is pro- great beyond. —Library and Studio. 
educated up to such music, ete. 1 thought he told the perlj called musical art. He con aeud tingling through T jlra THI; Hacds.—In pianoforte ploying, Brat, 
trnthmone sense ofthe rrord, for an educated person lh6 soul-fibres that wonderful current wh,oh transports finger muB, be trained to ,Jrd opon it.key uniwith 
would at least haye had Au_ mauuera do koep qmet at men. Many cultivate the techniquepomt of ar- fect ^me sustain the entire weight of both hand and 
each a time. Bat Ithonght had he tahen the pants to ,;Btie ability, hut very few cultivate those subtle powers ^ J d , the fln muat not pn>h downward, 
hstun und possessed a partrcle of feed,ng m hrs uoul (rf „f Brought .ud feeling which cubic them to realise art ^ , * In sto„dmg npoa the feet, 
he had one), he would at least have hue toaohed by by girfug its thrill to their hearers. c sdbrt m pneh down upon the door is not only tiresome, 
These people belong to that class who:arrive at con- ^nt need^ess ’ or’ y14 ou an^ 8ac,. ? ort> °**e ® 1 
certs late, and generally leave the hall just before the / ED*0ATED musicians-h. a. clark. weight rests there In a uormal condition of health one 
last number is played. This is often yery annoying to Mach as the social stelae of mnsieites hm improved w net of mm s bodily weight, either standing,, 
people who have the good manners to Btay until' the of late years, there Is still room for greater improvement, walking, or raanliig, save m the form of a feeling m secar- 
programme Is finished, and is also an" insult to the This advance must be made by the musicians them- Hj of footing. W en a nger stan s “j?®11 1 *■ 
musicians. It is true that programmes are often so long selves. While it is true that the musician should be elbow must not be raised nor held outward from the body, 
that a, great many people become tired out before they familiar with musical literature, it is of far more import- for ot lerwise it wi act i e a wing, aa c®el1 ac ,aral 
are finished. Therefore short programmes, as a rule, ance that fils intellect should be expanded by a much weight which should form the natural ballast of the han . 
make the most successful concerts. wider cultivation than this literature alone can give. At the same time, as the shoulders should never droop in 
. The charge that 11 musicians know nothing but music ” walking, so the wrist should not sag, but should be kept up 
musical pitch—rich, zeckwer. |g often made and toe often with justice, although, to the level of the knuckle-joints, and somewhat above 
At toe meeting of the M. T, N. A.- In 1885, a com- happily, as Mr, Finek truly sayB—the reason for the both the elbow and the second joint ©f the fingers. ^ 
miGaa . lo+n m Mhna otnl wanvnnnL ifl (WAwiniV laaa lift'1!?.'  .. ,, ... .. .. ^ AHBQNS* 
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PUBLISHEB’S NOTES. 
Now-a-days^ teachers have great advantages) 
which make it-'p^slble' ;to produce better results, 
artistically, with pupils. ■;pe'imi|M(^||P)'fesum 
is not a rich one; those engaged in it are not 
always in a condition to develop all the power , 
possible; hence, often with feeble light the teacher 
sets out to guide others. The teachers have now 
now at Command 'numerous text-books oh every 
branch of music which are unerring; guides. 
This is the day of fine editions of all standard 
works, edited with critical notes, which are in¬ 
valuable to the student. Pianos can -be afforded 
by families in moderate circumstances, owing to 
decreased cost. Cabinet organs are found in the 
humblest of homes. The teacher now has a wider 
scope for operation. Musical culture is spreading 
rapidly. The future is still more promising. 
Whatever is accomplished in any community is 
generally through the efforts, enterprise, and en¬ 
thusiasm of the teachers. The day has gone by 
when a teacher can give instruction in a hap¬ 
hazard way, without any system, aim, or purpose. 
A clearly-defined plan must be had first of all. 
We have for years been at work issuing a better 
class of text-books, particularly - for piano. We 
have had the good will of the teachers and the 
co-operation of the leading musicians, but we 
wish to impress on teachers to use only first class 
things, he it a piece of sheet music, a text-book, 
or a volume of pieces or song. Those teachers who 
<^^Spf^Sf3'to take, lessons from leading rnusi- 
cians should do the next best tiling, and possess 
their works. The four volumes of “Touch and 
Technic,” by Dr. William Mason, are all the pro¬ 
fession needs for the groundwork of piano tech¬ 
nic. They produce the artist. They are up to the 
times. They are interesting and comprehensive. 
Let those who do not possess them go to work and 
study them diligently. They require considerable 
from the teacher; but they possess all that/can be 
ksked in the.way of pure techhie. A teacher' 
knows, while using these, that they are consid¬ 
ered the best and, are, perhaps, now used more by 
leading teachers than any other system of tech¬ 
nic. “Touch and Technic” has taken the place 
of many 6tudes of Czerny, Kohler, etc. The step¬ 
ping-stone from “ Touch and Technic ” to pieces 
is short. The other work by W. S. B. Mathews, 
■ “Standard-Course in Piano Studies,” fills up this 
place. Four volumes are ready; the fifth will be 
in January. The studies are culled from the best 
sources, and are rather more like pieces than 
studies. With these works the teacher’s task is 
made easy. ■ , 
We wish all our customers and readers of The 
Etude to remember that we will furnish them 
with any information possible regarding things 
“ musical.” We take pleasure in doing so, and 
want all to feel that they are at liberty to call upon 
us as often as they have need. Should you, for 
example, wish to know the contents of some book 
you see advertised, or description of some piece of 
music, or prices on quantity of books, or any 
other of the many questions that you may wish 
answered, Caul on Us_ 
reasonable in price. It is particularly gobd for- 
college work, and is applicable for either male oin 
female voices. 
•This is the time to send ia olubs for The Etude. We 
hope every teacher will solicit Bubacribers froth aTnong 
their pupils. More than the price of subscription: pan be 
gained by the music used in the journal during the year. 
The Etude: will undoubtedly be a great* benefit (to any 
pupilwhe will iea&it. Try and see w^i you eau do. 
Consult Premium List for cashdeductions. 
The rush of the holidays hag prevented the progress 
on the new works we intended to issue in December. 
The special extraordinary offer of eight works will, 
therefore, be continued during January. . We 'here 
repeat the offer 
Extraordinary Offer < Eight New Worn .—( sen 
until February 1, 1893. The following works, which we 
here offer for about paper and printing, are of genuine 
merit. Our object is to introduce them to buyers of 
music, feeling assured that the works will be used if 
once examined. , Our offer includes the following:— 
1. Landon, C. W., “Piano Method.” 
2. Macdongall, H. C., “ Melody Playing,” vol 2. 
3. Mathews, W. S. B., “ Course in Pianoforte Stu¬ 
dies,” vol. 5. 
4. Presser (compiled), “ Selected Octave Studies.” 
5. “ “ “School of Four-hand Play¬ 
ing,” v >1. 
6. Smith, Wilson 6',, “ Studies for the Cultivation of 
the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Fingers.” 
7. Landon, G. W., “ Melody Studies for Reed Organ 
or Piano.” 
8. Grimm, C. W., “ Musical Dominoes,” a game. 
The above works we will send, when issued, for only 
02, postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. Several of 
the works will be ready for delivery is January. All 
are in the printer’s hands. Orders for the separate 
works will be received at twenty-five cents each, except 
“ Landon’s Piano Method,” which is fifty cents. This 
to-* • posit! ely expirt s ' ebruary 1, 1891 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Will be.very instructive and helpful to all .scholars 
who seriously study thbse beautiful compositions. 
Special. mention deserve the marks of phrasing, 
which give abetter insight in the construction of 
these songs than any editioii X am familiar with. 
F. W. Hamer. 
“ Mr. Bernard us Bockelmairis Colored Notation ” 
is very helpful to pianists who do not possess a 
theoretical education, because it facilitates the 
knowledge of the building up of the forms of a 
Bach fugue. The preface an<l the footnotes to the 
different fugues are equally successful. 
Dr. H. Kretzschmar, 
A. V. Fr the University 
ofLt, g. 
I have read with pleasure an.' pi ofit the valuable new 
ok “ Music Life i id How to Sneer 1 in It,” by Thos. 
Tapper. The anl ■ i to good pur¬ 
pose. I thirty-two chapte - t single 
topic 01 iter it and tl ;awn are 
convincing realities ulate ir- 
s isical art. It is not For a single 
reading only,'but will.prove a real friend and counsellor 
in the studio of. any aspiring musician, . 
The presswork is unique, considering the price of the 
hook, and is remarkably free from typographical errors. 
Edw. A. Gowen. 
WHAT OUB PATEONS MAT HATE FOE THE 
. ASKING 
1. A pad with fifty or one hundred blank forms 
for writing orders 
2. As many envelopes, with our address on, as 
they wish. 
3. Catalogues-of all descriptions and for any 
class of music, books, or'instruments. 
4. Packages of music and books (any quantity 
and style) on selection, with privilege of keeping 
same till June or July, 1893. 
5. Sample copies of The Etude for distribution 
among their scholars or musical friends, with a 
vi< w t > 4 fining nt w sub. eripti ms 
In the advertising pages will be found the table 
of contents of two new. works—“Classic Piano 
Solos ” and “Classic Piano Solos for Young Peo¬ 
ple.” These volumes contain a fresh list of excel¬ 
lent pieces. Most are new, but those that are old 
are standard. These volumes can be had in all 
styles of binding. If you desffe something good 
and new, examine the contents of these two 
volumes. ' ‘ 
SPECIAL NOTICES, 
We call attention once more to the work of W. 
' W- Gilchrist advertised, on “New Exercises of 
Sight Singing Classes. ” There never was a work 
published that is so complete, musical, and so 
“ Mason’s System of Seales and Arpeggios ” are 
perfection. . D. 
I am delighted with The Etude binder. En¬ 
close one dollar for another of the same kind. 
T. A. Hawkins. 
St. Francis Xavier Academy, Dec. 15,1892. 
The volumes of “ Mathews’ Course of Piano 
Study ” which you sent have been all disposed of. 
ui tea h< i n 1 j i? ils m deli| I t< l with th* n 
I leaf e si id 1 v< lozen in< rc of olui le I 
Sisters of Mercy. 
I received the “Graded Studies,” by W. S. B. 
Mathews, and am delighted with them. 
Anna M. Harper. 
I am delighted with the “ Graded Course it 
is by far the best collection of melodious studies, 
and the best selections for equalizing the work of 
the two hands that I have ever seen. They seem 
to please the pupil immensely. 
Your edition of Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without 
Words” is an all-around delight—to the eye, ear, 
« intelligei and r • enj , th m imme s«r- 
ably. Mrs. Geo. WiLiiiAMtON. 
The “Studies in Melody Playing.” Vol. I, re¬ 
ceived. I am so. glad team'd such a lovely collec¬ 
tion to bridge over the. dreary gaps in a pupil's 
first year. Anne Giubreth-Cross. 
I have just received The Etude for the current 
month, and am very much pleased with it. It is 
quite wonderful to me how you can, from 
month to month, get out numbers which continue 
to increase in interest, I continually say, “ Well, 
this number is so, good, what will he do for the 
next number?” but when the next number ap¬ 
pears, it is sure to be better than ever. 
Dr. H. R. Palmer. , 
I received your edition of a selection of Men¬ 
delssohn’s “ Songs Without Words.” Everything 
Id this edition calls for unstinted praise. Paper, 
print, and the general make-up of the volume is 
all that the most fastidious could desire. Your 
sketch of the life and work of the composer, and 
Mr. C. B. Cady’s general remarks and footnotes, 
Notices for thiB column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
avion i * t su > puhli tic . i the nes m nb r 
T¥7E have received recently a little Souvenir Book, 
v v illustrated in colors and devoted to the descrip- 
. n ; tl isine - >f * >, J ,.t‘s wipan n, and 
especially illustrating, the new Building, which is just 
completed and occupied. Every one whp is interested 
in the paper, and we know that the number of families 
nr V! tj who tak« i ii erea e yea: by year, \ ill 
desire to see and read this bit of history concerning a 
fa orite papei 
Any new subscriber may obtain the Souvenir Book 
free by asking for it at the time the subscription is sent. 
Price 01.75 a year. Boston, Mass. 
ANTED.—Position as Aiteompanist with vocal 
teacher. Box 86, Willimantic, Conn. 
ANTED.—Reports of the M. T. N. A. for the 
. . years 1877, 1879, 1881, 1882, 1887. Address, 
stating price and condition; Musicus, care of E. G. 
Billings, 291 Westminster St., Providence, R. I. 
ANTED.—Position as Teacher of Theory and 
Pianoforte. Mas. Bac. Trinity University, Can¬ 
ada, Graduate (in piano) of Toronto Conservatory of 
Music. Address “Mus. Bac.,” Etude Office. 
'W ANTED AT ONCE.—Students and Teachers to 
’..tv.-. send for illustrated circular, showing what 
tists and Fea hers ive t< a; ibon Sickner’ Patent 
idj ub table Haiid and Arm Guide for'Pianos and Organs.' 
Manufactured by Siekner Hand and Arm Guide Co. 
Circulars mailed free. Theo, Presser, Philadelphia, Pa. 
: THE HIGHEB AET. ~ 
Though the inert moss of atone doth enshrine 
' ■ A shape of Wonderful grace, 1 - ■ 
The eye of the sculpt " alone can divine, 
T nd .of the sci p»> i n 
The beautiful form and face. 
But a man therejs of a keener eye. 
And an art of still mightier power. 
For In w 1 and metal ne dot • « 
rh« magi »» harms , mel< y. 
Which of all the arts 1b the flower. 
He fashions the ra < the ’ire he itwines 
nd with sk that wins im r Snow i. 
The keys he adjusts, the parts he aligns, 
The complex win (tly combines', 
And aptly names it the “ Crown." 
What varied delights its harmonies move; 
Its tones, how thrilling and grand ; 
The thundpr of jubilee, the soft notes of love, 
Kindle fire in the soul, or to tenderers soothe, 
At the touch of the master’s band. V 
e3 
W B Y a m th« : re I yo r house lold with Planofo te 
practice? 
\v MY wear the hammere of, vc Piano ith scale and other ele¬ 
mentary or ter ds -like & “ tin pap,” long 
before you have the instrument under sufficient cont >1 to plaj jat- 
Iafactorlly? 
, _ _ m . WfflI “ whole neighborhood’’ to hear and criticise the 
Of i’g jr TblCi re. X © 1 sty ©f charac ter c al practice, until they are “ sick and 
, . «. • it js tired ” of being forced to'hear its monotonous din—when all can be 
tS < li 'W© JUL8.V specially >|3 X'S1 ’■» sjYotdedbyattaco'ogifce BOSTTOBT MU 3 to your Pianoforte? 
S ' Chis Mute is < constructed that any one can attach it to the Up- 
** right Piano in a few momenta of time. Its attachment requires no 
also offered for sal©. cutting or marring of the case. It in no way interferes with the 
* ’ touch or working of the action, and reduces the volume of tone to 
__ ' any desired degree. It is ^without question the elaempesf, most 
. sctlve . i< most < nifel Plan 'i. 
Tw® Dollars9 Worth of Sheet Urasl© from oor Price, meiUal Paris m2clkel<e«a, . @6.»o. 
i-'V “ “ “ I ;s;■■■-■■ 0.00. 
BEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR. % 
ADELPHIA, PA 
I il B ERA L C i BE PEE M ] UI AS 
One Subscription, no deduction, .... $1.5© 
Two Subscriptions,.1.35 ee 
Three “ 1.30 
Four “  1.25 
Five “ ........... 1.20 
Eight “ U5 
Teh “ .......... i 1.10 
Fifteen “ ......... . . 1.05 
Twenty “   0.00 
WITH CASH DEDUCTIONS NO OTHER PREMIUM IS GIVEN, 
If you send your own subscription with two new ones, 
three in all, with $4.50, you can have your choice of 
one of the following premiums:— 
Music Folio or Roll, New Lessons in Har¬ 
mony (Fillmore), Technic (Spengler’s), Practical 
Harmony (Ritter), Fifteen Copies Pupils’ Les¬ 
son Book, Sonatina Album (Presser), Counter¬ 
point and Canon (Ayres), or 
-BOSTON SOFT STOP CO.s 
42 WARREN STREET, BOSTON, MASS, 
Three Dollars9 Worth of Sheet Haste from oar " 
Catalogue. 
7 If you send your own subscription and''three new sub¬ 
scriptions, with $6.00, a premium from one of the fol¬ 
lowing will be given:— 
Art of Piano Playing (Clarke), Course in Har- 
ffiony ^;(-:E■cward)j';::iHiBtn6f6L^.'■ ''XnStraotorvJHowe), 
Studies in Measure and Rhythm (Krause), Sys¬ 
tem of Pianoforte Technic (Howe), Unbound 
Volume of Etude (1887, 1888,1889, or 1890), Lan- 
don’s Reed Organ Method. 
We beg to call your attention to 
. WHAT THE PSESSfilSS ARE FOR. 
We Offer Premiums to Subscribers for Their Trouble in 
Securing Sew Subscriptions. 
No Premium Given for One Subscription. 
MUSICAL LITERATURE PREMIUMS. 
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, by Thomas 
Tapper. Given for four subscriptions. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 
Ghats with Musio Students, by Thomas Tapper. 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 
Musical Mosaics, by W. F. Gates. Given for four 
subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 
Pianoforte Musio, by John C. Fillmore. Given for 
four subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.60. 
Lessons in Musical History, by John C. Fillmore. 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 
Musical Culture, by Carl Mere. Given for five 
subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.75. 
How to Understand Musioy by W. S. B. Math¬ 
ews. Either Vol. I or II for four subscriptions, price 
$1.E0 each, postpaid ; or for six subscriptions both 
volumes will be given. 
The Musioiah, by Ridley Prentice. In six volumes 
for six subscriptions or three volumes for four sub¬ 
scriptions or one volume for two subscriptions. 
Price 76 cts. each. * 
The Study of the Piano, by H. Parent. Givgnfor 
three subscriptions. Price, postpaid, $1.00. 
PianO Teaching, by Felix le Couppey. Given for 
three subscriptions. Price 75 cts., postpaid. 
Dictionary of Music, by W. S. B. Mathews. Given 
for three subscriptions. Price $1.00, postpaid. 
Groves’ Dictionary of Musio and Musicians, in 
five rolumes Given for thirty subscriptions. E i< 
$25.00, sent by express notpre aid; pu up in a neat 
box. 
oni os" PQPtri e j em toe 
is a year’s subscription to The Etude for four sub¬ 
scriptions, with §8,00, 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
ALLEGRANDO, a- music-teaching game, by W. L. 
Hofer. Given for two subscriptions with $3.00; 
one name may be your own. Price of game 50 cts., 
postpaid. 
MUSXOAL AUTHORS. Given for two subscrip¬ 
tions with $3.00 ; one name can be your own. Price 
of game 35 cts., postpaid. 
MAELZEL METRONOME. Given for seven 
subscriptions with $10.60; one name may be your 
own. Price $3.50, by express, not prepaid. 
POCKET METRONOME. Given for two sub¬ 
scriptions with $3.00; one name may be your own. 
Price 60 cts., postpaid. 
NICKEL - PLATED UMBRELLA MUSIC 
STAND, prepaid, by mail* for seven subscriptions 
with $i0.60; one name may be your owm Price 
$2.75, by express. 
JAPANNED UMBRELLA MUSIC STAND, 
. strongly made, given for four subscriptions with $6.00; 
.one name may be your own. Price $1.36, by express. 
AN ELEGANT, DURABLE, AND COM¬ 
FORTABLE PIANO STOOL, with back, ad- Harper’s Magazine....... 4.00 
jaBtable in height. Given for twelve subscriptions “ Weekly-.i..,.. 4.00 
, with $18.00. Price $9.00, by express “ Baiaar.....  4.00 
MUSIC CABINET, in w^notj^ chferry, or antique “ Young People.. 2.00 
oak. Given for fifteen subscriptions with $22.50. Youth’s Companion (new subscribers only) 1.76 
Price $11.60, sent by freigh >r spre Domestic Monthly.-.... 1.50 
TECHNICON. Student’s Size. Given for fifteen Lippincotl’s Magazine. 3.00 
subscriptions with $22.50; one name may be your own. Music...... 3.00 
Price $12.00. Sent by express. Send for circulars Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only),.. 4 00 
giving nil esenption. New York Observer (new subscribers only) 3,25 
TECHNICON. Teacher’s Size. Given fortwen- Home Journal (New York). 2 00 
ty-five subscriptions with $37.50one name may be Scientific American 2 60 
Sendfor s=4bn«rvM.g.Zi.;::::::::::::::.:.:: 
Demorest s Magazine. 2.00 
——■ ■ - -— Voice Magazine (Werner’s).... 2 00 
Wide Awake.. 2.40 
ILL BE SENT ON APPLICATION. -—~ K 
FOR SALE BY THE0. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
LIBERAL OFFER OF MUSICAL WORKS. 
If you .'send your own subscription with a new one, 
two in all, with $3.00 cash, you can have any one of the 
following premiums:— 
Music Teachers’ Class Book, Phrasing Stu¬ 
dies by Mathews, Bach’s Ligh er Composi¬ 
tions, Mendelssohn (Songs Without Words), Cho¬ 
pin Nocturnes, Album of Instructive Pieces 
(new), Studies in Melody Playing (Macdougall), 
30 Select* d S' ad es Be mSt iphen Hellei oi 
THE ETUDE, 
CLA88IQ PIANO SOLOS, VOL. I. 
'A Superb, GolleMIon: by*.EMINENT AUTHORS. 
i A collection of piano solos' uuequal6drfbr merit'/arid variety. To 
lovers of, music, the names of Liszt, Rubinsteip, Beethoven, Pade¬ 
rewski, Bach, Chopin, Massenet, Killer,’■ Grieg, Gade, Gregh, Schar- 
weiika, Jensen1, and Mascagni convey all that need be aala as to the 
character of the musk- Russia, Poland, Germany, France, England. 
Belgium, and Italy contribute the choicest thoughts of their greatest 
writers. The compositions are within the power of the ordinarily 
good player, and whether used for recreation or instruction, will be 
found most interesting. A glance at the booh will satisfy the most 
fastidious, that Classic Plano Solos is entitled .to a prominent place 
on the piano and in the muBic cabinet. 
The mechanical make up of Classic Planb Solos is all that could be 
desired. It is printed from engraved plates (made expressly for this 
work) on fine quality sheet music, paper,'and is handsomely bound 
(with an excellent portrait of J. J. Paderewski) in the two styles. 
We ask a critical examination of. the work—also a comparison with 
other works of a similar character. We print the 
........... Grieg 
. ......Bach 
.Massenet 
. ...Rubinstein 
.Hollcender 
........Durand 
Tschaikowsky 
Tschaikowslttj 
... Thom 6 
..... Helmund 
....Qillet 
..........Ravina 
.Beethoven 
Bach 
.Hiller 
..Silas 
.Lceschhom 
....^Jensen 
.Mascagni 
AragpnaiSe, from Ballet. “ Old ”... 
Boheme Polka, Op. 82, No. 7...... 
Canzonetta . .......... 
Chacone, Op. 62......... 
Chanson Triste, Op. 40, No. 2. 
Chant Sans Paroles (Song Without Words), Op. 2, No. 2. 
Confession (Simple Aveu), Op. 25...... 
Dance (Tanzweise), Op. 28, No. ..... 
Entr’ Acte Gavotte... 
Etude de Style, Op. 14, No. 1.... 
Ffir Ellse, Composed in 1808. 
Gavotte, from second Violin Sonate.. 
avotte............. 
Gavotte......... 
Good Night, Op. 96, No, 12. 
Humoreske, Op. 32, No. 5.  
Intermezzo,from Cavalleria Roisticana... 
La Regata Veneziana—Notturno. ........ 
Les JoyeuX'Papillonij-^apHce, Op. 8..... 
Loure—An Ancient Dance, from Third Suite for ’Cello, 
Menuetal’Antique/Op 14, No. 1.................... 
Mignonne Valse, Op. 48... 
Mill, Op. 17, No. 3...... 
MiirmurihgiZephyrs.... 
PafriUqh**Rbee8-®ta^ No. 2p;.™...„.., 
Pavane...................................... 
Polish! Dance, Op. 3, No. ...I.!.............................ScftdrioenAa 
liosamund..®..Schubert 
Second Mazurka, Op. 54.........Godard 
Shepherd's Pipe—-Pastorale....Gregh 
Simple Aveu (A Confession), Op. 25.ThtmiG 
Slumber Sweetly—Berceuse.........................."...Beaumont 
Song Without(Words (Chant Sans Paroles) Op. 2, No. 2. Tschaikowsky 
IPnC'S.*’, doth B'- ‘’It 0B.OO. DEalf Cloth, 01.2S. 
KAperaS in QwavMties, 
t uitiftil tunes—Cl inning elod , by tl '• - nost huroh 
u ,< composer : intended tally for church ho: > > arlotia 
i * he i by all Christ! dei nlnation 
ssos’./os'use in the pew, but 4m the choir. , Also just 
th« i hi lg for min leal fit hily oirefea 
JSSvXo ©wr«»4#ts «r«i Chotomcsetere: Sms ®© cents for Seostnei jtSd.iMovn.. 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use his Voice 
Artistically and Hygienically. 
- ’.v. .HSrIs Ij - hotS «t ani < * ' a t ®«flf ®f 
ftlae wolin-EinwwnB teools, “TPHno ®Bd MsUam SeftnaoE ®ff 
SSiaSiiiifr,” wUeh Is ©sat ©IT jpiriliatt. 
for Zither of the Alov®, Adtora 
THEODORE PRESSER 
Philadelphia, Pa, 1704 Chestnut-St, 
A¥,w, w®!®® UlSIFUCTTfls &eejps Ms Stradfo ojpem ate® fra Sit® nmsm- 
to staidemts ®ff fth© Ab4 ©fi GImjglimg, fim all IjjrameEnea, ©uadi ©IT ©rge* Maytung. OlRStl© PISRO S©1(D)§ f®F VOM.810 P©d3ipl©, ¥©1, I. 
SS WESETST S’S’SEHSir, RJliiW y©BM dni’TT. Classics for young people are, necessarily, of a different grade 
a j® ©an is© Mwmeiatel wltSs boon! at Eats reside© ee. Address, from those ©a^wi to matured mlnas. It is often—too often—tha; 
uuvo s case that the “Classics” presented for the young performer are of 
selection of works of living and dead writers has been made to 
prove that music of an advanced standard can be pleasing as well as 
ici :nee useful in the formation of & correct- and pure musical taste. The 
names of Chopin, Beethoven, Gounod, Schumann, Wagner, Bein- 
ecke, Scharwenka, Llchner, Boh in, Lange, Loeschhorn, Bachmann. ;  •  v : Id J  m  1r i , tjut ty ixu i t cuau iiuuucif jjuuiu( unu o jjucouuuui u u uuui uii, 
Billet, Gurlitt, and Low are a guarantee of the variety of Style, as 
We fe'el assured , the'work is not equaled by any book of 
’ i. 
Classic Piano Solos for Young People is printed , from plates, 
sooty 4V1V:; tfUIO W Ui Aj .' Vil U» UUO IjUUULJ Ul tuucu JJlUBlC 
i attractively bound (with an excellent portrait of 
ca) in two styles. A critical comparison with other 
well- as solidity of character, of the music contained in-this col¬ 
lection. T” 
corresponding grade ~ > * ' - 
,
engraved expressl  for his work. On a fine quality of oned music
paper, and is
X. Scharw'nka
works of similar character will firmly establish our claims of 
superiority, 
•-/ -v; : C©OTE1STO. 
Ball (Le Bal) Waltz, Op.30.......Ludovic 
Bluette Waltz..... .......Duvemoy 
Bonne Humeur (Good Humor)—Rondo, Op. 274.Baumfelder 
Bridal Chorus (Lohengrin)... Wagner 
Call of the Posthorn (Fosthornki&nge), Op. 675, No. 22.. ..Behr 
Chorale, Op. 77, No. 7....l...Berens 
CradlfeSong (Wiegonliedcheh), Op. 124, No. 6...Schumann 
Cuckoo Song, Op. 263, No. 3 Popp 
Diavoliha.............:..Lange 
Dorothy—Old English Dance.. Smith 
j Echoes of the Ball (Loin du Bal).............Qillet 
Funeral March (F. Chopin), Op. 176.....Slreabbog 
Gavotte, Op. 173, No. 3.. ...lieinecke 
Gypsy Dance (Zigeunertanz).Lichner 
Good Humor;(Bonn8 Humeur)—Rondo,Op. 274..........._Baumfelder 
Heliotrope, Op. 26, No. 3..............Brandt 
Im Zigeunerlager (In the Gipsies’Camp), Op. 424, No. 3....Behr 
In the Gipsies’! Camp (Im Zigednerlager), Op. 424, No. 8...Behr 
In a Hurry......:................®.....1......  Loeschhorn 
Le BalfThe Bail) Waltz, Op. 80...........Ludovic 
Lee Pifferari (The Pipers)......Gounod 
I/Hirondelle (The Swallow)....Qobbaerts 
Loin !du Bal (Echoes of the Ball).,.....Gillet 
Love’s Oracle®........................  ..,..M.Bahru 
Love’s Serenade (Miunelied), Op. 216,.......T,.Weida 
Maiglockchen’s Lauten (May-bells Ringing). Op. 67....,.Siewert 
May-bells Ringing (Maiglockchen’s Lauten), Op. 67..Siewert 
Mill Wheel..................Low 
Miunelied (Love’s Serenade), Op. 216...®..IVeida 
Morgengabet (Morning Prayer), Op. 101, No. 2..Gurlitt 
Morning Prayer (Morgengebet), Op. 101, No. .Gurlitt 
Parade March, Op. 79, No. 6 ..Kohler 
Pastorale—Romanco Sans Paroles, Op. 34.Curlier 
Paatorella.    Gregh 
Pipere (Lee Pifferari).  Gounod 
Posthornklfinge (Gall of the PoBthorn), Op. 575, No. 22...Behr 
Quean of ths.May-^Relne de.Mai, Op. 74....®i®.!Morley 
Heine de Mai (Queen of the May), Op. 74..........Morley 
ROsleln am Wege (Wayside Rose), Op. 177............Fischer 
Scherzino)Opi. 62,NO. 10 ...... Scharwenka 
Scherzo........’..... Romm 
Soldiers and Bandits- Character Sketch, Op. 6S,Tflo. 6......Scharwenka 
Sonatina—Tres Facile... ...Beethoven 
Song Without Words—Pastorale, Op. 34...Curlier 
* Sounds froth the Rhine—Gavotte, Op. 247..,.......®..Latann 
Spinning Song,,,......... ...Ellmenreich 
c BaclSj -IrcBf CJIoUOb, 01.S5, 
1 or Salt by ! 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, 
and by all Music Dealers. 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ- 
ing accounts > the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account of the process of development 
through which the Art of-Music has reached ! 
its present higaly organized and expressive con¬ 
dition. . . 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical .Selections. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
X Volume. ISmo. Rages 352. RHce $2MG. BeauH- 
fully pvmMml on- fine 'heavy paper, amS hatMimmelp 
hound with gilt top and uncut edges, - ' . 
Within! this brief compass, the author has 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories', 
This work 
PIANOS AND ORGANS 
We print the 
El - 8Y ARTISTS- TEACHERS 
MANUFACTURED BY 
SICKNER HAND AND ARM GUIDE 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA 
Illustrated Circular Mailed Free. 
PRACTICAJL SMB PSAEASSM«i. 
together with ^MieU, 
was originally, undei 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
intermediate position between the very, long his¬ 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the 
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra- 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, IVIus. Doc. 
Price $1.60, Postpaid. 
The design of the1 work is to furnish, a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying si the, latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that 'beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; its other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
iEW TESHilCiL STUDIES In Exercises If SigM-Sipi .Hasses, 
By W. W. GILCHRIST, hi Three Books. NEW YORK CONDON P^8S?E$SIYE IKCPPIPE, 
.* By CHARLES BHNNJSE, 
PUBLISHERS OF 
in the matter of .reiterative essCrefes.' there haspalways been a gnat 
lack, Mr, Gilchrist's work, representing,-ds'it dees,th*3 accumulated 
expsrienceof years. aiost completely meets thin want, a large amount 
Of practice beiaggiven on each point aa it chines up, and the whole, 
while avoiding catehy melodieato lead.tho ear, being characterized 
by a very high type of musicianship.. 
IS®®IS 2 consists esclnsively'df Xunt-IiEsaoris, in one, two, and 
four parts. , No intervals' greater than ihhcse&asS are need, and the 
pupil lo thereby enabled - to eoncentrato attention entirely on the 
irais-principlea involved. Price 60 cents. 
IS®® 115 BI is given entirely to frsferoot-exercises, without special 
relation to keys, beginning with the simplest and progressing gradu¬ 
ally to the more complex. Price 50 cents.' 
US®©® .IBS is divided into two parta, the first consisting of ten 
exercises in each major and minor key, taithsmi modulation ; the sec¬ 
ond, of the same number, with modulations. This book, with its 260 
■ oxereisea, in one, two, anti four parts, is a iaoat valuable one, and 
entirely unique. In fact, the work as a whole stands quite alone in 
its exhaustiveness and systematic arrangement. 
It is, as its name implies, merely a collection of Exkrcisbs. The¬ 
oretical instruction is left entirely to lha teacher, and the exercises 
ARK ADAPTABLE TO ANY SYSTEM. 
The exercises are so arranged that they can be used by either 
male, female, or mixed-voice classes. 
They give the teacher just what he wants for any bind of class, 
save him ah immense amount of black-board work, and give the 
pupil plenty of practice at home. 
: It is, without doubt, the largesl and most complete net of aighi-sl®@&2g 
oxercUeb et^ip&bHAeS^ and must Soon beCohMt-aJneeessityiin^evdfy 
well-orgaBii^j-jscliool'.-wher® music is tmttgMfohftiwelh as rto;; every 
teacher. Price, @1.00. . . 
A coiuplets ernd practical exposition of iSA&Si, 
OIOUBB, ARPEGGIOS, SOIBILS fHlSSS eafl SJSTHB, 
OSSAvSSp OSOSSI OF &EE SSF1SSI, Eta, Eta, begin¬ 
ning with the first lessons is correct scale playing and 
extending through all stages of advancement. The pre¬ 
paratory division of the work contains copious foot¬ 
notes and explanations regarding the proper manner of 
practicing and executing the exercises,;and lor this,rea¬ 
son the work is one of the most valuable additions to the 
plant student’ f literature. 
A11 possible combinations, both technical and rhyth¬ 
mic, are included in the latter part of the work. 
Hop© Temple, Stoplieii Arara^J. L. Holley, 1?. L, 
1 [oliv 1 foul I •'-* *Oilm Meffinp, 
THE I EMTIOW, 
Mae'Hnwsi; 
Oratorios. 
M©w: «dI4i4lHa, 
For the purpose of introducing, a special teacher’s 
price of 7i ee&fs, net, will be made on the first edition 
only, provided orders are accompanied with cash. 
'SOBlgS' ©ffivsli C€i®SB'4E>t®s; 
PUBLISHED BY 
Mo Bo BTwwwmm mmiPim’T, 
SI 'WEST STSEET, BOSTOH, MASS. 
-New, E due a tional Wy, o r k 
OSTI., In Two Books 
(Written in this composer's most melodious style.) 
OUR QWN make. WSIfExFOE CAtAlOCTE, 
Sample copies, sent upon replication. 
T PUBLISHED BY BOOSEY & CO., 
No. 3 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. 
Shis folio !o without spring back or ornamental work. It in a simple 
folio in doth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
1704 CHESTNUT ST,, PHILADELPHIA. 
JNSTBCMENTS rented at a dis- 
. tone® from,Hew York, with the, 
privilege of purchase. Best ap¬ 
plied if inotnamont is purchased. 
Send for BentBl-Fardhase Plan. 
v-frWF/ CLAtlEB is aged end' ifo 
doroed by the great artists and 
teachers. ’ ; 
• '■■■■ MfoMM : ■■ loffliMYfefeMry'illifoiWl" ; ' 
DBAS BISS;-' ■ ■ - ; . . . ' • 1 ' ’ 
I Iic,70’ "fceoA K'MGk plettei'wift .Ctefier.;yopi.,8,0 ;k£aiiy'plA®«i,}at .my,diamond my-©lay la HswYoris, aad!4tS'imbu' 
eeiifta?ei mi fittsi .perior q ■ iJitiis is m sfemmial for the tedmi si pa: i ©I pia > pmeti • . I au II1# gl&ti I# v ©as if yoi ri ateisasats 
wMi'ai® to Steep#,'&»a: ‘Wijriaifis 2.0 opportaztity to roeo'mmshd your iabtenzaeat* to artfcto cad intelligent stmifeats of-the pita®. •' 
....V ‘i" ' ".... 7ovm'tndjr« , - / 
The Vlr^ll; Practice OaVler Qo*s . . : 
20 West fifteenth Streets • HH 
NEW YORK; * 1.,,; - . ( ' ^ 
' 
mmmmse 
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/'/'■Vrf/jVi'. I m H m 
'WgMm ■Hill 
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iimMwM 
^’m^r 'WTtbu 
.. Xhe Improve^ Bavif Paten® .'.. 
SPRING BACK CHAIR, 
For Piano, Tj-pewiiter^vSew-. 
mg machine or .Desk, It af¬ 
fords the most delicious com¬ 
fort to weak backs, It is beau¬ 
tiful and artistic in design. 
Adjustable to lit large or small, 
short or tali persons. 
Will send any style on ap¬ 
proval, to be returned I at' our 
expense if not perfectly satis¬ 
factory. Ask your dealer for 
the “Davis Chair.” Send for 
catalogue of full upholstered 
styles, with price lists and dis- 
unts. Agents wanted. 
DAVIS CHAIR 60.. iMpll* 111®. 
■ Moa, Micksl-plsted, SO Gents, ‘ Mat, Eoutpaiol. 
C UySng tia® correct &cf -larks after f 
Mdolsol Standard, together wflth feho 
These instruments have been. especially mmsAsixssBA 
for The Etude, and will he sent as a premium to any sat. 
sending twoBubscribers. Address 
THEODORE PFEBBi^B, 
1TO4 GMESTmra ST., OTLABEBmiA, J?A. 
SECOND EUROPEAN MUSICAL COURSE . IN 
ST. LOUIS. Dr. Robert Qoldbeck will conduci 
at Ooldbeck College, March, April, and May, his second 
European Musical Course. The first session in the 
spring of ’92 met with unprecedented success. Pupils 
m »f tl i United States 
This year the-prizes will be a han i medal,! 
two;;'gold nnefaals, and two college pins. -, For further 
informa^on address Musical Art.Pub. 0%., St, Louis, Mo. 
U • E'»A.20'OIS 3S3C„ 'BBOWH’S 
HAND-BOOK TO THE PIANOFORTE, 
Revised and Abridged, Is published and for sale by 
A. I. WILKIES,345 .Broad St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
■ • ■; MjBTAXh pxexeM $ijm, . ■ 
Disco at to 3 achei Write r Information 
IN PHRASING 
MiW TO SiOGEEl DKI or, 
BY M0Mi mPFlBo. 
FBE©H o o ®wm0 
e ri work is a companioi yolome to. m . “ J7* “® 
f «Chats with Music Students” by e a ' “6 5 
si 3 author. tNnm irons phases of 01 * ...v.~,,u 
and art life are talked about in a thor- CQ'L 
oughly practical way. It points out the 
I y of success to t . dei ts • ~ A 
life, Mr, Tapper’s informal and C3 
thoroughly' pertinent manner of, writing 
■ a real y ii it, that wi] i® n 
eor ionyoh ind ible to ev 3ry I 
6VO0'O. SOLD, ’ - 4* — — — 
...QQ  , .. r 
PRICE 7(? CENTB. jg TP TP! TO! |5^Jjj^^^o/s1./*,//’///• ondi¥NowB&Qdya .00EachQtodo, 
. . . " . ..r" U. 
This edition is beautifully printed on good Selected from 46 and 47 W. S. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted snn- 
paper. It is. annotated, and newly phrased and S*EtlCE""®ii50 „ • aieians and teachers, has taken the whole field of fitudes, 
fingered. The critical notes will be found es- : j^sed by 'Albert Hops Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, from them selected -such as ere most useful fin 
pecially practical and valuable. There are Arthnr Foote, Edward Baxter Perry,-John So fm masting every necessity in a teacher’s esperiemee, 
nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages. Charles W»LaEd©Uo Teachers ^1 be delighted with the ^terUng musical and 
i?he selections were by the advice apd w-opera- metronome marks given, use of pedal made clear an< o®®* ’’ sahmeal qualities of these etudes. 
tinn ftf mnnv lenrlino- mnsioinns nf Aiamunfro concise, tod each one is described, named, and anno- There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, eael 
non pi many leading musicians ot this country, tated, the reeiarks containing valuable hints and sugges- ... , t „ ,.... . . ™ ■■ .. 
AddresRthp PnbliRhto tione.M to touch, style, and metkodd of study. Tffis is «*%***»& about thirty pages, and the studies-uread 
ja.uureas we .ruDiisner, the finest edition of these valuable Etudes ever published volume progressively arranged. The selections am 
THEODORE PRESSER Address Publisher, earaMly fingerad, phrased1;, edited, and annotated. Ever 
. . .. . x ' , THEODORE PRESSER, j difficulty is prepared by being first introduced in its moo 
1704 Chestnut Street,,' 7 Philadelphia, Pa. 1704 Chestnut Street, PMladslpMa, P& siapia-f®™.. 
©pitieally Revised by Calvin B. Cady, 
With Portrait and Biographical Sketch by 
Theodore Presaer. B. lIATtfE.W 
1 
rTTinrTYrf mT!»pbm 
... 
raHl 
ORDER BY :; 
PRICE. KUMBGR ONLY. 
1284 Janke, Gustav. Op. 18. No. 3. 
35 Among the Gypsies. Grade II.... 
• .,: This is another piece of the flame set, and it, as 
pretty as the other meets the requirements.' In form, 
melody, and touch it is excellent.. — ' 
■. 35 1285 Moelling, The< Melodie, coh'ex- 
pressione. Grade III.. 
This is a melody in reality as well as in name. The So3itionisgracefnl,and^giTesflneopportunitie3 
ad ingin tonal effects, and for intelligent phrasing. 
It will be a boon to the teacher. 
1286 Moolling1, Theo. Youthful Pleasure. 
60 Grade HI-...... 
y Another useful piece by the same author. It is in 
| time, and brings Into plky the principle of the two- 
fingerexercises. It affords good opportunity for 
acquiring smoothness in playing arpeggios divided 
o "betweea'the two hands. 
88 1287 Durfield, John H. Op, 34. No. 2. 
Cradle Song- Grade EE.,... 
v' Athoroughlygood piece for singing quality of tone. 
Another useful number of Grade li. 
. Grade IV....... 
This is a waltz that Ulay be given with confidence in 
its worth. It is strong in theme, graceful in rh vthm, 
and a goodstudy in accent and in smooth legato 
playing. . 
1290' Behr, • F. Op.. 590, No. 8. Gipsy 
Dance. Grade IV..........' 
This is one of Francois Bohr’s characteristic pieces. 
Its value as a teaching piece is unquestioned, and it is 
so tuneiul as to please early grade-pupils. 
1291 O’Neill, Thos. Op. 08. Nymphs at 
Play. Grade IV. 
The value of a piece of music written in the easier 
grades' of piano music is largely dependent upon the 
interest for the pupil in melody, movement, harmony, 
and general-effect. Pieces which combine these points 
most completely are what teachers are seeking for. 
This piece belongs to this category, and is well worthy 
of use. 
1292 Smith, Wilson G. Op. 48, No. D 
j Mazurka Poetique. Grade V.. 
Mr. Smith’s compositions are noted for their orig¬ 
inality, and thisis no exception to the rule. 
It is a beautiful composition of musicianly character. 
It opens with a figure wbiefe Is announced in turn by 
the two hands, and Is finally taken as the opening 
theme of the piece; It is-instructive musically, as 
well as technically. , 
1293 :WaddiagtOE-s.;lldm:uiid..; Op. ■ 20, No. 
1.' In the* /Woods.. (Swing Song.) 
Grader IH........... 
This piece is good.in every respect, . It is truly a 
swing song, for' the swaying motion is present. -The 
.contrasts ..are,good, and the* entire j^ec# to far from 
' commonplace. ’ ' ■' * 
1294 W^din^ftcwi, Edmund. Op. 20, No. 
1 2. In the Dell. (Rondo.) Grade HI.. 
Anol her first;rite teaching piece.. It will do excellent ■ • work in’its.'grade,and will please. 
1295'' O’^eUl^ Thpg. Op,, 02. :• Gavotte 
Antique. Grade IV. 
Opens with a quaint theme in minor, in keeping 
with Itsititie.5 It changes to a graceful major melody, ■and is well worked out. It is. a/thbronghly enjoyable 
piece jither for teaching or parlor use. ... 
1296 Dripped Paul A. Op. 2D ' Little 
Cot^dtt% Grade III,... 
I .- , Only gbtft can te spoken of this also. It is graceful, 
I . _y!' wcU-couceived, t harmonies > c- and an excal- 
lent study in finger and hand touches. 
1297 Bathbun, P. G. Nocturne. Grade V. 
This is an exceptionally useful composition. The 
melody is strong and susceptible of much shading in 
tonal effector its effect is heightened by graceful em- 
dllal neats whi - he Witty to phy j** no th, 
flowing Btyle, will be worth acquiring. Tha left band 
to given an effective accompaniment of broken chow. 
1298 Bathbun, P. O. The Maybells. 
(Polka-Bondo.) Grade IV. 
A graceful, brilliant pie e with g i work i 
and hand touches. It will interest by reason of its 
tunefulness.utd instruct because of Its worth, - •' 
1?99 Bat on, P. G. In Spr lg Time. 
J ade V...... ...s..;.. .. 
This is another fine teachiUgjpiece. interestineand 
useful The mixed rhythm of the third partis effect¬ 
ive, though a litl ot It is worthy 
a place in rtoire. 
1300 O’N 11, ' aos. . 0D iata. 
(J i.) Gra III.. 
A very 1 
melody, which is ev lually given ■ - >o 
very like Bublnstein’s celebrated melody In F It 
t ; > 40 good exercise i j ' ' 
©ass 
nnimw mmEffl 
ngn»-nn 
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\ MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devotel-to “fHEITO 0FI1STlIJBlim®5 
' Contain irtides and illi s of vital Interest to every organist 
andorgan builder, the organ newsof the day, a department pf ques¬ 
tions and answers for students and teachers,' at,1? eight oages of 
■ a nuslc. fearl Sub a 1 1c < ',t )0(i sdvaw fi mple copi 
26 cents. 
E\ ERET 1 •: TRUE! FE, 
Editor and Publisher. 
140 A TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS, 
All Branches Musical Art.- Elocution, Modern Languages. 22 In¬ 
structors. Best in Northwest. Only .Complete Music 
School North.of Chicago. Send for'Oatalogue. 
Cl SJ£j. Ml , XMMSMJLhl fMt 
RSfa Ta J0 MWllSp iMliiSs BaeBp 
Gives Bess®ms personally, or by correspondence, in IBIsurnmwimy-, 
Cwaoet and Fagme, Musical sad 
®n,©nnesteatt®Ea. Students prepared for mnalcal examinations. 
Moot thorough and systematic course. Compositions revised and 
©arrested. Tetrmt^,moderate. Metres 
S2@@PJS <43 a rad 46, IStJISil ®yOL®OC!Q, 
Scramitora, Pa, 
MRS. W. H. SHBRW0OD, 
Concerts, Piano Eecitals and Piano Instruction. 
Mrs. Sherwood will accommodate two young ladies, as boarders in 
her family during the winter, who desire a thorough musical edu- 
rti >n with the advantages of a he ,e. ler residence, 
363 [latsijasE'i? GG=0 Boo8saaP ljoog. 
i tree iot iven >>, 1 De irtmei 6 >f Mu 
Pupil, Classical, Artict, Choral and Orchenstral 'CMnrts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. ■" ' 
FIVE OOURBEB’OF STUDY. ■ ' 
l ’ ca and Sheet Music ai sociable ntss. 
For CUi mlorp, apply to 
JAMBS H. HOWE, DBAH, aBUHUTCASTIaB, IHB, 
For Clrculaxs of other University JJ®partM8nta, apply to 
Preaident, Alexander Martin, D.U, uj). College of Liberal Arte. 
B . L. Bowman. A.'M., a.®.D., of Sol d of The; ;. 
:Hon^As*ianae^pDown&^j|yicjb.^Deaiia,of School ®f Law.' 
Henry A. Mills, Bean of School of Art. 
Samuel S. Farr, " Normal School. 
Mew Yokk Ghulise of □« 
smsstR^LnsH Mpss^T, miraeto*. 
pm®. 
Principal of Vocal Department. 
«0n Teaching and Teaching Reform.” By A. B. ParBons and 
Constantin Sternberg....25 cts. 
• What hall r -da; m Musical Edu ati a ho the Home.” 
Lettori to * Lac ’ Jt/. B C * Beinec E® is! ted 
by John Kehmsnu,.........25 eta. 
51 m i mj . * niitruetion foi a her oi 'i< <’ By » ’ - 
Hennea,......................................15 cts, 
’ A lea to Young -> i tsof Hi not , collection of ebon 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst,.......,10 cts. 
; I thodof S ly i* r Amat irs.) By < I-e » 10© 
Tl&e five sent by Nall ffw ffi@ #tei» 
Address Fubllaht , 
imms, w»mmmisM9 swm ©Gaastas m.p ■ 
PHILADELPB W . PA, 
Instructors 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BOHST, 
- Teacher of the 
&RGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice.. Full arrangements made for' 
students studying for the profession. 
ESIDW-A-E^ID PERSY. 
Conger Pianist and 1 sot « 
Ltetoe Eecitals at Colleges and Co&semtodes a Specialty. 
Address, 17.8 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th .to } hoi d j Special Terms t a s on his direct 
■ route desiring recitals at that time. '■ ,■ 
palmmmsm 
fcj Priiimelni Pictet isctiiimr^ 
if □siicical Tiranio 
a@o® ji-jsiPiBfjsu* , 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Di ti i ry has eentlj bet l issued, whiel coi ains uj 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
seiches as oEEawrE1©. '. • 
Address TTKlllOISOKIE EPHEGGEGSp 
1704 Chestnut St., Phllad'a, Pa. 
Mi RY ©PEil /f< Y BfflURRA f ■ ~T5=H8Jr- • . v SG— 
(Fum, ov mum masoh) Msai©. 
Instructs Teachers and Students In the _ _ ^ ^ 
“MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AMD TECHNIC.” With a hsxgQ Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oherlin 
S^d^sMffnfe.generaJ Budl0nCeS °r MuBiCal ^ Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
> Address, Cara of Thb Etude. Music. 636 students’last year. Total expense for one 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, ye£ 
; ’ TEMOK AMD OKSTKPGT®^ ' j£ 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian , - 
Methods. ■ DraE 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., • CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
eJ.A.MilE© M. *3T3R<^.CS'S'5) Mil 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1856-32 Iff 
P0AK3OSY,TEAMED,, AR3P OTITli. WA 
-TEEMS:—— • of 1 
' . t ntj "I lessc $3 JO for twenty half-hour 1 ont ( .. J 
i i 1 w . 
17 F 1 Avem , ot Chlcl ring ? 2 Tremont S BOSTON E . 
BEAUTSFUL AH1Q I1STRBCTSYE. , ■ — —■    -—===== ==■ 
asi® Eaifap® 
• OOMTBMTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of - Nature, Head and 
Heart. Sanctity of Music,^Church Music, Hints 
to Pupilsr Philosophy'T'of the .Beautiful,. 
Plea for Music, value of Musical 
- Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, ' Harmony, Imagina- 
'• • tion, Expression, Maxims. ■ 
The work la alike indispensable, to the teacher and pupil. To 
both It offers .valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over 
200; pages arid is printed in m<Mt excellent style, ' • - - 
MASON’S “ T©WCM AW® 'TICHNIC.” 
Studio 8f Carnegie Music Mall, 1 Tuesday , 
m w Xork, i r, rj Frid ; 
241 Montague St., BrooJdgn, | ^hurlii^fin^s! 
mm ‘ I, i4 hit- i 
i| 'uSSE 
t-fC't iQr^fni'tTiTr?>i 
•Hi* «JU M fill* g !: 
■H 
Ti very beat so i asical topici chosen 
from -13 highest i&nk of 
m AUTGBBS IE @80 SlUOTATiiOKlS. 
Byeiy teadi&^-eyesy stndent—showW own Musical 
Mosaics. Instinctive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. ■' •: 
Asa presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
MUSIOAL' GAME.. . 
ALLE GRANDO 
oat cliHfeb 
of- various 
III© inadequate c>» teekmetd easerekes at the pmn® ar© well known to piano players, and form 
■ Vo 'D--Dr-■•?/•••• o' :.■’■'■ . .T • :V v“..< ■. ’A A©; Afra AAA: " . '•fr- 
the great barrier to a proper advanbement In piano playing. 
.tl-_ ' '^An..... ■ \ ....^“m^va'- 
’ .... ' Science, having investigated tins 
‘ ; 8- ; ““THa— .' • subject, has discovered end can espials 
STUDEMT’S -TECHBICOH* the reasons of such mneooaomical re- 
PEI°® 1 m suit, and can now supply at s cheap ; 
. @ . ,,,' ; cost a better and more direct process 
for developing- uni enlarging' the technical dexterity of Ilia hand. 
Employed by.eminent pianists In their ©aching and foi their own per 
eonal use.- y‘Himd^&;dff^ichi^;tetify-”that^!CMrm^®ble'to"djblh^llfe"r^ 
selves and their pupils. 
’ .Aa this new method marks a-most Important reform in technical teach¬ 
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, BAY., 
upon ^iimrrivTi PiAHO Tough, jets*. Wass .abb Mswki mb Acquike- 
!'*!*> I-II IMnjKjS] 
pppppi 
mMEErnm 
it,©;# nsmm m mm5© ©q«v:’, -, 
b*»!%ff<wa» ©H't^iaaal B'faBiB®!®® LL L ,'■■•' 
MCE CONCERT GRAND ORGANS 
Mafeat Sfc, EA8T01T, ;TA'-> U S. A, 
; ■' a :' L A'Wli.S M-G IS- 
B3ai$wil 
SEVEf-ttCTAVE IAVY 
ismlxsiib less. ' asi SiS Safei#, St 
Our Concert Grand Orgap 
stracted as to insure the Moat Beau- 
operated bj the knees. This doss 
which often, through damp weather, 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction; 
possible, forming & qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing fro® all 
gradations of tone become possible 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
worthless imitations of this iasfcm- 
kave no stops, but are bo con- 
ip! Effects by the use of two levers 
awaywitk s complicated stop action, 
: cauaet; much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome;. Upright 
;:of the Ctee, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe quai- 
, Seed Organ,Sj and. the most exquisite 
\The Reeds';are the, best, patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato mane 
the;same as on. a Piano. Beware of 
m .t styled “Piano Organs” and 
WE IT1 IF0IS pmsoi S 
Mor© than 200 Pianos Sold to^Sohools 
': and Colleges in !S9L 
C0RRE8P0RDEE10E' SOB.BCBTED 
Mmnttfaetoxy, Wakefields Mass 
Hew Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them, as 
, ' UNEQUALED . 
Ever? Ekm Pally Warasatefi for I Team, 
'OTwrJ. KEIAGSE Ci ©@op 
82 emd 24 Mi BfeltSautaa Stea^tj MAUTSMOMMi 
1 g JElftls Jib hp seas iSMk I®lf S Y-L. 
GWd Poioacy3lwc,cif!Q Jlwo., W£L3I21II'I£-SIC&iJ5 EL £4 
Sasic Mersfaiiiei. ssSsis£l5!sag*£’Ss 
American College and Public School Direes&ry. - 
SUBTOTOS t IBODUkB. 
Cantatas for Small Choral Societies. 
■ “MRS. SPEAKER.98 
1 £SWA£S FEBD W MMt SSTiS OP 
©C5AK]®® ara«3 MPEDQKnr© 
CHASE BROS. PM NO CO 
Factories: Stand Rapids and Mushegon, Hlehlgan. 
Bend fo Dlnatrated Catalogue. 
- OFFICE, 205 TSSIFSE eiFlISS, 
FACTORY, 1627-1029 S. E. 'FIFTH STREET, 
JOHN C1ILPSM 
dd Lie Composer, 
A. W. 3,0327, 
mm SSSDAL,; PARIS, .1878. 
-i: LIFE SIZE, 22x26 INCHES. ' 
Price $S.0@. Pootag© grad Tufee, D®. ©t@n Ultra. 
“ $5.00, vstth Frame, Antique ®al!s. 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser's charp. ■ 
; The following are[ now ready:-r. 
BEETHWEl, MEIBELSS0H1, M0ZA1T;, 
• WAGBER, HAlDELs CHOPIN; HSZTs-. 
• •• - - SCHUBERT, AM HMHI, 
;3, ■. OTH1ES TO' FOLLOW,. 
. The elegant portrait® have given the greatest satisfec- 
itieu wherever- introduced. The former price for these 
T/ss §4.60 each, without frame. ■■ Suitable for the most 
elegant-Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
' am^ THEO. PRES8EB, PHiLAbELPHIIA. 
each year., The various aisles give ft great amount of information 
of permanent value. It Is, ajpBuliaiity of 3%e Mfatde 'that ita 
articles axe of oubstantlal and toting'worth. Address the Publisher, 
TiEiiiiE .PRESSER, ' 
1704 Ohesfcimt Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE 
mmmfmm entirely wsil 
Lailiffl’s isei irpi 
IPrlso 01.3©. Ily Perelgn Plu^erin^. 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged * for the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from bes composers. Each piece is cop! 
onsly annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil m to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are oarafoly graded.1 Every 'difficulty is grot 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Tonch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature).'. Phrasing is successfully'taught. The ,whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects stt© fully illustrated. 
SsmS fm a Smmipim Sepf0 
TIKE®. PiESSEi, [pGstoMeir, 
-1704 Chestnut St,B Philadelphia, Pa. 
A GAME FOR EVERY MUSIC STUDEHT, 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can: be played by 
my number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher,, . 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pal 
SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER 
The Teehnlcon 
A M101A1I0AL' APFHAI01 
' FOR THE . : 
development of Plane Technic 
PIANOFORTE, - 1 'ks asiitl wiil find a larg number of compositions 
which are truly to be found at present in expensive r.dUions. 
A 1 in addition 'sight pages of reading mutter, .vot¬ 
ing of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, Choir Training, Har¬ 
mony, etc.; ■ also descriptions of caw Organa, Biographies "of noted 
Organists and 'gan-Comi joscs > 
Every-'topic will, to discussed that-will stimulate and old In the 
swlopissnt of h Lr o < gan Playing 
fflho ©rganiBlo’ Joans all coirrAino Tvteutv Pasej m Each Pats. 
OUECCEIPTXOU, C3.C0 EEC YEAI1. 
Tha first bird vol¬ 
ume is in course , and. will 6® sent, postpaid, on 
receipt of the subscription. . 
Circulars and sample pages,; full inform:. 
•' as, onn ceij t of name and addr j 
caB t20 AOC-acaAiLLp 
1388 IMrci Avo., IT. V. City, 
THiO. ^RESSlR, 
17 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
Price, Teacher’s' Sis©, 
Pile®, Student’s Sis©, 
.Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information. 
Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTHTJT 8TEEET, PHILADELPHIA 
..-There are few really good collections of easy iu- 
ctruciive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form - mpil. All: 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative 
»ies3rj. 
Unbomd Volumes for 1888. 
A* 
$1.50, P ostuaid. 
< 
' “ 1887, 1.50, 
' 1.50,: 
tH 
f|-": « && 41 1888, . Si 
mmm-. 1888,' 1.50, U 
louui U 
- “ .1888,3 2.50, U ■ n St 
“ -188?" 9.5ft - u ii ; ■.««- .... 
‘‘ 1888, ■' « 2.50, ts 
it 44 1889, Qj: • 2.50, « 
U ii 44 1890, - « 2.50, it 
... . U fid 44 1891, - :; 2.60j fid 
Ihesa volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollais worth of musie -in 
from which the"excess of 
oil has been removed, 
le Absolutely JPmre 
$%m$ it is Soluble,, 
are used in its prepar¬ 
ation. It has more 
than three times the 
strength of Cocoa 
mixed with Starch, 
Arrowroot or. Sugar, and is therefore far 
more economical, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, strengthen¬ 
ing, EAamr: digested, and admirably adapted 
tor invalids as'well as for. persons in health. 
Said, by Grocers everywhere. 
00., DORCHESTER, MU, 
SELICTEB 
© IS A111 
' From the Von Bnlow Edition. 
PR1G&81.0O. FIRMLY ®OUK3®b 
.. LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Billow 
editions, which are pnblished in sheet, form, in four 
i-ook i ' fhi abridged edition can be used in moat eases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
1704....CHESTNUT ST., 
MPOR fANT TO ORGANISTS. 
th m 
t: 
lONTHLY 
. r w. , , ■- FOR "■ W f • W - 
ITS AID Ol&AJf 
'HIS work is published by subscription. Saeh vol¬ 
ume is complete (in 12 Parts. All the leading 
Professional-:'^nd Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it. " . 
■ • if tfc t 7ol 'OM has beam unprecedented in the 
cnnalfl of Organ Muslo in thlB country. 
Tha r, ii e - i? front the most practical and latest eompoi- 
siUons of the beat German, franch, American and English write:®, 
oto^etc. 
We would like to imprw upon von the fact that— . 
music is edlted ln the most careful manner.:. Bp 
, 2d.—The Mo, • 1 Plaie# (not type). 
8d.—No other work gives so much music for ao little moneyl 
WB&I 
^iw-.\iT«ftms 
* * no * u)iTkr-I rnnro mv< ■ a3 «H8»ifii.) ** dK 
-—————— 
Th§ best, if not the only, School of Teohnic 
KNOWN TO ' ■ ■ ■ 
PIANOFORTE' PEDAGOGICS. 
Henry Litolff, Brunswick, Germany; The Edwin AoSi 
down Collection; Edition Chanot (F2o35s& JMfat-s&c)? 
end the Vienna Conservatory Edition ©f too 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. ‘ 
Experiments in Musical Expressiveness, 
My MMWJAMIHr IVES GIK.MAM, 
Professor qf Psychology in Clark University. 
Annotations and /Esthotical Analysis 
of the Scene. mmM Prayer frtxx, jfrsiotJtxiCst 
Trawlatedfrom Dorn, with some selections from 4c M&deJaine, 
Goetlie on Music. Bach, [\3o. ID. 
Two Translations firoui,the 
The I egular Inai ill* lent oj 
Introduction to Interpretation of Beethoven’s 
Pianoforte Works. 
MABX. 
SONGS. 
BeeSce . M. Es ter Songi Mezzo Soprano li C. ........... 
Css'*,«?£*» Iriesy. Ch 11st Arisen Alto or Baritone in D j"'" 
tones, Frank. Tho Glad Eustcr Morning. Soprano or 
Ter r nli Uto or I iritone in I *. ...... 
S >pt aunt or Tenor < ■ 
Alto or Baritone in D j. — Fear Not, ye Seek Jesus -f 
FOR QUARTETTE OR CHORUS. 
BliEzziiiLeEiisiOheBini, W.IL. Hosanna to the Prince... 16 
Gavp, F. OsBBBOnsfill. If ye then be Risen. 12 
Carnall, Arthur. Christ our Passover.. ... 15 
43fca«Bwick, ©. W. HailLall Hail the Glorious Morn! 
(Carol). £ 
Cotter, EBemij. Daybreak in the East. jj 
Foote Awake, Glad Soul, Awake 1. 12 
Hamer, Cl. T. Christ the Lord is Risen.•. 10 
IHIjiUoib, JS. E. The Lord Waked as One Out of Sleep.. 12 
I, ynes, Fran Si. The Lord is Risen... 16 
35Jartit®ra. ©. W. Christ our Passover. 16 
Haker, F. C. Awake, Thou That Sleepest. 16 
Martin, 0. C. As it Began to Dawn....... 16 
Nichol, BE. E. Now is Christ Risen. 12 
Parker. Jf. 4'. Christ is Risen    ...12 
Frice, ®. E. IB. Now when Jesus was Risen. 12 
Simollwood, W. 1 have set God always before me.. 12 
— Thanks be to Go .•••. 12 
Watson, M. Oh! give thanks unto the Lord...••. 12 
NOVELTIES IN SCHMIDT’S OCTAVO. 
EDITION. 
MIXED VOICES. (SACRED.) 
E. W. Oanscom. Festival Anthem, “Exalt Him, all Ye 
People ”.-.••••• 16 
In, H, Iff. A. Beach. Festival Jubilate.. 60 
I*. B Brew -c Ti. • >! r Hea ... ■..... - .. 1 
— O Lamb of God.....—• 16 
— Blessed is the Nation...... 16 
©. W- Harston. The Land Beyond the Sea... 
— Jerusalem, the Golden...— 
— Nearer, My God, to Thee...... r 
— Break Forth into Joy (Easter) ..!...... 
©eo.B.Nevim. The day is gently sinking........................ 8 
8t®sar4 St rot n> I will ill ujtoii ha > ora.  8 
Haydn-Brown. Surely the Righteous. 8 
Harvey fflnrray. I will Extol Thee. 12 
Aldrich. In Thee, O God, do I put My Trust. 8 
S. M. Brewer. More Love to Thee, O Christ. 12 
— O Jesus, Thou art Standing................ 12 
— Rest in Thee......  ......— 12 
®. B. Brown. The Sabbath Morn... 12 
— Again the Day returns.... 12 
F. M. Cowen. Light in Darkness.. 12 
W. Maciiarrem. Praise Ye the Lord..  !12 
LADIES’ VOICES. 
49. P. Bidder. Hymn of Trust....... ; 8 
Brown. The Veil of Eve is Falling (Soprano Solo) .............. 15 
49. W. Mrarsdon. Blossom Time (rrio)............. 10 
— The River of Rest (Trio).............!. 10 
— VesperSong (Trio).....:....-...... 10 
— The Night hath a Thousand Eyes......;... 10 
J. It. BoecSsel. Youth (Trio)............................ ........ ...... 16 
— On the River (Trio)...................•... 16 
— Marching Song (Trio)....... 16 
— Tally-Ho! (Tri )..... 16 
—Vesper Song (Trio).. ........r... 16 
— Sleigh Bells (Trio) - 16 
49. W. Marsdom. When Green Leaves Come Again... 
— The Sands o’Dee..;........... 
MEN’S VOICES. 
F. Miller. Hope. .  30 
3H. Bruch. Salamis . 30 
JJ. Bheinbereer. Salentin von Isenburg. 12 i 
M. Bruch. Roman Song of Triumph. Id 
A. Earadeffpreiv 'The Forge Scene......... 15 
JJ. W. Calcodt. In Awful Pause..... 12 
49. Schreck. Forest Bight........... 20 
®. C9«ldihark. Calm Sea and Happy Voyage. 16 
M. Esaer. Mahomet’s Song.............. 20 
_ A. JMT.-Ourry, MyHhopherd is the Lord.... 10 
J. M. Brewer. Oft in the Stilly Night..................; ........... 8 
— Sea-shine........ 8 
— The Fisher’s Song. 8 
F. Liszt, . Cavalry . 16 
J. H. Brewer. Sing, Ring, Music wasGiven. • 20 
5. Bolf, T .* < wilight Fades B * m Ms ...... 8 
CANTATAS AND CHORAL WORKS. 
Mra. M. M. A. Beach, Festival Jubilate.net 60 
6, -W. 4'hawlwlek. Phosnix Explrans. (The Dying Pbm- 
. - net 75 
Ardbur Feote.The Skeleton in Armor. Piano Score. 
( p 28 ....> . 
Frank; Lynes. Cantata, The Curfew Bel!. Op. 16......net 60 
€J. W, SSarsdou. David. Sacred Dramatic Cantata. (In 
Press) - ‘. .. .. ... . ... net 80 
49eo. E. Whiilngr- Dream Pictures. Op. 19........net 98 
; SojftAe if. Cecillan Society, of Uuluth, Mhm. 
Story of Camillo Upso, 
The Graded Thematic Manual for iJPiemoforte Teachers 
contains Material for the Wourth and Fifth Grades. 
The Usual Meniews of ‘ Music Mecommemded. 
Subscription price 81,00 per year; single copies 16 cte. 
Those wishing back numbers from October, 1891, and for the 
yea - \ lg witl the i 1892, nui her, < i ha f * * • 
sending 1L60. 
WmMMks, 
174-178 Wabash Avenua, Chicago, III 
liifi ¥ YY PT\ t ¥7 || comprise an original system for the development 
hUi I I | [\ X V y • 1 of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
' if A A /Ot A aV / v Ii finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
H i| are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni- 
|| ® cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
&■ ^-n selection of a Guitar development; the application of accents, thus 
^ or any other instrument, the developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
((| purchaser must use exceeding that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna- 
jp wHN/ care. Our instruments we guar- ml° quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
#11|\ ante© to give satisfaction in ttat secures the necessary facUity and 
m iJitt I j JL. , , ■ . „ speed of execution. All of which is applied-to 
% IB11/ the artistic and expressive -rendition of musical 
recommen our 10 an 41 compositions. They are printed in separate vol- 
styles, our own manufacture. umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
vrTnT var AT|rF|7,f rFQ including dependent upon some other system of technics to 
Y lUJullv UUirilDj violin, bow, add to their present stock the particular part of 
substantial case, extra set of strings, rosin, Mason’s System which they happen to need, 
etc., $10 and upward. Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly
DAM IHQ AH the leading makes at $5, 111 ^eir estimation of the relative value of the 
JDAIwUD. $8,- $10, $12, $15, $20, and four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi- 
i pwi cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
IMnliirc FWps f!nrapk every one to seleet the Particular Part he desires. /-^.N ManilOllUS, ZillDGIS, llUteSj bomeis The value Qf the Principle of Accentuation ap- 
—in fact, everything in the line of Musical plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
Instruments, at prices 20 to 60 per cent, less by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
than asked by other dealers for the same qual- technics now contains more or less of it. Never- 
;i f goo . theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
To Teachers and Students we make special of the principle, no application of it has been so 
terms, and It will pay YOU to write for our higenious and thorough as his.. 
Illustrated Catalogue at once. This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
Ctmtpteiv Graded -€ataXoffu'4.aud-XHamo Teachers* 
,', .JComwoI. sent free upon application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
rSudo. 1102 Chestnut St., Phila,, Pa 
